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Abstract
This thesis reports advances in terahertz time-domain spectroscopy, relating to the development of new techniques and components that enhance the experimentalist’s control over the
terahertz polarisation state produced by photoconductive emitters, and in utilising the dynamic magnetoelectric response at THz frequencies, in the form of electromagnons, to probe
material properties at a transition between two magnetically ordered phases.
Two methods of controlling the terahertz polarisation state are reported: The first
method is based upon mechanical rotation of an interdigitated photoconductive emitter, and is
implemented in a rotatable-polarisation terahertz time-domain spectrometer, the calibration
of which is demonstrated to produce a highly uniform polarisation state at all angles. This
method is then demonstrated experimentally to identify the orientations of the normal modes
of propagation in the plane of birefringent samples, to extract the full complex refractive
index along these directions, and to investigate the optical selection rules of an absorbing
material. The second method presents a new photoconductive emitter design, based upon
separate interdigitated pixel elements for the generation of the horizontally and vertically
polarised components of the terahertz pulses, that permits rotation of the polarisation state
solely by electrical control. The design, fabrication and experimental verification of the device
is reported, demonstrating polarisation control on timescales orders of magnitude faster than
those achievable in mechanical rotation methods.
A method of using the electromagnon response in Cu1−x Znx O alloys as a sensitive
probe of a phase transition is also demonstrated. Using this method, the phase transition is
observed to broaden upon the introduction of spin-disorder when alloying with non-magnetic
zinc ions, and the first-order nature of the transition is confirmed by the observation of thermal
hysteresis. Additionally, preliminary investigations into the properties of materials exposed
to extreme terahertz optical electric fields are performed. Nonlinear terahertz transmission in
single-walled carbon nanotube films and evidence for nonlinear behaviour of electromagnons
in CuO are observed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The terahertz (THz) region of the electromagnetic spectrum can be approximately defined as the frequency range 0.1 - 10 THz: a frequency of 1 THz
corresponds to a photon energy of ∼ 4 meV, and therefore THz radiation enables a wide variety of fascinating low energy excitations and intriguing material
properties in the far-infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum to be investigated. Developments in THz generation and detection technology over
the past few decades have precipitated an explosion in both research output
and potential applications; the advent of femtosecond lasers and novel spectroscopic techniques have widely increased the availability and applicability of THz
sources. In particular, terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) has matured into a powerful tool for characterizing the optical properties of materials
at THz frequencies [1, 2, 3]. THz-TDS permits the direct determination of the
√
full complex refractive index ñ = n + iκ = ˜µ̃ of the material under study,
where n is the real part of the refractive index, κ is the extinction coefficient, ˜
is the complex permeability and µ̃ is the complex permittivity of the material,
and as such does not require the use of the Kramers-Kronig relations [4].
Many materials demonstrate anisotropic behaviour at THz frequencies,
such as birefringence created by anisotropy in the vibrational or electronic response [5, 6], and electro- and magneto-optical effects [7, 8, 9]. One particular
class of materials which has attracted much attention in recent years are multiferroics, due to a variety of potential technological applications [10, 11], such as
in spintronics [12, 13, 14] and novel electronic components [15, 16]. In the case
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of ferroelectric multiferroics in particular the material must be anisotropic, due
to the requirement that the material lacks an inversion centre for ferroelectricity
to occur. In addition, designs of optical components for polarisation control in
the THz region, such as wire-grid polarisers (WGPs) [17] and wave plates [18],
depend critically on the optical anisotropy. Therefore the accurate determination of the optical properties of anisotropic materials is crucial for both optical
component design and fundamental physical research [19].
Despite the advances made in THz technology thus far, traditionally
many tabletop sources of THz radiation have remained weaker than those attainable in other regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. More recently, new
THz generation techniques coupled with amplified femtosecond lasers have begun to bridge the gap to high-power, tabletop sources of THz radiation, capable
of producing pulses with electric field strengths exceeding 1 MVcm−1 and a duration of only a few hundred femtoseconds [20]. This extreme THz radiation
cannot only provide higher-power sources for applications such as chemical sensing [21], but can also be utilised in the coherent control of collective degrees of
freedom in the THz range and nonlinear spectroscopy [22, 23].
The focus of this thesis is on the development of techniques for the spectroscopy of anisotropic materials in the THz region, particularly in terms of
enhancing the control of the polarisation state produced by photoconductive
emitters, which are perhaps the most common source of THz radiation in both
commercially available and custom-made THz spectroscopy and imaging systems. The rest of this chapter will discuss the interaction between light and
matter in the linear regime in anisotropic materials, in order to provide the
necessary background required to understand the experimental results in future
chapters of this thesis. Sections 1.1 and 1.2 will focus on the effect that an
anisotropic material structure has on the polarisation state of light propagating
through it, and how the polarisation state can be described. Section 1.3 will
then discuss the inverse scenario, regarding the effects that the electromagnetic
field of light has on anisotropic media, with a particular focus on multiferroics.
Section 1.4 will then describe the structure of the rest of this thesis.
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1.1

Crystal Optics

As a guide to the reader, the following section will provide a theoretical description of the interaction of the electric field of light with an anisotropic dielectric
medium. This can then be used to describe the propagation of electromagnetic waves through such an anisotropic medium, and its resulting effects on
the polarisation state of the probing light.
1.1.1

The Dielectric Tensor

In an optically isotropic, linear medium, such as a gas or an amorphous solid
such as glass, the components of the electric displacement field D are linearly
proportional to the corresponding components of the optical electric field E,
 
 
Dx
Ex
 
 
Dy  =  Ey  ,
(1.1)
 
 
Dz
Ez
where the constant of proportionality  is the dielectric constant of the medium,
which is independent of the orientation and direction of propagation of the wave.
However, in an anisotroptic medium the structure is no longer the same for any
arbitrary direction of propagation, and as such the optical properties will vary
depending on the relative orientations of the crystallographic directions and the
electric field. Each of the components of D will now be made up of a linear
combination of the components of E, such that
Dx = xx Ex + xy Ey + xz Ez ,

(1.2)

Dy = yx Ex + yy Ey + yz Ez ,

(1.3)

Dz = zx Ex + zy Ey + zz Ez .

(1.4)

Hence the optical properties of the medium can now be described by a 3 × 3
matrix, the dielectric tensor , where
  
  
Dx
xx xy xz
Ex
  
  
Dy  = yx yy yz  · Ey  ,
  
  
Dz
zx zy zz
Ez
3

(1.5)

which can alternatively be written
Di =

X

ij Ej ,

(1.6)

j

where i, j represent the x, y and z coordinates. The dielectric tensor is symmetric, such that ij = ji , and can therefore be described by six independent
values. The symmetry of the crystal structure in some materials can further
reduce the number of independent components of the dielectric tensor.
1.1.2

Principal Axes and the Index Ellipsoid

The particular values of the components of the dielectric tensor depend on the
choice of coordinate system relative to the crystal structure. For any given
crystal, it is possible to choose a frame of reference such that the off-diagonal
components vanish, and the dielectric tensor becomes


1 0 0


,
=
0

0
2


0 0 3

(1.7)

where 1 = xx , 2 = yy and 3 = zz . This coordinate system is known as
the principal axis system, and defines the directions in which D and E must
be parallel to each other, e.g. D1 = 1 E1 , and equivalent equations for the
other directions. In a non-magnetic, dielectric medium we can assume that
the magnetic permeability µ = 1, and as such the refractive index is given by
p
n = /0 , where 0 is the permitivity of free space. Hence the refractive indices
of the principal axes are given by
r
n1 =

1
,
0

(1.8)

and equivalent equations for the 2 and 3 directions. The relationship between
D and E can also be expressed in the inverse form of Equation 1.5, as
Ei =

X
(−1 )ij Dj .
j
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(1.9)

In this case, it is useful to define the electric impermeability tensor η as
η = 0 −1 ,

(1.10)

which is also a symmetric second-rank tensor with the same principal axes as
. As such, in the principal axis system η is a diagonal matrix with principal
values of
η1 =

0
1
= 2,
1
n1

(1.11)

and equivalent relations for the 2 and 3 directions.
A symmetric second-rank tensor can be visually represented in three
dimensional space by a quadratic surface, such as an ellipsoid [24]; for the
impermeability tensor this can be expressed as
X

ηij xi xj = 1,

(1.12)

ij

for an arbitrary coordinate system xi . This surface is invariant to the choice of
coordinate system, such that if the frame of reference is rotated the values of xi
and ηij are altered but the ellipsoid remains unchanged. In the principal axis
system this equation simply reduces to
η1 x21 + η2 x22 + η3 x23 = 1.

(1.13)

Using Equations 1.11 and 1.13 we can define the index ellipsoid of the system,
x21 x22 x23
+
+
= 1,
n21 n22 n23

(1.14)

which, along with the principal axes, contains all the information required to
completely describe the optical properties of a material. The general form of the
index ellipsoid defined in the principal axes of a material system is schematically
shown in Figure 1.1, where the half-lengths of the major and minor axes are the
principal refractive indices.
If all three principal refractive indices have the same value, e.g. n1 = n2 =
n3 , then the index ellipsoid reduces to a sphere and the medium is isotropic. For
crystals with certain symmetries two of the principal refractive indices may be

5

Figure 1.1: Geometrical representation of a general refractive index ellipsoid of an anisotropic
b signifies an arbitrary direction of wave propagation through the
medium. The unit vector u
medium, with the eigenmodes of propagation (Da and Db ) and corresponding eigenvalues (na
b represented on the index ellipse. Reproduced and
and nb ) in the plane perpendicular to u
adapted from reference [24].
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the same, e.g. n1 = n2 = no , but the third is different, e.g. n3 = ne . Here the
subscripts o and e denote the ordinary and extraordinary indices respectively,
and the direction corresponding to ne is known as the optical axis. For a wave
propagating along the optical axis the electric field will experience the same
refractive index irrespective of the orientation of E. Crystals with this type of
symmetry are termed uniaxial. If all three of the principal refractive indices are
different, e.g. n1 6= n2 6= n3 , then the crystal exhibits two optical axes (which
will not be parallel to the principal axes of the crystal) and is termed biaxial.
1.1.3

Plane Wave Propagation Through an Anisotropic Medium

In this section we will consider the propagation of electromagnetic waves through
anisotropic dielectric media. We will treat the orthogonal electric and magnetic
field components of electromagnetic waves as plane waves of the form
E = E0 e−i(k·r−ωt) ,
H = H0 e−i(k·r−ωt) ,

(1.15)

describing the wave at position r with a wavevector k = kb
u oriented along the
b.
unit vector u
Dispersion Relation in an Anisotropic Medium

Maxwell’s equations in a dielectric medium can be expressed as
∂H
,
∂t
∂E
∇ × H = − ·
.
∂t
∇ × E = −µ0

(1.16)
(1.17)

By considering the electric and magnetic fields as plane waves of the form given
in Equation 1.15 and using the relation D = E, Equations 1.16 and 1.17 reduce
to
k × E = ωµ0 H,

(1.18)

k × H = −ωD.

(1.19)
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Figure 1.2: Geometrical representation of the vectors describing an electromagnetic wave in
a dielectric medium. The vectors E, D, k and S all lie in the plane perpendicular to H, E
is perpendicular to S and D is perpendicular to k. Reproduced and adapted from reference
[24].

These equations define the geometry of the vectors describing an electromagnetic
wave in a dielectric medium, shown schematically in Figure 1.2: H is oriented
perpedicular to both k and E, whilst D is perpendicular to both k and H.
Defining the direction of energy flow via the Poynting vector S = E × H sets
it perpendicular to both E and H. Therefore the vectors E, D, k and S all
lie in the plane perpedicular to H; however, due to Equation 1.5 E and D
(and therefore k and S) are not necessarily parallel to each other. Rearranging
Equation 1.18 for H and substituting into Equation 1.19, we obtain
k × (k × E) + ω 2 µ0 E = 0.
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(1.20)

This vector equation can also be represented in matrix form, which in the principal axis system of the dielectric medium is given by
    

E1
0
k1 k2
k1 k3
ω 2 µ0 1 − k22 − k32

    
 · E2  = 0 .

k2 k3
k2 k1
ω 2 µ0 2 − k12 − k32
    

0
E3
k3 k1
k3 k2
ω 2 µ0 3 − k12 − k22
(1.21)
Setting the determinant of this matrix equal to zero allows us to solve for ω
as a function of the principal axis components of k = (k1 , k2 , k3 ), and therefore
establish the dispersion relation of the anisotropic medium.
Propagation in an Arbitrary Direction

From Equation 1.19 we know that D in a dielectric medium lies in a plane
perpendicular to k, and therefore is also perpendicular to the direction of propb . Rewriting Equation 1.20 in terms of D using E = −1 D, η = 0 −1
agation u
and k = kb
u, we obtain
k2
b × (b
u
u × ηD) + ω 2 µ0 D = 0.
0

(1.22)

If we consider the first term in Equation 1.22 as a projection of the vector ηD
b , we may define a projection operator Pu such
onto a plane perpendicular to u
that
Pu ηD = −b
u × (b
u × ηD).

(1.23)

By using the relations k02 = ω 2 µ0 0 and n = k/k0 , we can rewite Equation 1.22
as an eigenvalue equation of the operator Pu η,
Pu ηD =

1
D,
n2

(1.24)

which has two eigenvectors Da and Db corresponding to the normal modes of
b , with their corresponding eigenvalues being
propagation in the direction of u
1/n2a and 1/n2b .
The solutions to this eigenvalue equation can be visualised using either
the dispersion relation or the index ellipsoid. In the form ω = ω(k1 , k2 , k3 ), the
dispersion relation can be considered as the equation of a surface in k-space.
9

b there are two intersections with the
For an arbitrary direction of propagation u
surface in k-space, which correspond to the two normal modes of propagation
b . These normal modes are demonstrated on the index ellipsoid in Figure
along u
b up to the boundary of the index ellipsoid
1.1, with the plane perpendicular to u
and passing through the origin known as the index ellipse. The major and minor
axes of this index ellipse are the directions of the eigenvectors Da,b , and the
lengths of the semi-major and semi-minor axes are the values of the refractive
indices na,b along the normal modes of propagation.
1.1.4

Effects of an Anisotropic Medium on the Polarisation State of
Light

In an isotropic medium, for any given propagation direction and orientation of
E of an incident plane electromagnetic wave, the electric field will experience
the same refractive index, and so the polarisation state will remain unchanged
after propagating through an isotropic medium. So what happens when we
consider the case where the principal refractive indices are not all the same?
Having established the index ellipsoid and the two orthogonal normal modes of
propagation for a given direction, we can now use these concepts to describe how
the polarisation state of light evolves upon propagating through an anisotropic
medium.
For light with angular frequency ω propagating in an anisotropic crystal
with an arbitrary wavevector k there are two orthogonal normal modes, with
polarisation eigenvectors Da,b . These normal modes each have different refractive indices. If the incident light is polarised along one of the eigenvectors of
a normal mode, then the wave experiences only one refractive index, and the
polarisation state remains unchanged after transmission through the medium.
However, if the incident light is linearly polarised with components of E along
Da and Db , then each component will propagate through the crystal with a different velocity. This introduces a relative phase φa = ωdna /c and φb = ωdnb /c
to each component of E, depending on the distance d the wave has propagated
through the medium. After transmission through a crystal of thickness L, the
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two components of E will have acquired a phase delay
∆φ = φb − φa =

ωL
(nb − na ) ,
c

(1.25)

where the difference in refractive index nb − na = ∆n is the birefringence of the
medium. The polarisation state of the transmitted light will therefore depend
on the phase delay introduced: a superposition of two orthogonally polarised
waves with a phase delay of ∆φ = π/2 will form a circular polarisation state,
whereas for any other value of 0 < ∆φ < π/2 the polarisation state will be
elliptical.

1.2

Describing the Polarisation State of Electromagnetic
Waves

Having established that propagation through an anisotropic medium can alter
the polarisation state of light, a crucial consideration in the spectroscopy of
anisotropic materials is having a method of describing the polarisation state at
a given time or frequency. This section will outline some of the descriptions
available which will be used in this thesis: the ellipticity and orientation angle;
the ellipsometric parameters; Jones matrices; and Stokes parameters.
1.2.1

Ellipticity and Orientation Angle

The polarisation state of an electromagnetic wave can be parameterised by
two quantities, the ellipticity angle χ and the orientation angle ψ [19]. This
parameterisation is shown schematically by the polarisation ellipse in Figure
1.3, with the viewer oriented such that they are looking into the direction of
propagation of the electromagnetic wave. For an arbitrary polarisation state
the oscillation of the electric or magnetic field when viewing from this position
can be visualised as forming an ellipse. The ellipticity angle is defined as
 
b
−1
χ = tan
,
(1.26)
a
where a and b are the lengths of the semi-major and semi-minor axes of the
polarisation ellipse respectively. An ellipticity angle of zero corresponds to a
11

Figure 1.3: Parameterisation of the polarisation state of an electromagnetic wave, using
the ellipticity angle χ and orientation angle ψ. The polarisation ellipse (blue curve) is the
projection of the oscillation of the electric field onto a plane perpendicular to the direction of
propagation.

linear polarisation state, whereas an ellipticity of ±45◦ corresponds to right- and
left-handed circular polarisation, respectively. The orientation angle is defined
as the angle of the major axis of the polarisation ellipse away from the x-axis of
the lab coordinate system. A positive orientation angle is defined by the angle
formed by an anticlockwise rotation of the polarisation state relative to the xaxis, e.g. ψ = +45◦ occurs in the top right-hand quadrant of the polarisation
ellipse as displayed in Figure 1.3.
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1.2.2

Alternative Descriptions of the Polarisation State

Ellipsometric Parameters

The ellipsometric parameters are an alternate parameterisation of the polarisation ellipse. Rather than taking into account the half-lengths of the polarisation
ellipse, the ellipsometric paramaters consider the s- and p-polarised components
of the electromagnetic wave that form the polarisation state. In terms of these
components the polarisation state is parameterised by
tan Ψei∆ =

|Ep | i(φp −φs )
e
|Es |

(1.27)

where |Ep | and φp are the amplitude and phase of the p-polarised component,
respectively, and |Es | and φs are the equivalent values for the s-polarised component.
Jones Calculus

Jones calculus is a matrix formulation of polarised light, which makes use of
column vectors to describe the polarisation state of light, and 2 × 2 matrices
to describe the interaction of light with optical components and materials. The
Jones vector of an electromagnetic wave is expressed as
#
" # "
Ex
E0x eiφx
,
E=
=
E0y eiφy
Ey

(1.28)

where each component contains information about both the amplitude E0 and
phase φ. The Jones matrix J of an arbitrary polarising element is expressed as
"
J=

Jxx Jxy
Jyx Jyy

#
,

(1.29)

and as such the Jones vector describing the resultant polarisation state can be
found by E0 = J · E.
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Stokes Parameters

Jones calculus is only applicable to fully polarised light; an alternative description of the polarisation state of light, which can account for partially- and
un-polarised light, can be made using the Stokes parameters. These are usually
given in the form of the Stokes vector ST , which can be related to the parameters
of the polarisation ellipse χ and ψ by

  
I0
I

  
Q I0 p cos 2ψ cos 2χ

 
ST = 
U  =  I p sin 2ψ cos 2χ  ,

   0
I0 p sin 2χ
V

(1.30)

where I0 is the total intensity of the electromagnetic wave and p is the degree
of polarisation, given by
p
Q2 + U 2 + V 2
p=
.
I

(1.31)

The four components of the Stokes vector in Equation 1.30 can be interpreted as: (i) I is the sum of the intensities of the purely linearly horizontal
and linearly vertical components; (ii) Q is the difference between the intensities
of the purely linearly horizontal and linearly vertical components; (iii) U is the
difference between the intensities of the components purely polarised at +45◦
and +45◦ ; and (iv) V is the difference between the intensities of the purely
circularly right-hand polarised and circularly left-hand polarised components.
A similar description of the interaction of light with polarising elements
to that described by Jones calculus can be made via Mueller calculus and the
Mueller matrix M. In this case

Sout


M11

M21
= M · Sin = 
M
 31
M41

  
I
  
 
M24 
 · Q ,


M34  
U 
M44
V

M12 M13 M14
M22 M23
M32 M33
M42 M43

(1.32)

which relates the incident Stokes vector Sin to the Stokes vector after interaction
with an optical component or a material Sout .
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1.3

Electromagnons in Improper Ferroelectrics

A multiferroic can be defined as a material which exhibits more than one ferroic order parameter, such as ferromagnetism, ferroelectricity or ferroelasticity,
in a single phase [25]. While this term encompasses a plethora of different
combinations of order parameters, historically the union that has incited the
most research interest is that of electricity and magnetism, in so-called magnetoelectric multiferroics [11, 26]. While the intimate link between electricity and
magnetism in nature was elucidated by Maxwell’s equations, for a long time
their occurrence in condensed matter appeared to be mutually exclusive: conventional ferromagnetism tends to arise due to partially filled f - or d-orbitals in
rare earth and transition metal ions, whilst conventional ferroelectricity tends
to arise due to ‘lone pair’ cations and empty d-orbitals in transition metal ions
[27].
It was only in 1960 that the first magnetoelectric material, Cr2 O3 , was
disovered [28] following a prior theoretical prediction [29]. Since this initial experimental obervation, a vast number of magnetoelectric materials have been
discovered and investigated; just a small selection of the many reviews available
on the topic can be found in references [11, 26]. However, broadly speaking
the behaviour of many magnetoelectric multiferroics can be typified by the
two “poster-boy” materials, bismuth ferrite (BiFeO3 ) and terbium manganate
(TbMnO3 ). BiFeO3 is one of the most promising magnetoelectric materials for
device applications, owing to its large ferroelectric polarisation (∼ 90 µC cm−2 )
and the persistence of electrical and magnetic ordering at temperatures far
above room temperature [30, 31]. Despite these promising properties the magnetoelectric coupling is weak, due to the differring origins of ferroelectricity and
magnetism in BiFeO3 : ferroelectricity arises due to the 6s2 lone pair in the Bi3+
ions, while the magnetism has its origins in the spins on the Fe3+ ions.
Since the discovery of magnetoelectricity in BiFeO3 , a variety of other
mechanisms giving rise to magnetoelectric multiferroicity in materials have been
discovered, including charge ordering [32], magnetic exchange striction [33], and
the type of magnetoelectricity typified by TbMnO3 , spin-spiral magnetic ordering [34, 35]. Compared to BiFeO3 , the ferroelectric polarisation in TbMnO3
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is small (∼ 0.08 µC cm−2 ) and multiferroicity only occurs at low temperatures
(∼ 28 K), making it a far less practical material for applications. However, the
interest in TbMnO3 stems from the magnetic origin of the ferroelectricity; the
ferroelectricity in such materials is induced by competing magnetic interactions
forming a magnetic state that breaks inversion symmetry, for instance an incommensurate spin-cycloid [36, 37]. This so-called “improper” ferroelectricity
can result in strong magnetoelectric coupling [38, 39].
Improper ferroelectrics also exhibit dynamic magnetoelectric coupling,
whereby an oscillating electric field couples to a spin wave, or magnon. This
results in a novel quasiparticle excitation at terahertz frequencies - the electromagnon [8, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44]. This opens up possibilities for a new paradigm
in the control of magnetic order, using the electric fields of THz frequency optical pulses [45]. However, the improper ferroelectric phase generally occurs
only at low temperatures, typically below ∼ 70 K [38]; for many desired technological applications to be realised, room-temperature improper ferroelectrics
are strongly desired. A promising material system in the search for room
temperature improper ferroelectrics is cupric oxide (CuO), which exhibits a
magnetically-induced ferroelectric phase with spin-cycloidal ordering and electromagnons up to ∼230 K [8, 46].
This section will provide background to the second topic of study presented in this thesis - the behaviour of electromagnons in the improper ferroelectric multiferroic material cupric oxide (CuO). A brief description and
theoretical background to spin wave excitations in magnetically ordered materials, magnons, will be provided in Section 1.3.1, before discussing the unique
quasiparticle excitation that can occur in improper ferroelectric materials, electromagnons, in Section 1.3.2. Lastly Section 1.3.3 will discuss multiferroicity
and electromagnons in the principal multiferroic material system under study
in this thesis, CuO.
1.3.1

Magnons

Having discussed the effect that the properties of a particular material have on
the polarisation state of light propagating through it in Section 1.1, we may
also consider the converse - what effect do the electric and magnetic fields of
16

Figure 1.4: Depiction of a magnon, as viewed (a) in side profile and (b) from a top-down
perspective, where the black curve represents the relative phase of the spins. Reproduced
from reference [47].

light have on the material? Here we consider the effects of optical electric and
magnetic fields in the linear regime only, where the field strengths are small.
The effects of large field strength optical pulses on materials will be discussed
in further detail in Section 6.1.
A charged particle exposed to an electric and magnetic field is subject
to the Lorentz force F = q(E + v × B). When exposed to the electric field of
light atoms or ions in a material are displaced from their equilibrium positions,
and the interactions between adjacent atoms or ions in the crystalline lattice
result in collective vibrational modes, known as phonons. The magnetic field
of light can have an analagous effect on the magnetic moments of the ions in
the crystal lattice. In a magnetically ordered material, the magnetic torque
applied by the optical magnetic field causes displacements of the spins from
their equilibrium positions; due to interactions between adjacent spins in the
crystal structure, these displacements propagate through the material as a spin
wave, the quasiparticle of which is known as a magnon, shown schematically in
Fig 1.4.
In order to describe the behaviour of magnons in a material, an equation
of motion for the spin angular momentum of the ith spin Si can be expressed in
terms of an effective magnetic field Heff , used to represent all the interactions felt
by a single spin. This is given by the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation
dSi
λ Si × (Heff × Si )
= γHeff × Si −
,
dt
~
S2

(1.33)

where γ = g|e|/2m is the gyromagnetic ratio and λ is the Gilbert damping
parameter. The effective field drives the spins to align in its direction, causing
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the spins to precess about their equilibrium position. The effective field can
be expressed as the partial derivative of the free energy F of the system with
respect to Si . In the condition where the temperature of the system is much
lower than the ordering temperature, the free energy can be approximated by
the semi-classical spin Hamiltonian H of the system, allowing us to define the
effective field as
Heff =

1 ∂H
.
γ~ ∂Si

(1.34)

Using this definition, the spin dynamics in a particular system can be investigated by: defining a specific spin Hamiltonian accounting for all the interactions
between spins in the system, calculating the resultant effective field acting on
the spins, then solving the LLG equation to find properties of interest, such as
the magnon dispersion relation and the nature of the magnetic dynamics.
1.3.2

Electromagnons

While the dynamics of magnons may be understood solely by the interaction
of the magnetic field of light with the spins in a material, the electric dipoleactive nature of electromagnons requires that coupling between the spins and
phonons in the material are taken into account in the Hamiltonian. Two distinct mechanisms that give rise to electromagnons have been discussed in the
literature: Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya electromagnons, and exchange-striction (ES)
electromagnons. The different origins for these mechanisms are shown schematically by Figs. 1.5 (a) for the DM electromagnon and 1.5 (b) for the ES electromagnon.
The static polarisation in an improper ferroelectric phase with spincycloidal ordering can be understood as arising from the spin-current or inverse
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interaction [33, 36]. The DM interaction can be
expressed as
HDM =

X

da (ri ) · (Si × Si+1 ) ,

(1.35)

a

where Si and Si+1 are adjacent spins in the cycloid. The DM vectors da are
parameterised by
da = γ (δi × ri ) ,
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(1.36)

(a)

(b)

E

r
δ

Figure 1.5: (a) Schematic diagram of the interactions involved in the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
interaction, involving the magnetic ions (blue circle) and the superexchange-mediating oxygen ion (red circle), showing the displacement of the oxygen ions r away from the vector
connecting adjacent spins δ. (b) Schematic diagram of the exchange-striction mechanism for
electromagnons in rare-earth manganites, depicting four Mn ions (blue) and four oxygen ions
(pink) in one ab layer. An electric field applied in the a-direction causes a uniform displacement of the oxygen ions, which modulates the nearest-neighbour exchange interactions. Panel
(b) is reproduced and adapted from reference [48].

where γ is the interaction strength, δ is the vector connecting two adjacent spins
in the cycloid, and r is the displacement of the superexchange-mediating oxygen
ions from the line connecting the spins, shown schematically in Fig. 1.5 (a). The
energy of the DM interaction can therefore be lowered by inducing a polar lattice
distortion, resulting in a net polarisation P ∝ (Si × Si+1 ). DM electromagnons
result from the dynamic coupling of this polarisation to oscillating electric fields,
causing an alteration in the oxygen displacements r which in turn alters the
magnetic interactions and drives a magnon, and are eigenmodes of the spincycloid [43].
Exchange-striction electromagnons, on the other hand, arise from a modulation of the isotropic Heisenberg exchange interaction by lattice vibrations,
proportional to a (Si · Sj ) term in the Hamiltonian [48, 49], accounting for interactions between the ith and j th spins. In RMnO3 (where R = rare earth),
distortions of the orthorhombic crystal structure cause displacements in the positions of the superexchange-mediating oxygen ions, resulting in a change in
the Mn-O-Mn bond angle. According to the Goodenough-Kanamori rules, the
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strength of the antiferromagnetic exchange interaction decreases as the Mn-OMn bond angle decreases from 180◦ . The application of an electric field along
the a-direction displaces all the oxygen ions by an equal distance along this direction; this produces an alternating rotation of the MnO6 octahedra, changing
the Mn-O-Mn bond angles and altering the nearest-neighbour exchange interaction along the spin-spiral propagation vector [48].
The different mechanisms giving rise to electromagnons exhibit seperate
optical selection rules, which may be used to differentiate between the two
experimentally: the DM electromagnon selection rules are directly linked to the
plane of the spin-cycloid, hence if the plane of the cycloid is changed (such as by
a magnetic field-induced spin flop) the selection rules also change accordingly.
The same does not hold for the ES electromagnons, which are linked to the
crystal lattice, and as such do not rotate with the plane of the cycloid.
The first experimental observations of electromagnons were made by Pimenov et al. in 2006, when they were observed in the rare-earth manganates
TbMnO3 and GdMnO3 [40]. Since this pioneering paper, much progress has
been made in understanding electromagnons in rare-earth manganates (RMnO3 )
and manganites (RMn2 O5 ) from both experimental [41, 42, 43, 44] and theoretical perspectives [50, 51]. Multiferroic phases, and hence electromagnons,
tend to be observed at temperatures below ∼ 70 K in these materials. As mentioned previously, electromagnons that occur at higher temperatures would be
highly desirable for any potential applications. An IR and Raman-active electromagnon has recently been observed at up to 250 K in a z-type hexaferrite
[52]. However the material system focused on in this thesis is Cu1−x Znx O alloys, in which multiferroicity and electromagnons have been observed between
213 - 230 K in x = 0 [8] and between 159 - 190 K in x = 0.05 [53]. A particularly
intruiging prediction from theoretical investigations is that the introduction of
non-magnetic impurities into CuO may stabilize the multiferroic phase at higher
temperatures than the pure case [54], and that hydrostatic pressure can broaden
the multiferroic phase above room temperature [55]. The following section will
explore the current literature on multiferroicity and electromagnons in CuO.
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1.3.3

Improper Ferroelectricity and Electromagnons in CuO

CuO has a monoclinic crystal structure with space group C2/c, which can
be visualized as zig-zagging Cu-O-Cu chains along the [101] and [101̄] directions, shown in Fig. 1.6 (a). The magnetic phases of CuO have previously
been characterized by neutron diffraction [57, 58] and ultrasound velocity measurements [59]. Below 213 K, the dominant magnetic interaction is antiferromagnetic superexchange between spins in Cu2+ chains in the [101̄] direction
(JAFM ∼ 80 meV) [60]. Weaker ferromagnetic superexchange interactions occur
between spins in adjacent spin chains along the [101] (JFM1 ∼ 5 meV) and [010]
(JFM2 ∼ 3 meV) directions [60]. As the ratio of interchain to intrachain interactions is about 0.1, CuO can be described as a quasi-1D collinear Heisenberg
antiferromagnet in the low temperature (AF1) phase [61, 62], consisting of two
interpenetrating Cu2+ sublattices with spins aligned along the b-axis.
At 213 K the spins on one sublattice flop into the ac-plane [63] and form
an incommensurate spin-cycloid phase (AF2) with magnetic ordering vector
q = (0.506, 0, −0.483) [57, 58], depicted in Figs. 1.6 (b) and 1.6 (c). The firstorder nature of the AF1 - AF2 phase transition has been observed in specific heat
measurements [64, 65, 66]. A magnetically-induced ferroelectric polarisation
Pb ∼ 100 µC m−2 in this phase occurs in the b-direction [46], shown in Fig.
1.6 (d), which also exhibits ferroelectric hysteresis loops [46]. Between 229.3 230 K an intermediate commensurate, collinear magnetic phase (AF3) forms
[59], and above 230 K is the paramagnetic phase (PM).
Electromagnon in CuO

An electromagnon has been observed in the multiferroic AF2 phase of CuO using
THz-TDS by Jones et al. [8]. The change in absorption coefficient ∆α relative to
the absorption at 200 K in the AF1 phase are shown in Figs. 1.7 (a) and 1.7 (b),
for various orientations of the electric and magnetic fields of the THz pulse
relative to the crystal axes. Representative temperatures chosen were 212 K
(AF1 phase), 216 K (AF2 phase), and 246 K (PM phase). The electromagnon
is evident as a strong absorption feature at 0.7 THz in the AF2 phase and is
active only for THz electric fields parallel to the [101] direction, regardless of
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.6: (a) Crystal structure of CuO depicting the zig-zagging Cu-O-Cu chains. Copper
and oxygen atoms are represented by the light and dark spheres, respectively. (b) Depiction
of the spins (red arrows) on copper atoms in the AF1 and AF2 phases of CuO, and (c) a
representation of the spin-cycloid in CuO. (d) Ferroelectric polarisation in the AF2 phase of
CuO as a function of temperature. Reproduced from references [56] (panel (a)), [8] (panels
(b) and (c)), and [46] (panel (d)).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.7: (a) Spectra for ETHz // (101) with H along (101̄) (solid lines) and (010) (dashed lines)
show a strong absorption at 0.7 THz in the AF2 phase (216 K) only. (b) Complimentary spectra
demonstrating the absence of the 0.7 THz absorption feature when ETHz is along (010) and (101̄).
(c) Relative contributions of the phonon modes in CuO to the total absorption coefficient (black
lines), calculated from the model and parameters given in reference [56]. The Au phonon modes
are active when ETHz // (010), and the Bu modes are active when ETHz // (101). Reproduced from
reference [8].

the orientation of the THz magnetic field, confirming the excitation’s electric
dipole-active nature. The change in absorption coefficient ∆α was presented,
rather than the absolute absorption coefficient α, in order to avoid the influence
of the broad A3u phonon mode at 12.4 THz, which dominates the absorption in
the THz region due its significant linewidth [8, 56], as shown in Fig. 1.7 (c).
The temperature dependence of the electromagnon was also investigated,
and is shown in Fig. 1.8. The electromagnon spectrum consists of the main
electromagnon mode at ∼ 0.7 THz with a weaker shoulder feature at higher frequencies. The electromagnon emerges rapidly at the AF1-AF2 phase transition,
and a decrease in absorption strength and a redshift of the mode frequency are
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Figure 1.8: (a) Temperature evolution of the electromagnon absorption in CuO, demonstrationg
the sharp onset at the AF1-AF2 phase transition, along with the decrease in strength and redshift
with increasing temperature. The static polarisation in the b-direction (panel (b)) is also presented
(Reproduced from reference [46]) for comparison with the mode frequency (panel (c)) and absorption
strength (panel (d)). Reproduced from reference [8].

observed as temperature increases. No electromagnon is observed for temperatures above the AF2-AF3 and AF3-PM phase transitions. Both the absorption
strength and frequency of the electromagnon closely track the size of the ferroelectric polarisation along [010] in the AF2 phase, which both confirms the
identification of this mode as an electromagnon, and intruigingly suggests an
intimate link between the strength of the electromagnon and the spin-cycloidal
ordering in the AF2 phase. Drude-Lorentz oscillator fits (described in more detail in section 5.3) to the electromagnon spectra in CuO produced an oscillator
strength of ∆ ∼ 0.07; this is comparable to the strength of the lower-frequency
electromagnon observed in TbMnO3 (∆ ∼ 0.05) which has been assigned to
an eigenmode of the spin-cycloid [67], as opposed to the strength of the higher
frequency electromagnons (∆ ∼ 2.0) attributed to the exchange-striction mechanism [48].
A theoretical investigation of electromagnons in CuO was undertaken
by Cao et al. [68]. Using symmetry analysis they showed that the electromagnon observed by Jones et al. could not arise from the exchange-striction
mechanism, and was instead compatible with a DM-type electromagnon. The
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Figure 1.9: (a) Theoretical spectrum of the electromagnon in CuO, for ETHz paralell to [101] (red
line) and [010] (black line). Inset is the experimental spectrum, for comparison. Panels (b) and (c)
depict the predicted spin motion of the respective mode. Reproduced from reference [68].

experimentally-observed electromagnon behaviour was reproduced theoretically
using ab initio calculations and a LLG analysis of the magnetic dynamics. The
magnetic properties of CuO were modelled using a spin Hamiltonian of the form
b=
H

X

Jij Si · Sj + Dij · (Si × Sj ) −

ij

X

b me ,
(K · Si )2 + H

(1.37)

i

where the first term accounts for superexchange interactions between adjacent
spins Si , the second term decribes the DM interaction, the third term describes
single-ion anisotropy, and the final term accounts for magnetoelectric coupling.
The theoretical electromagnon spectrum is shown in Fig. 1.9 (a), and the mode
was found to correspond to a rigid rotation of the spins in the plane perpendicular to [101], shown in Fig. 1.9 (b). This model of electromagnons in CuO also
predicts that an exchange-striction electromagnon should be observed around
3.2 THz for ETHz //[010].
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1.4

Structure of This Thesis

The overarching theme of this thesis is the development of new techniques and
components to be employed in terahertz time-domain spectroscopy, and how
they may be applied in the study of anisotropic materials. In particular, the
work presented here focuses on enhancing the experimentalist’s control over the
polarisation state of the generated THz radiation for time-domain spectroscopy
experiments, while also exploring the applicability of using resonant excitations
to probe material properties at a phase transition, and presenting preliminary
investigations into the spectrocopy of various condensed matter systems in the
nonlinear regime.
Chapter 2 will describe the technique of terahertz time-domain spectroscopy, detailing the methods used in the generation and detection of broadband pulses of THz radiation, and how they may be combined to form the
spectrometer constructed as part of this work. The process of extracting the
full complex refractive index of a sample under study, and quantitative information about the polarisation state of the THz pulses from the experimental
data, will also be described.
Chapter 3 will then describe the development of a rotatable-polarisation
terahertz time-domain spectrometer, detailing the adaptations made to the
spectrometer described in Chapter 2 which allow the generation and detection of
an arbitrarily rotatable, linear THz polarisation state, based upon the mechanical rotation of an interdigitated photoconductive emitter. The optimisation of
the setup will be described, then this method of polarisation rotation will be
compared to a competing technique - projection of the polarisation state by a
wire-grid polariser. Finally, the rotatable-polarisation spectroscopy technique
developed in this chapter will be implemented experimentally: demonstrating
how the in-plane polarisation eigenvectors of a birefringent sample can be identified, and how the full complex refractive index along each eigenvector can be
extracted, then demonstrating how the selection rules of an anisotropic absorption feature can be determined.
Inspired by the work presented in the previous chapter, Chapter 4 will
describe the development, fabrication and experimental verification of a novel
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photoconductive emitter design, which allows the arbitrary rotation of a linear THz polarisation state using electrical control. As such, this method does
not rely on any moving parts, and rotation of the polarisation state may be
performed on timescales orders of magnitude faster than those achievable with
methods based on rotating emitters or WGPs. The characterisation of the devices will be described, before exploring how the emitters may be utilised to
modulate between two circular polarisation states for rapid circular dichroism
spectroscopy.
Chapter 5 will explore how the electromagnon excitation in Cu1−x Znx O
alloys may be used to precisely track a phase transition between two magnetically ordered phases. This technique is utilised to investigate the effects of
alloying with non-magnetic zinc ions upon the electromagnons and the phase
transition, which is shown to exhibit thermal hysteresis and broaden upon alloying.
Lastly, Chapter 6 will detail the construction and operation of a spectrometer utilising pulses of intense THz radiation to explore nonlinear optical
properties of materials at THz frequencies. Nonlinear THz transmission in ntype indium antimonide is used as a test case to explore the performance of
the spectrometer. Preliminary investigations are then carried out on two material systems; nonlinear transmission is investigated in single-walled carbon
nanotube films, and tantalising hints of nonlinear behaviour of electromagnons
are observed in CuO.
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Chapter 2

Terahertz Time-Domain
Spectroscopy
This chapter aims to serve as an overview of the basic technology and experimental techniques that the work presented in later chapters of this thesis expands
on and develops. Section 2.1 will introduce and provide background to the main
methods of generating broadband pulses of THz radiation used throughout this
thesis, while Section 2.2 will describe the detection of these THz pulses. Section
2.3 will then describe how these two aspects are brought together to create a
spectrometer, and describe the process of performing a typical THz-TDS experiment. Finally, Section 2.4 will outline the process by which material properties
are extracted from the experimental data.

2.1

Generation of Broadband Terahertz Radiation

Any THz generation or detection methods used in this work are based upon the
use of femtosecond infrared laser pulses, produced by a mode-locked Ti:Sapphire
laser. The basic principle used to produce these ultrashort laser pulses is a lasing medium with a broad gain bandwidth: as the time-domain and frequencydomain are inversely related by the Fourier transform, a broad frequency spectrum will produce a pulse with a short temporal profile.
The femtosecond laser used to drive the spectrometer used in the majority of this thesis is a Spectra-Physics Mai Tai Ti:Sapphire oscillator, which
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produces 80 fs duration, 800 nm central wavelength pulses at a repetition rate
of 80 MHz, resulting in an average optical power of ∼ 1.5 W. In the Mai Tai,
a semiconductor laser array pumps a Nd:YVO4 laser, the 1064 nm output of
which is frequency-doubled to 532 nm and used to pump the Ti:Sapphire crystal, which produces the output 800 nm laser pulses. The electronic ground states
of the Ti3+ ions are split into two vibrationally broadened energy levels by the
sapphire matrix; hence stimulated emission can occur at a wide range of energies, producing the characteristic broadband pulses output by these lasers, with
a typical gain bandwidth of 700 - 900 nm.
2.1.1

Photoconductive Emitters

The schematic layout of a typical simple photoconductive emitter (PCE) is
shown in Fig. 2.1 (a). The PCE consists of a metal electrode structure on
top of a semiconducting substrate, acting as a fast optically-activated switch
[69, 70, 71]. The active region of the PCE is a small gap between the metal
electrodes, typically around 10 µm in size. To generate THz radiation from this
device, a femtosecond laser pulse is focused onto the gap, which photoexcites
charge carriers in this region of the semiconductor. Applying a biasing electric
field across the gap causes the electrons and holes to be accelerated in opposite
directions, parallel to the applied electric field, and this separation of charges
generates a transient photocurrent in the gap. The time-varying photocurrent
across the PCE causes the device to act as a transient electric dipole, which
generates far-field radiation that can be described by
E (t) ∝

dJ (t)
,
dt

(2.1)

where E(t) is the far-field THz electric field produced and J(t) is the photocurrent density in the gap, both as a function of time t. The typical behaviour
of the charge carrier density and the resultant photocurrent in the PCE as a
function of time is demonstrated by Figs. 2.1 (b) - 2.1 (e). The femtosecond
pulse photoexcites charge carriers in the semiconductor at a rate proportional
to its temporal intensity envelope, which causes a corresponding rise in the photocurrent on a similar timescale. A short time later the applied field is screened
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by the dipole formed, and momentum scattering reduces the photocurrent and
THz emission. The duration of THz pulses produced by the PCE, hence the
bandwidth of the generated radiation, therefore depends on the pump pulse
duration and charge carrier dynamics in the substrate material.
A major limitation of this simple PCE design is a saturation of the THz
power with increasing pump power due to the screening of the bias voltage by
the photoexcited charges [73, 74]. One method used to reduce this effect is to
use a larger gap size, on the order of ∼ 100 µm; however an order of magnitude
increase in gap size also requires a corresponding increase in the bias voltage,
and as such requiring the use of high-power voltage supplies. An alternative
method of increasing the active area of the device is to employ an interdigitated
electrode structure [75, 76]. Such a device is shown schematically in Fig. 2.1
(f). This design consists of alternating electrodes connected to the bias and
ground terminals of the device, with a semiconductor gap between each pair
of electrodes. Each gap acts as an individual dipole antenna, and the overlap
of all the individual dipole radiation in the far-field is the resultant output
of the device. The THz radiation produced by the bare electrode geometry
in Fig. 2.1 (f) would interfere destructively in the far-field, as the bias field
switches direction in adjacent gaps, so a second metallization layer is placed
between every second electrode finger to ensure optical excitation only occurs in
substrate regions where the electric field points in the same direction, resulting
in constructive interference in the far field. If the gap size of the device is 5 µm,
high biasing electric fields of around 20 kV cm−1 can be produced in the gap
by applying a voltage of only 10 V to the electrodes, removing the need for
high-power voltage supplies. The THz field strength produced by interdigitated
emitters can potentially be scaled by increasing the size of the emitting area
and exciting them using amplified laser pulses [77].
The PCEs used throughout this thesis were fabricated at the University of
Warwick by Michele Failla, with the exception of the work presented in Chapter
4, in which a new PCE design was developed and fabricated by myself as part
of this doctoral work, details of which are presented in that chapter. The other
PCEs used were interdigitated PCEs consisting of 5 µm gold wires with a 5 µm
gap between wires, with an active area of 1.3 mm×2.0 mm, and were fabricated
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Figure 2.1: (a) THz generation from a photoconductive emitter. Panels (b) - (e) show the
pump pule envelope (red curve) and the photocurrent in the device (grey curve) at each
respective step highlighted in panel (a). (f ) Electrode geometry of an interdigitated photoconductive emitter. Reproduced from reference [71] (panels (a) - (e)), and reference [72]
(panel (f )).
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on 350 µm-thick semi-insulating gallium arsenide (SI-GaAs) substrates. The
bandgap of GaAs (1.42 eV at room temperature) makes it an effective pairing
with the peak output wavelength of Ti:Sapphire lasers (800 nm, or 1.55 eV).
2.1.2

Optical Rectification

In an optically linear medium the induced electric polarisation P has a linear
relationship P = 0 χE with the applied electric field E. However, in an optically nonlinear medium the polarisation is described by a series of increasing
order terms; in the case of optical rectification (OR) the second order term is
important [78],
(2)

Pi

= 0

X

(2)

χijk Ej Ek ,

(2.2)

j,k=x,y,z

where i, j and k correspond to the cartesian axes x, y and z respectively. The
electric field components Ej and Ek here refer to the components of the incident electric field vector along the corresponding crystal axes. In the case where
the electric field is a continuous wave, E(t) = E0 eiωt , the induced polarisation
will be static, |P| ∝ |E0 |2 . However if the electric field is a time-dependent
2

pulse, E(t) = E0 e−at eiωt , the induced polarisation also has a time dependence,
2

|P| ∝ E02 e−2at [78]. When using an optical pulse to create a time-varying electric field in the nonlinear crystal, the induced polarisation will be proportional
to the envelope of the pulse, and this time-varying polarisation will generate
electromagnetic radiation. This technique was first demonstrated to generate
terahertz radiation using picosecond optical pulses [79, 80] and then adapted to
produce higher frequency THz radiation using femtosecond pulses [70, 81].
An important consideration when generating THz radiation by OR is the
phase matching condition [82], which can be written as
∆k = k (ωopt + ωT Hz ) − k (ωopt ) − k (ωT Hz ) = 0,

(2.3)

where k is the wavenumber and ωopt and ωT Hz are the optical pump and THz
frequencies respectively [83]. Taking into account optical dispersion in the ma-
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terial, the phase matching condition becomes
 
k (ωT Hz )
∂k
≈
.
ωT Hz
∂ω opt

(2.4)

Equation 2.4 states that the best pump-to-THz conversion efficiency is achieved
when the group velocity of the optical pump pulse, (∂ω/∂k)opt = vg,opt , and the
phase velocity of the THz pulse, ωT Hz /k = vp,T Hz , are the same. This allows the
generated THz radiation to interfere constructively as the pump pulse moves
through the crystal. In order to achieve phase matching the nonlinear crystal
must be chosen such that its properties match well with the pump laser pulse,
or vice versa. Important properties to consider are the nonlinear coefficient of
the crystal, the THz refractive index, the pump frequency group index and the
absorption coefficient of the crystal at THz frequencies. The most widely used
materials for THz generation via OR are either ZnTe or GaP crystals, as phase
matching is approximately satisfied for the 800 nm peak output wavelength of
Ti:Sapphire lasers [83, 84].

2.2

Electro-Optic Sampling

Detection of THz radiation in all experiments reported in this thesis was performed by electro-optic sampling (EOS). EOS makes use of the Pockels effect
[24], whereby an electric field induces birefringence in an electro-optic detection
crystal, which is typically ZnTe or GaP. A standard EOS detection scheme is
outlined in Fig. 2.2, in which a THz pulse propagates through the detection
crystal collinearly with a femtosecond IR pulse. The birefringence created in
the detection crystal by the THz electric field induces a change in the polarisation state of the IR pulse. This change in polarisation state can be converted
into an intensity difference ∆I between the orthogonal components of the IR
pulse via the use of a quarter-wave plate (QWP) and a Wollaston prism (WP),
and ∆I is detected via the change in voltage ∆V across a pair of balanced photodiodes. All EOS measurements presented in this thesis were performed using
h111i surface normal zinc-blende detection crystals, in which ∆V is related to
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Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of a standard electro-optic sampling setup. The THz and gate
pulses are overlapped in the detection crystal, and the birefringence created in the detection
crystal by the THz-induced Pockels effect changes the polarisation state of the gate pulse. The
gate beam is separated into two orthogonal components by the use of a quarter-wave plate
(QWP) and a Wollaston prism (WP), and the change in polarisation state is measured via
the change in intensity of the orthogonal components of the gate beam on a pair of balanced
photodiodes.

the THz electric field ETHz by [85]
√
∆V
24ωLn3 r41 ETHz
=
,
Vtot
3c

(2.5)

where Vtot is the total voltage across the pair of photodiodes, L is the crystal
thickness, ω is the frequency of the IR pulse, n is the refractive index at the IR
pulse wavelength, and r41 is the nonlinear coefficient of the detection crystal.
Calibration of this detection setup is performed by rotating the QWP to balance
the output of the photodiodes without the THz pulse present, resulting in equal
intensities of the orthogonal components of the IR pulse after the WP and
∆V /Vtot = 0.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram of the polarisation-resolved electro-optic sampling setup used
in this thesis. The dashed box represents the relative orientations of the wollaston prism,
half-wave plate, and the [011] and [211] directions in the detection crystal.

2.2.1

Polarisation-Resolved Electro-Optic Sampling

The standard EOS measurement scheme discussed above is sensitive only to
the component of the THz pulse along one of the crystal axes in the detection crystal; as described in Section 1.1.4, aniotropic materials may have an
effect on the polarisation state of light propagating through them, which the
standard EOS technique will not be able to detect. Therefore a polarisationresolved EOS method is highly desirable when investigating materials which
may exhibit anisotropy at THz frequencies. To such ends, various EOS schemes
employing a rotation of the detection crystal to determine the THz polarisation
state have been demonstrated [86, 87, 88]. However, the polarisation-reolved
EOS measurements presented in this thesis were performed using the technique
demonstrated by van der Valk et al. in reference [85], which changes the detection sensitivity by rotating the polarisation of the gate beam using a half-wave
plate (HWP). For a zinc-blende crystal cut with a h111i surface-normal, while
the absolute maximum electro-optic signal will be around 20 % smaller than
a h110i crystal, the electro-optic signal has an equal sensitivity for orthogonal
polarisations of the gate beam [89], hence no rotation of the electro-optic crystal
is required.
The polarisation-resolved EOS detection setup is shown schematically in
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Fig. 2.3. Here the gate beam first propagates through a QWP, oriented such
that the initially linear polarisation of the gate beam is converted to a circular polarisation state, ensuring that the gate beam will have equal components
along two orthogonal directions in the detection crystal. An OAP mirror with
a small hole in its centre to pass the gate beam is then used to couple the gate
and THz beams together, such that they co-propagate through the detection
crystal. For normal propagation through a [111]-oriented zincblende crystal, the
electro-optic response is independent of the gate beam polarisation, which only
determines which component of the THz electric field the detection system is
sensitive to [85]. The gate beam then propagates through a HWP and is separated into horizontal and vertical components by a WP, before being incident
on a pair of balanced photodiodes.
By considering the components of the THz electric field along the [011]
and [211] axes of the [111]-oriented detection crystal as E011 and E211 respectively, the electro-optic signal ∆V can be written [85]:
∆V ∝ [E211 sin(2θ − 4δ) + E011 cos(2θ − 4δ)],

(2.6)

where θ is the angle between the WP and [011], and δ is the angle between the
HWP and the WP. As can be seen from Equation 2.6, for a constant value of
θ, changing the value of δ will alter the polarisation sensitivity of the detecton
system. If θ = 0, having δ = 0 will result in detection of the E011 component
of the THz pulse only, whilst rotating the HWP by 22.5◦ will therefore allow
detection of the orthogonal E211 component only. Detection of both components
allows the resolution of the full THz polarisation state, by considering the two
detected waveforms as the projections of the THz pulse onto the lab x- and
y-planes.

2.3

THz-TDS Experimental Setup

This section will describe the constituent parts and operation of the THz timedomain spectrometer used throughout the majority of experimental work presented in this thesis. This spectrometer was designed and constructed by myself
as a part of this doctoral research project.
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A schematic diagram of the spectrometer is presented in Fig. 2.4. The
output of a Ti:Sapphire oscillator (Spectra-Physics Mai Tai) is split into two
beams by a 90%-transmission beamsplitter, with the high-power portion used
as the THz generation beam. This beam is focussed onto a photoconductive
emitter, which generates single-cycle pulses of THz radiation. The THz is generated as a diverging beam, and so is collected and collimated by a f = 50.8 mm
gold off-axis parabolic (OAP) mirror, positioned the focal length away from the
PCE. OAP mirrors are used to steer and focus the THz pulses to avoid the
effects of dispersion on the pulses, which would be introduced by transmissive
optics such as lenses. The THz beam is focussed onto the sample position, and
then collected and collimated after the focus, by two OAP mirrors each with
a focal length f = 76.2 mm. This focal length is required in order to accommodate the size of the optical cryostat the samples will be held in, to facilitate
low-temperature measurements. These two mirrors are oriented such as to create a “z-shape” spectrometer, as orienting the mirrors in a “u-shape” (i.e. by
rotating the collecting OAP by 180◦ ) can introduce an ellipticity of around 5
- 10 ◦ to the THz beam after collimation. The precise degree of ellipticity induced will depend on the alignment of the OAP mirrors. A final OAP mirror
with a focal length f = 101.6 mm focuses the THz beam onto the detection
crystal. Atmospheric water vapour has a number of strong absorption features
at THz frequencies [90]; to avoid their influence on the measured THz radiation
and increase the signal-to-noise of the experiment, the full THz beam path is
contained within a sealed box which can be purged with dry nitrogen gas.
The low-power portion of the beam after the beamsplitter is used to detect the THz pulses via electro-optic sampling (EOS). The gate beam is passed
through a hole in the final OAP mirror in order for it to propagate collinearly
with the THz beam through the detection crystal. The detection crystal used
was a [111]-oriented zinc-blende crystal, in order to perform polarisation-resolved
EOS; a 0.5 mm-thick ZnTe crystal was used in Chapters 3 and 5, whilst a
0.3 mm-thick GaP crystal was used in Chapter 4. A large EOS signal can be
obtained using thick detection crystals with large nonlinear coefficients, while a
larger detection bandwidth is generally found for thinner crystals in which the
lowest optical phonon frequency is higher. Thus there is a balance to be struck
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Figure 2.4: Schematic diagram of the THz time-domain spectrometer built to perform the
majority of the experimental work presented in this thesis.

between signal size and bandwidth, and the optimal choice of detection crystal
will vary depending on the experimental requirements.
2.3.1

Performing a THz-TDS Experiment

A THz-TDS experiment is performed by varying the relative arrival times of the
gate and THz pulses at the detection crystal, via the mechanical delay stage
incorporated into the THz generation beam. The duration of the gate pulse
(80 fs) is much shorter than that of the THz pulse (typically a few ps), and as
such the gate pulse samples the birefringence created by only a small portion of
the THz pulse; thus the temporal profile of the THz electric field can be recorded,
by varying the length of the delay line and sampling the instantaneous electric
field at each step. To increase the signal-to-noise level of the measurement the
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Figure 2.5: (a) Time-domain waveforms of THz pulses generated and detected in the spectrometer presented in this thesis, without (blue trace) and after (red trace) transmission
through a THz low-pass filter (TYDEX LPF8.8-30). (b) The corresponding Fourier transform spectra of the data in the shaded area in panel (a).

THz beam is modulated, by either mechanically chopping the THz generation
beam or electrically modulating the PCE bias voltage, and a lock-in amplifier
locked to this modulation frequency is used to measure ∆V .
A typical time-domain waveform generated and detected in the spectrometer described here, and its corresponding Fourier transformed spectrum,
are presented as the blue curves in Figs. 2.5 (a) and 2.5 (b), respectively. The
red curves represent the same pulse after transmission through a sample, which
in this example was a THz low-pass filter (TYDEX LPF8.8-30). The sample
introduces a phase delay in the transmitted pulse, causing it to arrive later in
time, and a reduction in amplitude, due to reflection losses at the surfaces or
absorptive properties of the material. Sample properties are extracted from the
data by comparison of the spectra with and without transmission through the
sample, which will be described in Section 2.4.
An important consideration when setting the experimental parameters
is the resolution and bandwidth of the measurement. The resolution in the
frequency-domain ∆f is related to the width of the time-domain ∆t by ∆f =
1/∆t; similarly the maximum measureable frequency in the measurement is
proportional to the reciprocal of the spacing between data points in the time39

domain. As such, to gain the best frequency resolution it is advantageous to
measure over the widest time-domain possible. In addition to the main THz
pulse, internal reflections of either the THz or gate pulses in the emitter, detection crystal or sample may create artifacts in the EOS signal; two such examples
may be observed in the blue trace in Fig. 2.5 (a), around 5 ps for the first internal
reflection and 9 ps for the next. Internal reflections in the time-domain introduce periodic oscillations in the frequency-domain, so typically in optically thick
samples the time window that the Fourier transform is performed over may be
restricted to exclude the internal reflections, as demonstrated in Fig. 2.5. In any
THz-TDS experiment, a practical balance must be struck between the desired
resolution and bandwidth and the time taken to perform the measurement.

2.4

Extracting Sample Properties and Polarisation Information from Time-Domain Data

This section will describe the methods used in this thesis to extract the important sample properties and information about the polarisation state from
the measured time-domain waveforms. In particular, this section will describe
how the complex transmission function is extracted from the time-domain data,
before using it to extract the complex refractive index in Section 2.4.1. The
method of extracting the polarisation state of the THz pulses, in terms of χ and
ψ, will be described in Section 2.4.2.
The frequency spectra of the THz pulses detected by EOS are obtained
by Fourier transforming the time-domain data. We can determine the effect
the sample has on the THz pulse by comparing a reference spectrum obtained
without the sample in the spectrometer, Er , to the spectrum obtained with the
sample in the spectrometer, Es . The reference spectrum can be expressed as


ωd
Er (ω) = Ei exp i ñi ,
(2.7)
c
where Ei is the electric field at the sample position, and the exponential term
describes the relative phase aquired while propagating a distance d, equal to the
thickness of the sample, through either N2 -purged air or vacuum with a complex
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refractive index ñi . After propagation through the sample the spectrum can be
expressed as


ωd
Es (ω) = t̃is t̃si Ei exp i ñs FPisi (ω),
c

(2.8)

where ñs is the complex refractive index of the sample. This expression must
take into account the losses in the electric field at the entrance and exit surfaces
of the sample, described by the Fresnel transmission coefficients t̃ij = 2ñi /(ñi +
ñj ) for plane waves at normal incidence to a surface. There is an additional
contribution from any internal reflections in the sample, described by the FabryPerót term FPisi (ω). This can generally be expressed for light propagating from
medium i to j to k by
FPijk (ω) =

P 
X
p=0

p

2ωd
ñj
,
r̃jk r̃ji exp i
c

(2.9)

where r̃ij = (ñi − ñj )/(ñi + ñj ) are the Fresnel reflection coefficients at the
interfaces. If we divide the sample spectrum by the reference spectrum we
obtain the complex transmission function, Te(ω) = Es (ω)/Er (ω). This allows
us to express Te(ω) in terms of ñs as
Te(ω) = |Te|e
2.4.1

iφ(ω)




ωd
= t̃is t̃si exp i (ñs − ñi ) FPisi (ω).
c

(2.10)

Complex Refractive Index

Whilst Equation 2.10 may always be solved numerically to obtain information
about ñs from the experimentally observed Te(ω) [91, 92, 93], a general analytical
expression cannot be found for ñs due to its presence in both t̃ij and FPijk .
However, under certain experimental conditions, the expression for Te(ω) may
be simplified and an analytical expression formed.
The first condition is that in the absence of internal reflections, p=0 and
FPisi (ω) = 1; this may be achieved experimentally by restricting the width of
the time-domain to only include data up to just before the first internal reflection, as shown by the shaded area in Fig. 2.5 (a). The second condition is that
we make the assumption that the frequency-dependence of the refractive index
is weak, hence t̃ij (ñ) = t̃ij (ñ(ω = 0)). Now we may form analytical expres41

sions for the real part of the complex refractive index, n, and the absorption
coefficient, α = 2ωκ/c, as
c
φ(ω),
ωd

(2.11)

2 |Te(ω)|
α(ω) = − ln
.
d
t̃is t̃si

(2.12)

n(ω) = 1 +

Differential Measurements

In some cases, changes in a material property of interest can be small compared
to the background signal, and as such the interesting processes we want to
study may be obscured. Here it is useful to perform a differential measurement,
whereby the change in material property as a function of some control variable
is studied. For example, for a magnetic field-dependent change in a material,
the transmission function becomes Te(ω) = E(B)/E(B = 0). In this situation,
both the reference and sample spectra have propagated through the material
under study, and as such are given by


ωd
Er (ω) = t̃is t̃si Ei exp i ñr FPisi (ω),
c

(2.13)



ωd
Es (ω) = t̃is t̃si Ei exp i ñs FPisi (ω).
c

(2.14)

An analytical solution for ns in terms of Te(ω) can still be found, provided we
make the assumption that the change in the refractive index is small, ∆ñrs  ñr .
Now we may write the complex refractive index of the sample as
ñs = ñr + ∆ñrs = (n + iκ) + (δn + iδκ).

(2.15)

If we disregard higher powers of ∆ñ, then we may derive similar expressions for
the change in the real part of the complex refractive index and the change in
absorption coefficient,
∆nrs (ω) =
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c
φ(ω),
ωd

(2.16)

2
∆αrs (ω) = − ln |Te(ω)|.
d
2.4.2

(2.17)

Ellipticity and Orientation Angle

When studying birefringent materials, it is important to know the polarisation
state of the THz pulse after propagation through the material. In the majority
of results presented in this thesis, I will describe the polarisation state of the
THz pulses in terms of the ellipticity χ and the orientation angle ψ, defined in
Section 1.2.
The frequency-dependent quantities χ(ω) and ψ(ω) were obtained from
the polarisation-resolved time-domain data by first taking the Fourier transform
of the orthogonal x and y components, then converting the complex THz spectra
ex (ω) and E
ey (ω) into a circular basis using
obtained E
e
e (ω)
E
e± (ω) = |E
e± (ω)|eiφ± = Ex (ω)±i
√ y
E
,
2

(2.18)

e+ (ω) and E
e− (ω) represent the right- and
where the circular-basis components E
left-hand circularly polarised components of the electromagnetic wave, respectively. In this circular basis the lengths of the semi-major and semi-minor axes
e+ (ω)| + |E
e− (ω)|,
of the polarisation ellipse can be regarded as the sum, a = |E
e− (ω)| − |E
e+ (ω)|, of the amplitudes of the circular
and the difference, b = |E
basis components of the wave, respectively. Using these definitions, along with
Equation 1.26, we can extract the ellipticity from the time-domain data using
!
e
e
|E− (ω)| − |E+ (ω)|
χ(ω) = tan−1
.
(2.19)
e+ (ω)| + |E
e− (ω)|
|E
The phase term in Equation 2.18 may be calculated using the argument of the
complex circular-basis electric field,
φ± (ω) = tan−1

e± (ω)]
Im[E
e± (ω)]
Re[E

!
.

(2.20)

The orientation angle can then be obtained from the difference between the
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phase of the right- and left-hand circular components of the wave, using
ψ(ω) =

2.5

φ+ (ω) − φ− (ω)
.
2

(2.21)

Summary

This chapter has introduced and described the core experimental technique used
throughout this thesis, terahertz time-domain spectroscopy. Sections 2.1 and
2.2 detailed the methods of generating and detecting broadband THz radiation
that have been used in the work presented in this thesis. Section 2.3 described
how these two aspects are brought together to create a spectrometer, and the
process of performing a THz-TDS experiment was described. Section 2.4 then
explained the process of extracting information from the time-domain data, both
about the material properties of samples under study, and the polarisation state
of the detected THz pulses.
The rest of this thesis will build on the experimental techniques and
concepts introduced in this chapter, developing new THz-TDS methods and
components, and applying them to the study of anisotropic materials.
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Chapter 3

Rotatable-Polarisation Terahertz
Time-Domain Spectroscopy of
Anisotropic Media
In this chapter I will present a method of performing rotatable polarisation
terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (RP-THz-TDS), based on the mechanical
rotation of an interdigitated photoconductive emitter, which provides a convenient and powerful probe of the behaviour of anisotropic materials at THz
frequencies. Section 3.1 will first explore the current methods of investigating
anisotropic properties at THz frequencies, and of rotating the polarisation state
of THz radiation, that are available in the literature. Section 3.2 will outline
the enhancements that were made to a standard terahertz time-domain spectroscopy system in order to allow the generation of an arbitrarily rotatable linear
polarisation state, and to detect the full polarisation state of the THz pulses at
the sample position. The performance of the rotatable photoconductive emitter, compared to a polarisation rotation method using a wire-grid polariser,
will be explored in Section 3.3. Finally the RP-THz-TDS technique described
in this chapter is demonstrated experimentally in Section 3.4 by investigating
the anisotropic behaviour of two uniaxial materials, zinc oxide (ZnO) and lanthanum aluminate (LaAlO3 ), and the biaxial and absorbing material cupric
oxide (CuO). Sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 have been published as C. D. W. Mosley
et al., Scientific Reports 7, 12337 (2017).
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3.1

Investigating Anisotropy at Terahertz Frequencies

In developing experimental methods for investigating the anisotropic properties
of materials at THz frequencies, there are two key challenges which must be
addressed. The first is the potential for a change in the polarisation state of
the probing light after transmission through the sample, as described in Section 1.1.4, for which methods of resolving the full resulting polarisation state
are required. The second challenge is having the ability to change the relative
orientations of the electric field of the probing light and the polarisation eigenvectors in the plane of the material under investigation. Along with the use of
complimentary techniques such as Laue X-ray diffraction, this allows both the
nature of the anisotropy and the particular direction in which it occurs in the
material to be investigated.
This section will explore the solutions to these two challenges currently
available in the literature, to serve as background for the rotatable-polarisation
THz-TDS system described later in this chapter.
3.1.1

Disambiguating Spectral Features Using Polarisation-Resolved
Detection Methods

Commonly THz-TDS detection methods are sensitive to only one polarisation
state, for example along the lab-coordinate x-axis. The optical properties of
a material under study will then be calculated from the transmission along
the x-axis only, as Txx = Ex,sample /Ex,reference . Whilst this may be suitable for
spectroscopy of isotropic materials, it is not sufficient in the study of materials
with anisotropic properties; what appear to be absorption peaks, as reduced
transmission Txx , can in fact be frequencies at which the medium is acting as a
quarter- or half-wave plate, altering the incident polarisation state and producing some transmitted amplitude in a direction orthogonal to x. Polarisationresolved detection methods (as discussed in Section 2.2.1) are therefore required,
which ideally will measure two orthogonal components of the THz electric field,
allowing the full determination of the THz polarisation state.
An example of the requirement for polarisation-resolved detection methods can be found in the study of the birefringent properties of lanthanum alu46

Figure 3.1: Polarisation-resolved THz time-domain waveforms obtained (a) before and (b)
after transmission through a [001]-surface normal, 500 µm-thick single crystal of LaAlO3 . (c)
Fourier-transform spectra of the x and y components of the THz electric field displayed in
panel (b). Reproduced and adapted from reference [6].

minate (LaAlO3 ) in the THz region by Lloyd-Hughes et al. [6]. Figs. 3.1 (a)
and 3.1 (b) show polarisation-resolved THz pulses before and after, respectively, transmission through a [001]-surface normal, 500 µm-thick single crystal
of LaAlO3 . In this experiment the incident THz polarisation is not parallel to
one of the polarisation eigenvectors in the material, and as such there are components of the incident THz electric field along both eigenvectors. Whilst the
polarisation of the incident pulse is linear with a very small x-component, after
transmission through the sample the x-component of the THz pulse is much
larger, forming a complex polarisation state. The THz spectra of the x- and
y-components of the transmitted pulse are displayed in Figure 3.1(c); if a typical one-dimensional detection method were to have been employed, sensitive to
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only Ey , then the change in the time-domain waveform of Ey along with the dip
in the spectrum around 2.1 THz would make it appear as though there were a
resonant absorption feature in LaAlO3 around this frequency. However because
polarisation-resolved detection was used, it is evident that the change in Ey
occurs due to the alteration of the polarisation state as a result of birefringence,
rather than absorption.
3.1.2

Terahertz Polarimetry and Ellipsometry

Polarimetry can be defined as the characterisation of materials via the measurement and interpretation of the polarisation state of light after interaction with
the material. Ellipsometry is the application of polarimetry to investigate the
optical properties of thin films or surfaces [94, 95]. By measuring the change in
the polarisation state of light with an initially well-defined polarisation state,
the optical properties of the material can be inferred. Anisotropy in the sample can be investigated changing the relative orientations of the THz electric or
magnetic fields and the in-plane crystallographic directions; this can be achieved
by either rotating the polarisation state of the incident THz radiation, or by
rotating the sample [5, 96].
The goal of a typical polarimetry or ellipsometry experiment is to determine components of either the complex Jones transfer matrix,
"
#
t̃
(ω)
t̃
(ω)
xx
xy
e
T(ω)
=
,
t̃yx (ω) t̃yy (ω)

(3.1)

or the Mueller matrix M. The components of the Jones matrix are complex,
hence contain information about both the amplitude and phase of the transmitted light, whilst components of the Mueller matrix are based upon components
of the Stokes vector, hence are intensity-based only. The Jones matrix is applicable when dealing with purely polarised light, whereas the Mueller matrix can
be used when dealing with partially- or un-polarised light. Optical properties
of the sample can be calculated from the components of the Jones or Mueller
matrices [97, 98, 99].
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Figure 3.2: Schematic configuration of a polarisation-sensitive detection method utilising
static wire-grid polarisers. Reproduced and adapted from reference [101].
Wire-Grid Polarisers

Linearly polarising optics, which convert unpolarised light or light with an arbitrary polarisation state into a linear polarisation state, are a commonly used
component in polarimetry and ellipsometry systems across the electromagnetic
spectrum. Due to the broadband nature of many THz sources, linear polarisers
that operate over a broad bandwidth are required. At THz frequencies the most
commonly used linear polariser is the wire-grid polariser (WGP); a typical WGP
consists of an array of parallel metal wires with a width and spacing smaller
than the wavelength of light being polarised. The component of the THz radiation parallel to the wires of the polariser will be reflected, whilst the component
of the THz radiation perpendicular to the wires will be transmitted through
the polariser. The resulting effect is that for a perfect WGP, the transmitted
radiation is perfectly linearly polarised perpendicular to the wires. WGPs in the
THz region can be manufactured as free-standing grids by stretching a metal
wires over a frame, or they can be fabricated on a substrate by photolithography
processes [100].
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Methods of Terahertz Polarimetry

Static or continuously rotatable WGPs may be used to determine the polarisation state of THz radiation [97, 101, 102], without requiring the direct detection
of orthogonal components of the THz electric field using a polarisation-resolved
detector. Terahertz polarimetry methods using static WGPs [101, 102] often
make use of a geometry such as that shown in Figure 3.2. The generated THz
radiation is passed through an initial WGP (WGP 1 in Figure 3.2) to define a
linear polarisation state for the THz pulse incident on the sample, i.e. along the
y axis in Figure 3.2. WGP 3 is used to project the THz polarisation state back
for efficient detection. After propagation through the sample, a second WGP is
placed in the beam, typically at angles of ±45◦ to WGP 3. Then either the polarisation state of the THz radiation incident on WGP 2 can be reconstructed,
or optical properties of the sample under investigation can be obtained, from a
number of different time-domain projections obtained with WGP 2 oriented at
different angles [101, 103].
A similar method of THz polarimetry replaces the static WGP 2 in Fig.
3.2 with a WGP rotated at a constant frequency, demonstrated at ω ∼ 80 Hz
in reference [97]. In this method the optical properties of a sample can be
extracted via a lock-in detection scheme [97], which simultaneously measures
two components of the complex Jones transfer matrix. This demonstrates an
advantage over the static polariser method, which requires two measurements
with WGP 2 at different orientations to achieve the same results. However,
since the detectors used in these methods are only sensitive to polarisation in
one direction, only two components of the transfer matrix can be extracted for
a given orientation of the detector, e.g. only the t̃xx and t̃yx components can
be extracted when the detector is oriented along the x-axis in Fig. 3.2. To
extract the other two components, t̃xy and t̃yy , a rotation of 90◦ is required
in either the sample, or a simultaneous rotation of the THz emitter, detector
and WGPs 1 and 3. Using this rotatable WGP method, Morris et al. were
able to achieve a precision in the measured polarisation angle of ∼ 0.02◦ for
frequencies below 1.5 THz after 20 minutes of measurement time. This is in
contrast to detection schemes based on multi-contact PCEs [104, 105, 106] and
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Figure 3.3: Schematic optic configuration for a typical terahertz time-domain ellipsometry system.
Reproduced from reference [98].

static wire-grid polarisers [107] which have a precision on the order of 0.2◦ .
Terahertz Ellipsometry

A schematic diagram of a typical terahertz time-domain ellipsometry system is
displayed in Fig. 3.3. Ellipsometry is often performed in the reflection geometry,
and makes use of the different reflectivity of the s- and p-polarised components
of light from the surface of, or interface between, materials. As such, a WGP
(WGP A in Fig. 3.3) is often used to project the generated THz polarisation
to 45◦ , in order to obtain equal horizontal and vertical components of the THz
pulse incident on the sample. A rotatable WGP (WGP B) then selects between
sensitivity to the reflected s- or p-component, before a final analyser WGP
(WGP C) projects the polarisation state to −45◦ before detection.
Many of the experimental techniques used in THz ellipsometry are similar
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to those performed in THz polarimetry, except measurements are performed in
reflection, rather than transmission. Many methods of rotating the sample or
projecting the polarisation state via WGPs are similar. Further information
can be found in reference [108].
3.1.3

Methods of Terahertz Polarisation Rotation

The majority of anisotropic THz spectroscopy methods make use of rotating the
sample, changing the directions of Da,b relative to E, in order to investigate the
anisotropy. While simple to perform at room temperature, at cryogenic temperatures or in high external magnetic fields rotating the sample is challenging.
Also, if the sample is not perfectly aligned with the axis of rotation, different
numbers of grains or domains in the sample may be probed at different angles.
This is an important consideration in inhomogeneous materials such as LaAlO3 ,
where the transmitted THz polarization state depends strongly on the size and
number of domains probed [6].
Alternatively to rotating the sample, the THz polarization state itself
may be rotated, changing the orientation of E relative to Da,b . A number of
methods of achieving this have been reported in the literature: changing the orientation angle of the generated beam during the emission process; rotating the
orientation angle using a half-waveplate; and projecting the polarisation state
using a wire-grid polariser (WGP). The latter two methods are most commonly
used in spectroscopic ellipsometry, with WGPs favored for THz ellipsometry
[108]. The low extinction ratio and frequency-dependent response of many THz
wire-grid polarizers can have an influence on the detected polarisation state
[5, 109]. The use of WGPs also results in a reduction of signal size, and extra
data analysis is required to extract the orthogonal electric field components.
Further, there is a π/2 phase shift between light parallel to and perpendicular
to the wires [110] that introduces a finite ellipticity to the transmitted beam,
which will be demonstrated later in Section 3.3.
Ideally, a polarization rotation system should satisfy the following criteria: a minimal insertion loss for any components used, minimal change in E with
rotation angle in terms of the amplitude |E| and polarisation state (ψ and χ),
precise and accurate determination of the polarisation state (ψ and χ), and uni52

form operation over a wide bandwidth. The summary of polarization-rotation
methods presented in this section is by no means exhaustive, but is intended to
highlight to the reader that currently no scheme meets all the criteria set out
above.
Terahertz Waveplates

Half-waveplates made of a single birefrigent material [6] and metasurface-based
polarization rotators [111] are intrinsically narrowband and have finite loss, and
are thus not ideal for broadband THz spectroscopy with arbitrarily rotatable
THz pulses. Recently however, efforts have been made to produce metamaterialbased devices that operate over a broader frequency range [112, 113, 114]. Internal reflection within a prism offers broadband polarization rotation: for instance
a half-waveplate with retardance close to π and varying by ±6◦ with frequency
was reported [115]. However these components are large and require collimated
THz beams to function optimally, and there is an additional loss of signal amplitude due to Fresnel reflection losses on entering and exiting the prism.
Rotation During the Emission Process

A rotation of the generated THz beam has been demonstrated for plasmabased THz emission [116], however this is reliant upon high pulse energy laser
amplifiers with lower repetition rates. In terms of the more widely-used THzTDS systems based on laser oscillators, photoconductive emitters are the THz
source of choice for spectroscopy and imaging applications in custom-made and
commercial systems. The coarse rotation (to 0◦ , 45◦ and 90◦ ) of a wide-area
photoconductive emitter has been reported, to alternate between vertical and
horizontal THz emission [104]. This method produced an accuracy in the orientation angle of 5◦ , a large ellipticity, and a variation in |E| by 40% on rotating
the emitter by 90◦ .
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3.2

Rotatable-Polarisation Terahertz Time-Domain Spectrometer

As discussed in Section 3.1.3, each method of performing spectrocopy on anisotropic
media at THz frequencies comes with its own challenges. The rest of this chapter will propose and demonstrate a solution to these issues, in the form of a
Rotatable-polarisation-THz-TDS (RP-THz-TDS) system. This section will describe the adaptations made to the THz-TDS system detailed in Section 2.3,
in order to generate an arbitrarily-rotatable linear polarisation state, and to resolve the full polarisation state at the detector. The optimisation of the system
will also be described, such that all the criteria for an idealised polarisation
rotation system outlined in Section 3.1.3 are satisfied.
3.2.1

Rotating the Terahertz Polarisation State

A schematic diagram of the method used to produce a rotatable, linear THz
polarization state in the spectrometer discussed in this chapter is provided in
Fig. 3.4 (a). This method exploits the polarisation state of THz radiation generated by an interdigitated photoconductive emitter; a photoconductive emitter
produces THz radiation that is linearly polarised parallel to the electric dipoles
generated in the device, hence the polarisation state will be parallel to the biasing electric field applied between the contacts of the device, signified by the red
arrows in Fig. 3.4 (a). By mounting such a THz emitter in a motorised rotation
stage the orientation of the emitter ψem , and hence the orientation angle of the
generated THz radiation, can be reliably and repeatably varied to any arbitrary
angle.
For results presented in this chapter, the 800 nm pump beam (red waveform in Fig. 3.4 (a)) had a power of 200 mW, and the photoexcited charge
carriers in the GaAs substrate were accelerated under an applied bias voltage
of ±10 V. The interdigitated emitter was fabricated (as described below) in the
centre of a 25 mm×25 mm semi-insulating GaAs (SI-GaAs) wafer, which was
securely glued over the middle of the clear aperture of a Newport PR50CC motorised rotation stage. The angular range of the emitter’s rotation was limited
to 180◦ , to ensure the THz generation beam was never obscured by the emitter’s
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4: (a) Schematic (not to scale) of the interdigitated photoconductive emitter
mounted on a motorised rotation stage. The THz pulse (blue waveform) has a linear polarization parallel to the direction of the applied electric field (red arrows). (b) Optical
microscopy image of the interdigitated photoconductive emitter.

wiring.
Emitter Layout and Fabrication

The photoconductive emitter used in this spectrometer was fabricated by Michele
Failla, using UV photolithography and metal evaporation procedures. An optical microscopy image of the device is provided in Fig. 3.4 (b). The photoactive
area was 2.0 mm×1.3 mm and consisted of a 350 nm-thick SI-GaAs substrate
covered by gold strips with a 5 µm width and a 5 µm spacing, which act as
the electrical bias contacts. In order to avoid destructive interference in the
far-field, a masking layer of gold strips covered every other gap between the
contacts. To prevent short circuiting, a 110 nm layer of insulating Al2 O3 vertically separated the mask and bias contacts, the thickness of which was chosen
in order to maximize the transmission of the 800 nm photoexcitation beam. A
similar fabrication procedure to this one, used to create the pixel-based interdigitated photoconductive emitters presented in Chapter 4, will be explained
in greater detail in Section 4.2.2 of this thesis, where it has been adapted by
myself to improve reproducibility and increase the yield of devices.
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3.2.2

Polarisation-Resolved Detection Method and Alignment

Polarisation-resolved detection in the RP-THz-TDS setup was performed using the polarisation-resolved electro-optic sampling variant proposed by van der
Valk et al. [85], as described in Section 2.2.1 and shown schematically by Figure 2.3. In the RP-THz-TDS system alignment of the detection optics was
performed by setting the values of θ and δ from Equation 2.6 to well-defined
values, such that two orthogonal components of an incident THz pulse can be
obtained by simply changing the value of one of these parameters. A 0.5 mmthick h111i-oriented ZnTe was used as the detection crystal, and the x-axis of
the lab coordinate system, and thus the orientation which defines ψ = 0, is
defined by the orientation of the [211]-axis of the ZnTe detection crystal. Both
the QWP and HWP were mounted in high-precision motorised rotation stages
to facilitate repeatable and remotely-controllable rotation of these optics.
The initial step in the alignment procedure is to define δ = 0; since the
output of the laser and therefore the gate beam is horizontally polarised, this
V
which minimises
is achieved by rotating the HWP to find the orientation θHWP

the intensity of the vertically-polarised arm of the gate beam after the WP,
without the QWP present in the gate beam path. The next step was to place
the QWP and ZnTe into the gate beam path, and rotate the QWP to find the
V
angle θQWP
at which the output of the photodiode circuit is balanced. The

rotatable emitter was then set at ψem = 0, and the ZnTe crystal was rotated
about its surface normal to find the maximum electro-optic signal, which defines
θ = 0. By referring to Equation 2.6 and Figure 2.3, we see that when both δ = 0
and θ = 0 the detection system is only sensitive to the E011 component of the
THz electric field, corresponding to vertically polarised THz radiation parallel
to the lab y-axis, Ey . The x component of the THz radiation, Ex , was then
H
obtained by setting δ = 22.5◦ by precisely rotating the HWP to θHWP
, and the
H
photodiode output was balanced again by rotating the QWP to θQWP
.

This alignment procedure therefore allows the detection sensitivity to
be easily switched between two orthogonal components of the THz pulse; by
V
V
rotating the HWP and QWP to known values of θHWP
and θQWP
to detect the
H
H
vertical component, and to θHWP
and θQWP
to detect the horizontal component.
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3.2.3

Calibration of the Terahertz Emission Strength

As defined in Section 3.1.3, an ideal polarisation rotation system should have
p 2
a minimal variation in the amplitude of the electric field |E| =
Ex + Ey2 .
Therefore in the RP-THz-TDS system we want to achieve a minimal variation
in |E| with ψem , in order to achieve the most consistent operation of the spectrometer possible for all orientation angles. On initially rotating the emitter
it was apparent that its center was close to, but not exactly on, the axis of
the rotation stage. Thus under rotation the emitter was no longer centered on
the THz generation beam, altering the radiated THz power. To overcome this
problem the centre of the emitter was found at a range of different ψem from
ψem = 0 to ψem = 180◦ , which allowed us to re-centre and photoexcite the same
area on the emitter at each angle. The rotation stage holding the emitter was
mounted on a motorized x-y translation stage to facilitate precicely controllable
adjustment of the emitter position in the xy-plane. The device was then raster
scanned, under illumination by the photoexcitation beam, and the device resistance was measured at each ψem in steps of 10◦ . When the photoexcitation
beam is incident on the active area of the device, the generated photocurrent
causes the resistance of the device to decrease; in comparison when the beam
is incident on an area of the substrate outside of the active area, the resistance
will remain at a higher value. Example maps at a few select angles are shown
in Figs. 3.5 (a) - 3.5 (e), together with the centre of the device (white dots).
The centre of the emitter was obtained by performing a centre of masstype calculation on the resultant resistance maps; the centre coordinates xc and
yc are found using
X
1
1
xi (ψem ),
Rtot (ψem ) i,j R(ψem , xi , yj )
X
1
1
yc (ψem ) =
yi (ψem ),
Rtot (ψem ) i,j R(ψem , xi , yj )

xc (ψem ) =

where Rtot =

P

i,j

(3.2)
(3.3)

R(ψem , xi , yj ), and i, j are the map coordinates. The co-

ordinates of the emitter’s centre are shown in Fig. 3.5 (f) for all 10◦ steps of
ψem over the full 180◦ range, revealing that the emitter was off-centred from
the stage’s rotation axis by about 0.3 mm. For higher precision scans, i.e. scans
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Figure 3.5: (a) - (e) Resistance of the interdigitated photoconductive emitter as it is raster
scanned, under illumination, relative to the photoexcitation beam. The angle the emitter was
rotated to in each scan is displayed above the panel. (f ) Centre of the device at 10◦ steps
over a 180◦ rotation of the emitter.

with a smaller angular step size than 10◦ , the centre position was found by
interpolating the data in Fig. 3.5 (f). A larger emitter area or more precise
mounting on the rotation stage’s axis could avoid this x-y calibration step.
The amplitude of the horizontal and vertical components of the THz
electric field are shown in Fig. 3.6 versus ψem by the red and blue data points,
respectively. When the applied electric field in the emitter was vertical, close to
ψem = 0 and 180◦ , the amplitude of Ey was a maximum, while Ex was greatest
near ψem = 90◦ . A small offset in the emitter angle compared to the orientation
angle can be identified, for instance by the small Ex component at ψem = 0.
The total amplitude of the THz electric field |E| is shown by the green data
points, and initially varied by 20 % across the full range of rotation (as shown
by the data points connected by the dashed lines). A motorised HWP was then
added to the 800 nm pump beam, to co-rotate the pump polarization along with
the emitter, keeping the pump’s polarization parallel to the gold contacts. This
optional step reduced the variation in |E(ψem )| to less than 7 %, as shown by
comparison between the solid lines (with HWP) and the dashed lines (without
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Figure 3.6: Dependence on ψem of the time-domain peak amplitude of the p
horizontal compo2 + E 2 (green
nent (red data), vertical component (blue data) and total amplitude |E| = EH
V
data), of the THz electric field, which is vertically polarized close to ψem = 0 and ψem = 180◦ ,
while it is horizontal close to ψem = 90◦ . Solid lines represent data taken in the presence of a
HWP to co-rotate the THz generation beam with the emitter, whilst dashed lines represent
data in the absence of the HWP.

HWP) in Fig. 3.6, ensuring that a good signal-to-noise can be obtained for all
orientation angles.
3.2.4

Polarisation State of the Rotated Terahertz Pulses

Further to a uniform electric field amplitude, an ideal RP-THz-TDS setup would
exhibit minimal variation in the ellipticity of the generated THz pulses with ψem ,
and facilitate precise and accurate knowledge of the ellipticity and orientation
angle. To investigate the polarisation state of the generated THz pulses with
ψem , polarisation-resolved time-domain waveforms of THz pulses were recorded
at each ψem in 2.5◦ steps over a 180◦ rotation of the emitter. A selection of timedomain waveforms can be seen in Figs. 3.7 (a) - 3.7 (e), at the corresponding
angles to those of the resistance maps in Figs. 3.5 (a) - 3.5 (e). The ellipticity and
orientation angle of the pulses was then extracted using the method described
in Section 2.4.2.
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Figure 3.7: Polarisation-resolved time-domain waveforms of THz pulses generated at (a) ψem = 0◦ , (b) ψem = 40◦ , (c) ψem = 90◦ , (d)
ψem = 130◦ , and (e) ψem = 180◦ . (f ) Ellipticity and (g) orientation angle of the THz pulses as the emitter is rotated in 2.5◦ steps over a
180◦ rotation.

The ellipticity of the pulses at 1.0 THz as a function of ψem is reported
in Fig. 3.7 (f). The average χ of THz pulses from the emitter was 0.925◦ ,
which varied by 0.75◦ over a 180◦ rotation, demonstrating that the polarisation
remained close to linear for all ψem . The small measured ellipticity may be an
artifact of a slight misalignment of the gate and THz beams while propagating
through the detection crystal [89], or it may arise from some slight misligment
of optics in the THz beam path. However, this small ellipticity, reported here
for the first time for an interdigitated THz emitter, is much smaller than the
ellipticity χ ∼ 10◦ of wide-area emitters [104] and dipole antennas [117]. While
a small quadrupole moment may contribute to the finite ellipticity in those two
cases [117], the small ellipticity in this case may result from the gold fingers,
which in essence act as a wire-grid polarizer within the near-field of the generated
THz radiation.
The precise orientation of ψ = 0 relative to a sample under investigation
will be an important factor in applications of this rotatable polarisation technique, for example in optical component design and material characterisation.
In order to determine precisely which ψem corresponded to purely horizontally
polarised pulses, where ψ = 0, the orientation angle of the incident pulse at 1.0
THz was measured as a function of ψem , shown in Fig. 3.7 (g). A linear fit to the
data gives an emitter angle of 83.85◦ for ψ = 0. Thus the incident orientation
angle ψin of the THz pulses that will be incident on the sample in the RP-THzTDS system was calibrated precisely for each ψem . Zero ψin corresponds to a
horizontally polarized incident pulse and ψin = ±90◦ corresponds to vertically
polarized incident pulses of opposite polarity.

3.3

Comparison of Rotatable Polarisation to Projection
via Wire-Grid Polarisers

To illustrate the advantages of the RP-THz-TDS method over other methods
of anisotropic spectroscopy, a relevant comparison is to that of polarisation
projection via WGPs. The polarization state of THz pulses projected to a
certain angle using a WGP was compared to that achieved when the polarisation
state is directly rotated using the rotatable emitter method described in this
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chapter. To explore this, a WGP was fabricated by Michele Failla, using a
similar UV photolithography process used to create the THz emitter described
in Section 3.2.1, which consisted of 300 nm thick gold wires with 8 µm width
and 20 µm period deposited onto a SI-GaAs substrate.
A schematic diagram of the experiment is shown in Figs. 3.8 (a) and 3.8
(b). The WGP was held in a manual rotation mount at the sample position of
the spectrometer, and was rotated to an arbitrary angle. This angle at which
the THz polarisation is perpendicular to the wires was precisely identified as
ψin = −35.0◦ , by scanning ψin over a range of 20◦ in 0.625◦ steps around the
approximate direction perpendicular to the wires and determining the angle at
which the transmitted THz amplitude |E| was a maximum. The emitter was
then rotated by 45◦ such that the THz pulse incident on the WGP would have
equal components parallel and perpendicular to the wires. This simulates the
action of projecting a linear THz pulse at an angle of 45◦ using a WGP. The
frequency-dependent ellipticity and orientation angle of the projected pulse are
shown by the blue lines in Figs. 3.8 (c) and 3.8 (d), respectively. The WGP
produces a highly frequency-dependent elliptical pulse, which is approaching
circular polarisation for frequencies above 3.0 THz. This ellipticity occurs due
to the finite transmission of the component of the THz electric field parallel to
the wires; this component is the first time derivative of the incident field [110],
and is therefore phase-shifted by a factor of π/2 with respect to the orthogonal
component perpendicular to the wires. The orientation angle also deviates
significantly from the intended angle of ψ = −35.0◦ , by 2.0◦ in the best case at
low frequency, and with larger change as the transmitted pulse becomes more
elliptical.
As demonstrated in Fig. 3.8 (b), the WGP was then removed and the
emitter rotated to ψin = −35.0◦ , the same angle as that discovered to be perpendicular to the wires of the WGP in the first section of this experiment.
This simulates rotating the polarisation state by 45◦ by rotating the emitter,
allowing direct comparison of rotating the polarisation state and projecting it
to the same angle. The frequency dependence of the ellipticity and orientation
angle of THz pulses in this case is shown by the red lines in Figs. 3.8 (c) and
3.8 (d), respectively. The rotatable polarization method produces a linear THz
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Figure 3.8: Schematic diagram of the experiment comparing (a) projection of the THz polarisation state by a WGP and (b) rotation of the polarisation state using a rotatable emitter.
(c) Ellipticity and (d) orientation angle of THz pulses after transmission through a WGP
acting on the incident pulse at an angle of 45◦ (blue lines), and without transmission through
the WGP after the incident polarization state has been rotated 45◦ by rotating the emitter
(red lines). Shaded regions show the standard deviation after 20 repeated scans. The dashed
line in (d) represents the direction perpendicular to the wires of the WGP.
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pulse over the whole experimental bandwidth when rotated to an arbitrary angle, with an ellipticity of ≤ 0.75◦ and a statistical error (the precision) in the
ellipticity of < 0.05◦ over the 0.3 − 1.5 THz range (< 0.1◦ from 0.3 − 2.5 THz)
after 20 repeated measurements. The accuracy of the orientation angle was defined as the variation of ψ(ω) away from the mean [97], and was < 1.0◦ between
0.3−2.5 THz. The statistical error in the orientation angle was < 0.05◦ between
0.3 − 1.5 THz (< 0.1◦ from 0.3 − 2.5 THz).
The above demonstrates the drawbacks in using WGPs in polarizationresolved detection or in ellipsometric schemes to study anisotropic materials.
While the above WGP may not be competitive with some of the best commercial
WGPs (which have smaller periods), any WGP will introduce uncertainty into
the identification of optical properties. Comparatively, RP-THz-TDS does not
suffer from this issue, and has an accuracy and precision comparable to the best
ellipsometric methods [97].

3.4

Experimental Implementation of RP-THz-TDS

To demonstrate how RP-THz-TDS can be utilised to investigate anisotropic
media, case studies were made of birefringence in two uniaxial crystals, ZnO
and LaAlO3 , and anisotropic absorption and birefringence in the biaxial crystal CuO. This section will demonstrate how the RP-THz-TDS technique may
be used to identify the orientations of polarisation eigenvectors and extract
their complex optical properties, and also how the orientations of anisotropic
absorpion features may be investigated.
3.4.1

Sample Details

ZnO

The first test case material under study is ZnO, which is a wide-gap semiconductor of interest in optoelectronics. With a hexagonal structure (space group
C6mc), ZnO consists of alternating hexagonal stacks of Zn2+ and O2− ions along
the c-axis, with each Zn2+ ion coordinated tetrahedrally with the O2− , and vice
versa. Measurements presented in this section were performed on a 0.6 mm
thick single crystal of ZnO, oriented with the a-axis as the surface normal and
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the c-axis in the plane. The birefringence in the THz range can be linked to
the differences in phonon mode frequency and strength for directions parallel
to and perpendicular to c [118], and also to any additional anisotropy in the
electronic contribution to the dielectric function. The dielectric tensor for a
uniaxial crystal can be expressed as


0
 xx
=
 0 xx
0

0

0




0
,
zz

(3.4)

where xx and zz are the components of the dielectric tensor along the mutually
orthogonal principal axes of the material x, y and z, xx = yy , and z is the
optical axis.
LaAlO3

The second test case material is LaAlO3 , which is a useful substrate for epitaxial
growth of complex oxides. At room temperature LaAlO3 is a rhombohedrallydistorted perovskite with space group R3̄c [119]. The optical axis is in the
[111] pseudocubic direction [6]. While ZnO forms a homogeneous single crystal,
LaAlO3 is inhomogeneous with twin domains bounded along the [010] direction.
The size of these twin domains has been shown to sensitively influence the apparent birefringence in the THz region [6]. Here, measurements were performed
on a 0.5 mm thick [001]-oriented single crystal of LaAlO3 , with twin domains
that were small in comparison to the THz spot size. The in-plane crystallographic directions were oriented arbitrarily with respect to the incident THz
polarization.
CuO

Having a monoclinic crystal structure with space group C2/c, CuO is a biaxial
crystal. Due to its monoclinic crystal structure, the dielectric tensor in CuO is


xx 0 xz



 =  0 yy 0 
(3.5)

zx 0 zz
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where x k a, y k b and c k c∗ [56]. Measurements in this chapter were performed on a 1.3 mm thick single crystal of CuO that was aligned by Laue X-ray
diffraction to have a (101̄) surface normal. Thus, the [101] and [010] directions
are in-plane.
3.4.2

Mapping Birefringence and Identifying Polarisation Eigenvectors Using RP-THz-TDS

As discussed previously in Section 1.1.3, for an arbitrary direction of propagation there are two eigenmodes of propagation Da,b with refractive indices na,b .
For light propagating along an optical axis the refractive index is independent
of the polarization direction, and hence there is no birefringence. When light
propagates along any other direction the polarization eigenmodes will have different propagation speeds, and hence the material is birefringent. When ψin is
midway between the two polarisation eigenvectors the ellipticity χ of the pulse
transmitted through the sample will be a maximum, while conversely χ = 0
when ψin is parallel to a polarization eigenvector. Therefore by rotating the
incident THz polarization state and measuring χ at each angle, the orientation
of the in-plane polarization eigenvectors can be accurately determined.
ZnO

As a demonstration of how the phase delay between the components of the
THz electric field propagating along each of the polarisation eigenvectors in
a birefringent material produces an elliptical polarization state, polarizationresolved time-domain waveforms before and after transmission through ZnO
are reported in Figs. 3.9 (a) and 3.9 (b), both at ψin = 56.15◦ . Fig. 3.10 (a)
shows the evolution of χ(ω) after transmission through ZnO, as ψin is varied
over 180◦ in 2.5◦ steps, and Fig. 3.10 (b) shows slices through the contour at a
few fixed frequencies. Zero χ occurs around ψin = 4◦ and ψin = 94◦ , identifying
the orientation of the polarization eigenvectors. Tracing the evolution of χ with
frequency, right- and left-handed circularly polarized states can be observed
for certain ψin at 0.75 and 2.25 THz, where the ZnO is acting as a quarter-wave
plate, and between these frequencies the polarization state becomes linear again
at 1.5 THz, where the ZnO is acting as a half-wave plate.
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Figure 3.9: Polarisation-resolved time-domain waveforms measured (a) without and (b) after
transmission through ZnO, initially polarised at ψin = 56.15◦ . The grey curves on the bottom
and righthand planes of each panel are the projections of the polarisation state onto the xand y-axis, respectively. The multicoloured curve on the lefthand plane is the projection
of the polarisation state as viewed looking against the direction of propagation, and the
multicoloured curve in the centre of each panel is the full 3D polarisation state.

Fig. 3.10 (c) shows the frequency dependence of χ for ψin = 56.0◦ (red
dots), ψin = 71.0◦ (orange dots) and ψin = 26.0◦ (yellow dots). The solid black
lines are the calculated ellipticity, at each angle, of an initially linearly polarized pulse transmitted through ZnO of the same thickness as the experimental
sample. The birefringence ∆n = na − nb of ZnO was assumed to be frequency
dependent and was empirically modelled as ∆n = ∆n0 + αf , where f is the
frequency in THz. A quadratic component to the birefringence was also considered, but was found to be negligible in the experimental frequency range.
Using this model and fitting to the experimental data gave ∆n0 = 0.14 and
α = 0.011 THz−1 . A linear fit to ∆n over the experimental frequency range
0.5 − 2.5 THz is reasonable, as the lowest infrared active phonon modes in ZnO
occur at 11.5 and 12.5 THz for the A1 and E1 modes respectively [118].
LaAlO3

The variation of the change in ellipticity ∆χ(ω) = χsample (ω) − χreference (ω) with
ψin of pulses after transmission through LaAlO3 is presented in Fig. 3.11 (a),
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Figure 3.10: (a) Ellipticity of THz pulses after transmission through ZnO as a function of
incident orientation angle and frequency. (b) Ellipticity of THz pulses after transmission
through ZnO at a few fixed frequencies. (c) Ellipticity as a function of frequency after
transmission through ZnO, at three values of ψin . Dots are experimental data and solid lines
are calculated fits.
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and in Fig. 3.11 (b) at a few fixed frequencies. By considering ∆χ rather than
χ the influence of the finite ellipticity of the reference pulses is removed, and
only the influence of the sample on the ellipticity remains. This allows greater
sensitivity when investigating materials in which the birefringence is small, as it
is at low frequency in this particular sample of LaAlO3 . ∆χ was fit to a cosine
model (solid lines), A cos(B(ψin + φ)) + C, where A, B and C are constants
and φ is a phase offset, which gave ∆χ = 0◦ at ψin = −16.5◦ and ψin = 76.0◦ ,
corresponding to the directions of the polarization eigenvectors. The directions
of the eigenvectors measured here are given to a precision of ±1.25 ◦ , limited by
the angular step size of the scan.
The change in ellipticity at a few fixed values of ψin is presented in Fig.
3.11 (c). As in the case of ZnO discussed previously, the solid black lines are
the calculated ellipticity, at each angle, of an initially linearly polarized pulse
transmitted through ZnO of the same thickness as the experimental sample. The
birefringence of LaAlO3 was calculated similarly to the method used previously
for ZnO, by assuming a frequency dependent model ∆n = ∆n0 + βf 2 and
calculating the frequency dependent change in ellipticity for certain ψin , giving
∆n0 = 0.0045 and β = 0.0065 THz−2 . As with ZnO, a linear term to ∆n was
considered, but was found to be negligible for LaAlO3 . The difference in the
frequency dependence to the birefringence in LaAlO3 compared to ZnO is due
to its lower frequency infrared active phonon modes, at 5.0 and 5.5 THz for
the A1 and E1 modes respectively [6], which occur closer to the experimental
frequency range: Hence both na and nb , and therefore ∆n, vary more rapidly
with frequency.
3.4.3

Extracting the Full Complex Refractive Index Using RP-THzTDS

One of the major advantages of time-domain spectroscopic techniques, compared those based solely on measuring the intensity of radiation, is that the
phase information allows the direct determination of both the real and imaginary part of the complex refractive index, as described in Section 2.4. Having
determined the orientations of the in-plane principal axes of the two samples
of ZnO and LAO in the previous section, this section will demonstrate how
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Figure 3.11: (a) Ellipticity of THz pulses after transmission through LaAlO3 as a function
of incident orientation angle and frequency. (b) Ellipticity of THz pulses after transmission
through LaAlO3 at a few fixed frequencies. (c) Ellipticity as a function of frequency after
transmission through LaAlO3 , at three values of ψin . Dots are experimental data and solid
lines are calculated fits.
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the RP-THz-TDS technique may be used to extract the full complex refractive
index for both principal axes for an arbitrary orientation of the sample.
Rotating the Frame of Reference

As Figs. 3.10 and 3.11 have shown, the polarisation state of the THz pulses experiences no change when the electric field is parallel to a polarisation eigenvector
in the sample. The transmitted THz pulse therefore has the same orientation
angle as the incident pulse; if the frame of reference of the sample and reference
pulses can be rotated to match that of the polarisation eigenvector, then the
usual one-dimensional data analysis to extract n(ω) and α(ω) as described in
Section 2.4.1 can be applied.
The rotation matrix R representing points in the cartesian x-y plane
being rotated anticlockwise about the orgin of the coordinate system by an
angle θR is
"
R=

cos θR − sin θR
sin θR

cos θR

#
.

(3.6)

Applying this rotation matrix to the complex frequency-domain electric field
e
vector E(ω)
will obtain the electric field vector in the rotated coordinate system
e R (ω); in terms of the horizontal and vertical components in the respective
E
coordinate systems this is
"
# "
# "
#
eH (ω)
ex0 (ω)
cos θR − sin θR
E
E
·
=
.
eV (ω)
ey0 (ω)
sin θR cos θR
E
E

(3.7)

The rotated coordinate system is oriented such that the majority of the THz
electric field now lies parallel to the x0 axis, with only a very small orthogonal component in the y 0 direction. The complex transmission function is
then simply the ratio of the sample and reference electric field x0 components,
e s 0 (ω)/E
e r 0 (ω), and n(ω) and α(ω) are obtained via Equations 2.16 and
Te(ω) = E
x

x

2.17.
ZnO

As demonstrated in Fig. 3.10, the polarisation eigenvectors in the ZnO sample
investigated here occur around ψ = 4◦ and ψ = 94◦ . As the angular step size
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Figure 3.12: (a) Refractive index and (b) absorption coefficient of the in-plane polarisation
eigenvectors Da at ψin = 3.65◦ (red lines) and Db at ψin = 93.65◦ (blue lines) in ZnO. Dashed
lines represent frequencies at which the experimental signal-to-noise is low, but the data are
included to demonstrate the overall trend. The birefringence ∆n = na − nb is shown in the
inset of panel (a), with the red dots representing the experimental data and the solid black
line representing the empirical fit determined in Section 3.4.2.

between scans was 2.5◦ the closest datasets to these polarisation eigenvectors,
at ψin = 3.65◦ and ψin = 93.65◦ respectively, were used in the following analysis.
The average ψ of the THz pulses between 0.3-2.5 THz was obtained from the
data and used as the value of θR when applying the rotation matrix in equation
ex0 .
3.7 to find E
The refractive index and absorption coefficient along each polarisation
eigenvector in ZnO obtained by this method are presented in Figs. 3.12 (a)
and 3.12 (b), respectively. Red lines represent n and α for the eigenvector
Da at ψ = 4◦ , and blue lines represent n and α for the eigenvector Db at
ψ = 94◦ . The values of na = 3.02 and nb = 2.85 at 1 THz are in agreement
with those observed previously [118]. The data in reference [118] demonstrate
a monotonic increase in the refractive index with increasing frequency over the
0.25 - 1.35 THz range for both ordinary and extraordinary axes, consistent with
the behaviour observed along na here, however the data in refrence [118] does
not exhibit the behaviour observed here in nb at 1.2 THz, potentially due to
this being on the edge of their experimental bandwidth. Here, a peak in α and
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Figure 3.13: (a) Refractive index and (b) absorption coefficient of the in-plane polarisation
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section 3.4.2.

a dip in n are observed along Db at 1.2 THz. This weak absorption feature
may be associated with a difference mode between the A1 and E1 modes, as the
energy difference between them is around 1 THz [118]. Anisotropy in the phonon
band structure of ZnO [120] could cause a weak optically active mode to occur
along one crystallographic direction; similar weak phonon modes have previously
been observed in ZnTe [121, 122]. The experimentally obtained birefringence
is presented in the inset of Fig. 3.12(a), along with the empirical fit to the
birefringence obtained in Section 3.4.2. The fit can be seen to reproduce the
general trend of the data, but cannot reproduce the observed fine structure
caused by the feature at 1.2 THz. The value of ∆n = 0.15 at 1 THz is consistent
with the experimentally measured value of 0.18 and the theoretically calculated
value of 0.17 reported by the authors of reference [118].
LaAlO3

The polarisation eigenvectors in the sample of LAO under study were observed
to be ψin = −16.5◦ for Da and ψin = 76.0◦ for Db from Fig. 3.11. Using the same
procedure described for ZnO, the refractive index and absorption coefficient for
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the two eigenvectors were extracted from the data, and are presented in Figs.
3.13 (a) and 3.13 (b), respectively. As before, red lines represent n and α for
the eigenvector Da at ψin = −16.5◦ , and blue lines represent n and α for the
eigenvector Db at ψin = 76.0◦ . Both refractive indices increase monotonically
with frequency, with values of na = 5.15 and nb = 5.14 at 1 THz, in agreement
with previous observations [6]. As with ZnO, the empirical fit to the birefringence reproduces the general trend of the data. Fig. 3.13 (b) demonstrates a
monotonic increase in the absorption coeffcient along both eigenvectors.
3.4.4

Anisotropic Absorption and Chromatic Dispersion in CuO

To demonstrate how RP-THz-TDS can be used to investigate the absorptive
properties of anisotropic media, the dependence of the electromagnon absorption on the incident THz orientation angle was investigated in CuO. From previous experimental and theoretical work [8, 68], it has been shown that the
electromagnon present in the AF2 phase of CuO absorbs light only for electric
fields oriented close to the [101] direction. Since a cryostat is required to access
the temparature range at which the electromagnon is active, rotating the THz
polarization state, rather than the sample, is a highly convenient method to
probe its anisotropic optical properties. RP-THz-TDS was performed at 210 K,
in the AF1 phase, and at 215 K, in the AF2 phase, and the sample was oriented
in the spectrometer such that the [101] direction is close to ψin = 0◦ .
Anisotropy of the Electromagnon Absorption in CuO

To examine the absorption of the electromagnon and to precisely determine its
selection rule, we examined the temperature-dependent change in absorption
coefficient between the AF1 and AF2 phase, expressed as
2
∆α(ω, ψin ) = − ln |Te(ω, ψin )|,
d

(3.8)

where d is the sample thickness and |Te(ω, ψin )| is the absolute part of the complex transmission function. The transmission function at each value of ψin was
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found from the ratio of the total transmitted THz intensity, using
q
e s (ω)|2 + |E
e s (ω)|2
|E
x
y
e
q
|T (ω)| =
,
e r (ω)|2 + |E
e r (ω)|2
|E
x
y

(3.9)

where the superscripts s and r denote the sample (at 215 K) and reference (at
210 K) spectra, and the subscripts x and y denote the horizontally and vertically
polarized components, respectively.
The change in absorption induced by multiferroicity, ∆α(ω), as ψin is
varied is reported in Fig. 3.14 (a). The electromagnon is evident as a peak in
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∆α around 0.7 THz with a weaker tail at higher frequencies, and a strength
that decreases as ψin moves away from [101] (close to ψin = 0◦ ) towards [010]
(close to ψin = ±90◦ ). This verifies that the electromagnon is only excited when
applying a THz electric field along the [101] direction, as reported by Jones et
al. [8] using measurements at only a few fixed angles. A cut through the peak of
the absorption at 0.72 THz is shown in Fig. 3.14 (b), represented by the dashed
line in Fig. 3.14 (a). The maximum change in absorption occurs when ψin = 6◦ ,
with a precision of 5◦ defined by half the angular step size of the scan. To more
precisely determine the orientation of maximum absorption, an angular range
of 40◦ containing the peak of the absorption was scanned with a smaller angular
step size, shown in Fig. 3.14 (c). The experimental data (dots) were fit (solid
line) to a cosine model, A cos(2(ψin + φ)) + C, where A and C are constants
and φ is a phase offset. From this fit the angle of maximum absorption occurs
at ψin = 5◦ .
An additional feature that can be observed in Fig. 3.14 (a) is that as
ψin approaches ±90◦ , where it is close to the [010] direction, ∆α is observed to
become negative, corresponding to a larger transmission in the AF2 phase than
in the AF1 phase. This can be attributed to the static polarization along [010]
that arises in the multiferroic phase altering the absorption of the higher-lying
phonon modes [53].
Birefringence Mapping and Chromatic Dispersion in CuO

The ellipticity of THz pulses after transmission through CuO at 215 K is shown
in Fig. 3.15. The region where χ ≈ 0 occupies a range of around 6◦ centered on
ψin = 4◦ , represented by the dashed line in Fig. 3.15. This is in agreement with
the angle of maximum ∆α determined from Fig. 3.14 (c), suggesting that this
polarization eigenvector coincides with the [101] direction. The birefringence
in CuO was calculated using the same method as in Section 3.4.2 for ZnO and
LaAlO3 , and was found to be linearly dependent on frequency, ∆n = ∆n0 + αf
with ∆n0 = 0.14 and α = 0.03 THz−1 .
From Fig. 3.15 it can be observed that the polarisation eigenvector along
[101] demonstrates chromatic dispersion, i.e. a frequency dependence to its direction. This can be seen as a deviation in the ψin for which χ = 0◦ away
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Figure 3.15: Ellipticity of THz pulses after transmission through CuO as a function of incident
orientation angle and frequency. The long dashed line at ψin = 4◦ represents the approximate
orientation of the [101] direction. The short dashed line is a guide to the eye highlighting
chromatic dispersion.

from the dashed line at ψin = 4◦ , highlighted by the shorter dashed line. The
rotation of the polarization eigenvector away from [101] as a result of chromatic
dispersion is almost 20◦ at 1.2 THz. For comparison, Fig. 3.10 shows that the
polarization eigenvectors in ZnO occur at a constant ψin . In a monoclinic crystal, a preferential triplet of orthogonal directions is not compatible with the
crystalline symmetry [123]. The frequency dependence of the complex components of the dielectric tensor causes the principal axes of the crystal, and hence
the propagation eigenvectors Da,b , to also vary with frequency. In monoclinic
crystals two of the principal axes are colour dispersive, while one principal axis
has a fixed direction [123]. From Equation 3.5, since there are no off-diagional
components to the dielectric tensor involving y, the fixed principal axis will
occur along the b direction, and the two colour dispersive axes will lie in the
ac-plane. In this particular case, light propagates along the (101̄) surface normal, which has been found previously to be a principal axis of the dc dielectric
tensor [56]. The observation of birefringence for this k means that (101̄) is not
an optical axis.
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3.5

Summary

This chapter has presented a method of rotatable-polarisation THz-TDS, in
which the polarisation state of the generated THz radiation was arbitrarily rotated via the use of an interdigitated PCE mounted in a motorised rotation
stage. Polarisation-resolved EOS was used to obtain Ex and Ey directly, resolving the full THz polarization state without requiring the extra components,
assumptions and data analysis required by other polarimetry or ellipsometry
methods. This approach allows broadband polarization rotation, with linearly
polarized THz pulses that can be rotated to arbitrary angles (accuracy < 1.0◦ ,
precision < 0.1◦ ) over a frequency range of 0.3-2.5 THz. The optimisation of the
setup was reported, resulting in a variation in amplidude of only ∼ 7% over the
180◦ range of the device, and the polarisation state exhibits only a very small
intrinsic ellipticity (accuracy < 0.75◦ , precision < 0.1◦ ). This method of polarisation rotation was also shown to perform favourably compared to WGPs, which
were shown to introduce large variations in the polarisation state of projected
THz pulses.
RP-THz-TDS was also experimentally implemented, demonstrating how
the technique may be used to identify the in-plane polarisation eigenvectors of
birefringent materials, and to determine the full complex refractive index along
each of these directions. A demonstration of how RP-THz-TDS may be used
to investigate the selection rules of an anisotropic absorption feature was also
provided, by studying the electromagnon absorption in CuO.
The polarisation rotation method presented here does not require WGPs,
circumventing the problem of their poor extinction ratio, and is performed during the generation of the THz pulses, avoiding reflection losses associated with
transmissive components like wave plates. Rotating the THz polarization state
not only allows convenient access to the anisotropic optical properties at cryogenic temperatures or other situations in which rotating the sample may be
challenging, but also ensures that the same area on the sample is probed at
each angle, solving many issues related to rotating the sample.
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Chapter 4

Scalable Interdigitated
Photoconductive Emitters for
the Electrical Modulation of
Terahertz Beams With
Arbitrary Linear Polarisation
Photoconductive emitters are a crucial component for terahertz (THz) radiation sources and detectors, being the most commonly used in commercially
available and custom-built spectroscopy and imaging systems based on oscillator and fibre lasers [71, 124]. A recent development in THz generation
from photoconductive emitters is the creation of complex polarisation states
[125, 126, 127, 128], and the ability to control the polarisation state of the
emitted radiation [104, 129, 130]. These advances in THz polarisation control
may permit otherwise inaccessible excitations, and the anisotropic properties of
materials, to be probed in the THz region.
In this chapter, a multi-element interdigitated photoconductive emitter
for broadband THz polarisation rotation, consisting of separate pixels for the
emission of horizontally and vertically polarised THz radiation, is proposed and
experimentally verified. The device is scalable in design, and with its simple
method of polarisation rotation it allows the modulation of the generated THz
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polarisation at rates significantly faster than those achievable in ellipsometry
systems based on mechanically rotating components. Section 4.1 gives a short
overview of the generation of electromagnetic radiation by electric dipoles, and
of the generation of THz pulses with various polarisation states via photoconductive emitters with novel geometries. The design and fabrication of the multielement device proposed in this thesis is outlined in Section 4.2, accompanied
by simulations of the radiation pattern the device is expected to produce. Section 4.3 details the experimental verification of the multi-pixel photoconductive
emitters, which demonstrates the broadband nature of the device and the control of the polarisation angle of the generated far-field THz radiation by varying
the relative bias voltage applied to the horizontally and vertically emitting pixels. Finally, Section 4.4 details an experimental setup for the investigation of
circular dichroic properties of materials, based on a silicon prism converting
the linear polarisation produced by the multi-pixel emitters into left- and righthanded circularly polarised states, which allows for rapid modulation between
the two chiralities. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 of this chapter have been published as
C.D.W. Mosley et al., AIP Advances 9, 045323 (2019).

4.1

Photoconductive Emitter Geometry and Terahertz
Polarisation State

Starting with a description of the radiation produced by a small dipole, this
section will provide a brief overview of how pulses of THz radiation with complex
polarisation states can be created using PCEs with novel geometries.
4.1.1

Electric Dipole Radiation from Photoconductive Emitters

The source of THz radiation emitted by PCEs is the transient photocurrent in
the device, generated by the time-varying electric dipoles created in the semiconductor as free carriers are photoexcited, accelerated away from each other
and then recombined on sub-picosecond timescales. In a PCE these can be
approximated as Hertzian dipoles, as the dipole size is much smaller than the
wavelength of light generated; a frequency of 1 THz corresponds to a wavelength
of 300 µm, whereas the dipole size in an interdigitated PCE is restricted to a few
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µm by the size of the gaps between electrodes. The components of the electric
field radiated by such a dipole can be given in spherical coordinates r, θ and φ
as


1
I0 l cos(θ)
1+
e−ikr ,
Er = Z0
2πr2
ikr


kI0 l sin(θ)
1
1
Eθ = iZ0
1+
−
e−ikr ,
4πr
ikr (kr)2
Eφ = 0,

(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)

where l is the length of the dipole, I0 is the photocurrent, k is the wavenumber
p
and Z0 = µ0 /0 is the impedance of free space [131].
Equations 4.1 and 4.2 describe the near-field and far-field radiation pattern of a small dipole, which has components in both the radial rb and polar θb
directions. If we consider the far-field case, where the distance from the dipole
is much larger than the wavelength (r  λ), then terms on the order of 1/r2 or
greater powers tend to zero and the far-field electric field Eff can be described
by
Eff = iζ0

kI0 l sin(θ) −ikr b
e
θ.
4πr

(4.4)

As such, the electric field generated by a small dipole oscillates only in the polar
direction in the far-field regime. A similar expression for the far-field magnetic
b direction;
field Hff can be obtained, with its only component in the azimuthal φ
this demonstrates that a small dipole radiates transverse electromagnetic (TEM)
waves, as the electric and magnetic fields are orthogonal to each other and the
direction of propagation.
An important concept in the physics of antennas is that of the dipole
array. A single dipole generates radiation over a wide range of angles. By
positioning a number of dipoles in close proximity, the radiation they produce
may be designed to interfere constructively in the far-field; this increases the
efficiency and power output of the array compared with a lone dipole, as well
as improving the directionality of the generated radiation. Some PCE designs,
such as arrays of individual dipole antennas [132, 133] and interdigitated photoconductive emitters [75, 134], utilise this emission geometry to improve the
generation efficiency of linearly polarised THz radiation.
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4.1.2

Controlling the Terahertz Polarisation State with the Emitter
Geometry

The generation of complex polarisation states from PCEs can be performed by
utilising emitter geometries that create a pattern of individual dipoles with
different orientations, which then interact in the far-field to create the desired polarisation state. Radially polarised THz beams have been generated
by circularly-shaped large-gap emitters [127, 128], whilst both radially- and
azimuthally-polarised beams have been produced using interdigitated PCEs
with suitable electrode geometries [125, 126]. Examples of some of these interdigitated PCE geometries are shown schematically in Figs. 4.1 (a) - 4.1 (f).
A design for PCEs that emit radially-polarised THz pulses is demonstrated in Figs. 4.1 (a) - 4.1 (c). The electrode layout in these devices will
cause the photoexcited charge carriers to be accelerated radially outwards or
inwards, depending on the polarity of the the bias voltage applied; this causes
the orientation of the THz electric field generated by a small segment of the
device to vary depending on the position of that segment around the device
circumference. After interaction in the far-field, the THz radiated by the device will produce a radially symmetric pulse, with the electric field oriented as
demonstrated by the arrows in Fig. 4.1 (c). The time-domain waveforms in Fig.
4.1 (g) demonstrate the radial symmetry of the emission from the device: as
a detector sensitive only to horizontally polarised THz radiation is scanned in
the x-direction (orthogonally to the direction of propagation), the THz transient flips in polarity about the beam axis, while showing a similar decrease in
strength as the detector is moved in either the positive or negative x-direction.
An analogous design for an interdigitated PCE producing azimuthally polarised
THz pulses is shown by Figs. 4.1 (d) - 4.1 (f), with the acceleration of carriers and hence the THz polarisation of a small section of the device this time
oriented azimuthally, with a strength depending on the radial position of that
particular section. These two device designs, amongst the others reported in the
literature, demonstrate the applicability of overlapping the radiation generated
by dipoles with different orientations to create a coherent beam with a complex
polarisation state in the far-field.
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(g)

Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram demonstrating the layout of photoconductive emitters for the
emission of (a-c) radially and (d-f ) azimuthally polarised THz pulses. (a) and (d) represent
the electrode geometry, (b) and (e) the device with the masking layer, and (c) and (f ) the
electric field generated by the device (orientation of the electric field is represented by the
arrows). (g) THz time-domain waveforms of the horizontally polarised component of the THz
radiation emitted by the radial emitter. Reproduced from reference [125].

The ability to variably control the THz polarisation state has been demonstrated via the rotation of PCEs; previously in the literature by rotating a
wide-gap photoconductive emitter to a few fixed angles [104], whilst a rotatablepolarisation THz-TDS system making use of the rotation of an interdigitated
PCE to arbitrary angles was reported in Chapter 3 of this thesis. Electrical
modulation between two orthogonal polarisation states has also been achieved
[129], using the four-contact large area emitter shown in Fig. 4.2 (c). When
the entire central area of the device, shown by the zoom-in in Fig. 4.2 (c), is
illuminated by femtosecond optical pulses, the THz polarisation state produced
by the device can be altered by changing which of the contacts are electrically
biased and which are grounded. For example if the quadrants (1) and (2) are
electrically biased, whilst (3) and (4) are grounded, the device will produce a
THz pulse linearly polarised at ψ = +45◦ ; alternatively biasing quadrants (2)
and (3) whilst grounding (1) and (4) will produce a THz pulse linearly polarised
at ψ = −45◦ . The electrical nature of this polarisation switching allows rapid
modulation of the THz polarisation state. However, the polarisation state produced by this emitter demonstrated significant deviations from a pure linear
state, with an ellipticity of up to 4.5◦ at 1 THz, which was attributed to asym83

Figure 4.2: Polarisation-resolved time-domain waveforms produced at (a) ψ = +45◦ and
(b) ψ = −45◦ by the four-contact wide-area emitter shown in panel (c). Numbers (1 − 4)
label different quadrants of the device. Reproduced from reference [129].

metries in the pump beam profile and in the bias fields generated in the device.
The authors of reference [129] also utilise this four-contact PCE to produce and
modulate between different-handed circularly polarised THz pulses, which will
be discussed in futher detail in Section 4.4.

4.2

Multi-Pixel Interdigitated Photoconductive Emitters

In this section I will report the design and fabrication of interdigitated photoconductive emitters consisting of separate pixels for the generation of horizontally and vertically polarised THz radiation, making use of a combination of
the electrical modulation and overlapping dipole concepts discussed in the previous section. This photoconductive emitter design has the benefit of allowing
the direct control of the polarisation angle of the emitted THz beam, without
requiring any additional or mechanically moving components, via the applied
bias voltage on the pixels.
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4.2.1

Emitter Concept and Design

In Chapter 3 of this thesis a method of rotating a linear polarisation state to
arbitrary angles has been demonstrated, using the mechanical rotation of an
interdigitated PCE. The results presented in Section 3.2.4 demonstrate that
an interdigitated PCE produces highly linearly polarised THz pulses with an
intrinsic ellipticity of less than 1◦ ; the direction of the bias field applied between
the electrodes defines the direction of acceleration of the photoexcited charge
carriers, and therefore the polarisation state of the generated THz radiation.
Hence the orientation of the interdigitated PCE itself can be used to define the
polarisation of the generated THz radiation.
The results presented in Section 3.2.3 highlight improvements that could
be made relative to this method of polarisation rotation: it is based upon mechanically rotating components, and additional alignment steps were required
in order to optimise the signal-to-noise ratio of the THz emission at all angles.
A source of inspiration for an alternative method of polarisation rotation can
come from the both the results of Chapter 3, and the concept of sub-wavelength
sources interacting in the far-field. An electromagnetic wave with an arbitrary
polarisation state can be resolved into two orthogonally polarised components,
and the polarisation state produced by an interdigitated PCE can be varied
between two orthogonal polarisations by changing its orientation by 90◦ . By
positioning small interdigitated structures with orientations that vary by 90◦ in
close proximity, and photoexciting both orientations with the same pump beam,
the resulting polarisation state of the THz in the far-field may be controlled if
the emission strength of the orthogonally oriented interdigitated PCEs can be
controlled.
The geometry of the multi-pixel interdigitated PCE reported in this thesis is shown schematically in Figs. 4.3 (a) and 4.3 (b). The layout of the device
is a 2 × 2 grid of pixels, with the electrodes in each pixel arranged orthogonally
to those in the adjacent pixels. The direction of the bias voltage in each gap,
and therefore the orientation of the THz polarisation that will be produced by
that gap, is demonstrated by the arrows in Fig. 4.3 (b). The pixels producing
horizontally polarised radiation share a common set of bias and ground elec-
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(a)

GV

VV

VH

(b)

GH

Figure 4.3: Schematic diagram of the multi-pixel interdigitated photoconductive emitter,
showing (a) the interdigitated electrodes and (b) the completed device with the masking layer.
VH (GH ) and VV (GV ) signify the biased (grounded) contacts for horizontally and vertically
polarised emission, respectively. The direction of the bias field, and therefore polarisation
state of the emitted THz pulse, is demonstrated by the arrows in (b) for emission at a target
polarisation angle of 135◦ .

trodes, indicated in Fig. 4.3 (a) by VH and GH respectively, as do the vertically
emitting pixels (VV and GV in Fig. 4.3 (a)). Photoexciting the entire active
area of the device and varying the relative strengths of VH and VV will vary the
relative strengths of the horizontally and vertically polarised components of the
generated THz radiation; hence the orientation of the polarisation state of the
far-field THz pulse generated by the device can be defined by simply varying
the relative bias voltage on the horizontal and vertical contacts.
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4.2.2

Device Fabrication

The multi-pixel interdigitated photoconductive emitter was fabricated by performing UV photolithography, metal evaporation and lift-off processes on a
500 µm-thick semi-insulating GaAs (SI-GaAs) substrate. The bottom layer of
the device, shown in Fig. 4.4 (b), consists of an interdigitated pattern of 5 µmwide electrodes, with a 5 µm gap between adjacent electrodes. Initially a thin
layer of AZ5214-E image-reversal photoresist was spin-coated onto the SI-GaAs
substrate at 8000 rpm for 35 seconds, which was then pre-baked for 2 minutes
at 115 ◦ C. The AZ5214-E resist was chosen as it produces an ideal negative
wall profile in the developed photoresist in order to facilitate easier lift-off [135].
The electrode pattern in Fig. 4.3 (a) was transferred to the photoresist from a
photomask via exposure to UV light with a fluence of 90 mJ/cm2 . The exposed
resist was baked at 120 ◦ C for 4 minutes, before a second exposure to UV light
with a fluence of 250 mJ/cm2 without the photomask present. The photoresist
was then developed in MF-319 developer for 50 s, which removed part of the
resist to leave a negative image of the photomask pattern. Electron-beam metal
evaporation was then used to deposit an initial 5 nm-thick layer of Ti onto the
substrate and photoresist, before depositing a 300 nm-thick layer of Au. The
Ti layer was used in order to improve adhesion to the substrate. The bottom
layer of the device was finalised by removing the unwanted portions of gold via
lift-off of the photoresist in acetone.
The generation of THz radiation from the bare bottom layer of the device
would be subject to destructive interference in the far-field, as the bias voltage
in adjacent gaps has the opposing polarity, hence the THz pulses produced in
adjacent gaps will be π out of phase. To avoid this destructive interference, a
300 nm-thick Au masking layer was deposited on top of the metal electrodes,
shown in Fig. 4.4 (d), to block the photoexcitation beam in every other gap. To
avoid short circuiting, the electrodes and masking layer were vertically separated
by first depositing a 110 nm-thick insulating layer of Al2 O3 over the bottom
layer electrodes, shown in Fig. 4.4 (c), with such a thickness chosen in order
to maximize the transmission of the 800 nm photoexcitation beam. Both the
insulating and masking layers were produced by an identical photolithography
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(a)

(b)

150 μm
150 μm
(c)

(d)

Figure 4.4: Optical microscopy images of the multi-pixel interdigitated photoconductive
emitter. The device after the first set of photolithography, metal evaporation and lift-off
procedures is displayed in panel (a) including the electrical contacting pads, and a zoomed-in
view of the active area only is shown in panel (b). Panel (c) shows the device after the
second step, with the active area covered by the insulating layer of Al2 O3 . Panel (d) shows
the finished device containing the gold masking layer.

procedure as detailed for the bottom layer. The active area of each pixel is
defined by the masking layer, and is 150 µm×150 µm for these devices. The
photomask for the bottom layer also contained four 2 mm×2 mm gold pads, of
which only a small portion can be seen in Fig. 4.4 (a), to facilitate easy contact
with the voltage source and ground. One gold pad is connected to each set of
gold electrodes, signified by the different colours in Fig. 4.3. This fabrication
method is scalable to larger or smaller pixel sizes, or to a higher number of
pixels, simply by using alternative UV photolithography masks.
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4.2.3

Simulated Device Performance

To explore the expected far-field performance of the device, the radiation pattern
of an array of dipoles arranged with the same spatial distribution as the active
semiconductor area of the device was calculated. All calculations presented in
this section were performed by Arturo Hernandez Serrano. Small dipoles of
length l = 5 µm were placed at 5 µm intervals along each active finger, as indicated in Fig. 4.5 (a) by the small arrows. For an individual dipole, the electric
field vector can be calculated analytically at an arbitrary location using Equations 4.1, 4.2 and 4.4. After performing a coordinate transform from spherical
coordinates to cartesian coordinates, the total THz electric field amplitude
Xq
2 + E2
E(x, y, z) =
Ex,n
(4.5)
y,n
n

was then calculated at each position x, y (in an image plane a distance z from
the emitter) by summing over the array of small dipoles, each with index n.
Each dipole was assumed to have the same strength, corresponding to uniform
excitation of the emitter.
Here, calculations are presented for two frequencies representative of the
broadband spectrum produced by a typical photoconductive emitter, which
peaks around 1 THz. In Fig. 4.5 (b) E(x, y) is shown at 300 GHz at a distance z = 50 mm away from the device, for the case of vertical emission only
(as indicated by the inset). This z position corresponds to the effective focal
length of the first (collimating) off-axis parabolic mirror in the experiment. The
radiation pattern in the far-field has Gaussian cross-sections in x and y (white
lines), is close to circular, and becomes more circular when both horizontal and
vertical pixels are excited (panel (c)). In contrast, in panel (d) the near-field
E(x, y, z = 5 µm) at 3 THz and for vertical emission is shown, where each photoexcited dipole line can be seen. As the radiation evolves into the far-field, the
individual lines are no longer visible, and the radiation pattern becomes more
beam-like for vertical (panel (e)) and combined (panel (f)) emission, with a
beam width below 40 mm at z = 50 mm. However as the divergence of a higher
frequency beam is lower, the beam profiles at 3 THz are more non-uniform than
at 300 GHz, and exhibit some destructive interference. Further calculations may
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Figure 4.5: Calculated radiation patterns in the x − y plane for the multi-pixel interdigitated
emitter. (a) Diagram of the simulation geometry. (b) Far-field (z = 50 mm) THz electric
field amplitude E at 300 GHz when only the vertically-emitting pixels on. (c) As (b), but
with both vertical and horizontal pixels on. (d) Near-field E at 3 THz with only the vertical
pixels on (z = 5 µm). (e) Far-field (z = 50 mm) E at 3 THz with vertically-emitting pixels
on. (f ) As (e), with both vertical and horizontal pixels on.

suggest design improvements to mitigate against these effects, for instance using
a smaller pixel size.

4.3

Experimental Device Performance

The performance of the fabricated device was investigated using terahertz timedomain spectroscopy, by using the multi-pixel photoconductive emitter as the
THz generation source in the spectrometer described in Section 2.3.

The

emitter was photoexcited by optical pulses with a peak wavelength of 800 nm
with an average optical power of 350 mW at the emitter. The photoexcitation
beam was found to have a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) spot size of
320 µm by a knife-edge measurement, resulting in photoexcitation of the entire
300 µm×300 µm active area of the device. The electrical contacts produced by
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photolithography were connected to the voltage source and ground as displayed
in Fig. 4.3. The bias voltages applied to the horizontal and vertical contacts
were varied independently from zero to a maximum voltage of ±10 V, with the
voltage source modulated at a frequency of 50 kHz.
The generated THz pulses were detected via polarisation-resolved electrooptic sampling [85, 89] in a 200 µm-thick, [111]-surface normal GaP crystal.
Measurements were performed under a dry nitrogen purge, in order to avoid
atmospheric absorption of the THz radiation. The polarisation state of the
generated THz pulses was parameterised by their ellipticity, χ, and orientation
angle, ψ, which were obtained from the experimental data by the method described previously in Section 2.4.2. As described previously in Section 3.2.2,
the orientation angle is the relative angle between the polarisation state and
the x-axis of the lab reference frame, which is defined by the [211] axis of the
detection crystal using an identical calibration procedure to the one described
in Section 3.2.2.
4.3.1

Initial Electrical Biasing Tests

To initially verify that the pixel emitter works as intended, three cases of emitter
bias were tested: biasing the horizontally emitting pixels only, to produce a THz
pulse with a target polarisation angle ψT = 0◦ ; applying the same bias voltage to
both sets of pixels, for ψT = 45◦ ; and biasing the vertically emitting pixels only,
for ψT = 90◦ . Polarisation-resolved time-domain traces are shown in Fig. 4.6
(a) - 4.6 (c), respectively. In each case, the emitter produced linearly polarised
pulses of THz radiation, and the polarisation state of the pulses was rotated as
intended by changing the bias voltage applied to the device.
The corresponding Fourier transform spectra of the time-domain traces
are shown in Fig. 4.6(d). In each of the three cases, the generated THz pulses
demonstrate broadband frequency components from 0.3 − 5.0 THz. To quantify
the polarisation state of the generated THz pulses, their frequency-dependent
ellipticity and orientation angle were extracted from the spectra using Equations
2.18 - 2.21, and are shown in Figs. 4.6 (e) and 4.6 (f) respectively. In the 0◦
and 90◦ cases, the orientation angle of the pulses remains close to the target
values (represented by the dashed lines) and the ellipticity remains less than
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Figure 4.6: polarisation-resolved time-domain traces for THz pulses emitted from the multipixel interdigitated photoconductive emitter at target polarisation angles of (a) ψT = 0◦ ,
(b) ψT = 45◦ and (c) ψT = 90◦ . (d) The corresponding Fourier transform spectra of each
component to the time-domain traces in (a)-(c). (e) and (f ) show the orientation angle and
ellipticity, respectively, at each target angle.
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4◦ between 0.6 - 4.5 THz, demonstrating that the generated pulses are linearly
polarised over the entire broadband frequency range. In the 45◦ case, there is
more variation in both the ellipticity and the orientation angle, particularly at
higher frequencies, however the polarisation state has clearly been rotated in
between the 0◦ and 90◦ cases.
The peak THz electric field strength obtained from electro-optic sampling
was 3.4 kVm−1 , using Equation 2.5. This is in agreement with the average power
of 1 µW measured by a calibrated pyroelectric detector. Comparable emission
strengths were obtained from reference devices with one large pixel, which have
the same layout as the device used in Section 3.2.1. This demonstrates that these
multi-pixel devices have a comparable efficiency to the standard interdigitated
PCE design, which suggests they do not suffer from any significant destructive
interference of the radiation emitted from separate pixels.
4.3.2

Generating Arbitrary Linear polarisation States Via Electrical
Control

Having proved the principle of rotating the polarisation state of the emitted THz
pulses by varying the relative bias voltage applied to each set of contacts, the
characteristics of the emitted THz radiation were investigated as the orientation
angle of the polarisation state was varied over a 360◦ range. In order to rotate
the polarisation state, the bias voltages applied to the horizontally and vertically
emitting pixels were varied according to
VH = Vmax cos(ψT ),

(4.6)

VV = Vmax sin(ψT ),

(4.7)

where Vmax = 10 V and ψT is the target orientation angle. The bias voltages
applied to produce each ψT are shown in the inset of Fig. 4.7 (a). The target polarisation angle was varied in 22.5◦ steps and polarisation-resolved time-domain
traces taken at each step.
The maximum amplitude, Emax =

p

Ex2 + Ey2 , at the time-domain peak

of the THz pulse at each target angle is reported in Fig. 4.7 (a), normalised
to the mean value. The variation in amplitude is less than ±15% over the
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Figure 4.7: (a) Maximum THz electric field amplitude, normalised to the mean value,
as the polarisation angle is varied over a 360◦ range by changing the relative bias voltages
between horizontal and vertical pixels. The inset shows the bias voltage applied for each
target polarisation angle. (b) Comparison of the experimentally measured orientation angle
to the target angle at each step. The dashed line represents an exact match between the
two. (c) Polar representation of the orientation angle and amplitude of the THz pulses at
each step. (d) Ellipticities of the generated THz radiation at each orientation angle, at 1 THz
(blue) and averaged from 0.3-5.0 THz (red). The shaded areas represent the variation over
the 360◦ rotation.
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360◦ range, demonstrating that the device maintains a fairly consistent THz
emission strength at all angles. Fig. 4.7 (b) shows the orientation angle of the
emitted THz pulses, averaged over their 0.3 − 5.0 THz bandwidth, versus the
target orientation angle. The measured orientation angle remains close to the
target angle for all points, with the ideal case represented by the dashed line,
demonstrating that the orientation angle of the emitted radiation can be reliably
varied by changing the relative bias voltage on the horizontally and vertically
emitting pixels.
The combined data from Figs. 4.7 (a) and 4.7 (b) are presented in Fig.
4.7 (c). The THz amplitude is observed to be larger for vertical emission than
for horizontal emission, and also to increase when the bias voltage applied to the
contacts is negative rather than positive. The increase in THz emission strength
when negatively biasing the contacts occurs due to the well-known effect in photoconductive antennas whereby exciting the device closer to the anode increases
the THz emission strength [136, 137, 138]. In the case of negative bias on the
multi-pixel emitter, excitation over the entire device acts as being close to the
anode, producing more efficient THz emission than with a positive bias. The
difference in response between the horizontal and vertical emission may occur
due to the polarisation of the pump pulse relative to the geometry of the pixels; it has been previously shown that orienting the polarisation state of the
pump pulse parallel to the wires of an interdigitated photoconductive emitter
increases the THz emission strength [130]. In the setup used in this work, the
polarisation of the pump was parallel to the wires in the vertically emitting
pixels, enhancing their emission strength relative to the horizontally emitting
pixels. The amplitude of the THz pulses emitted by the device presented here
may therefore be made more uniform during rotation of the polarisation state
by: using a half-wave plate to rotate the polarisation of the pump pulses to 45◦ ,
to ensure a similar response from both sets of pixels; and by using only negative
bias voltages and swapping the biased and grounded contacts to change the
polarity of the generated THz pulses.
The ellipticities of the generated THz radiation at each orientation angle
are reported in Fig. 4.7 (d). The red points represent the ellipticity averaged
over the 0.3 − 5.0 THz bandwidth of the pulses, whilst the blue points show the
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ellipticity at 1 THz. At 1 THz, the ellipticity remains small at all angles, varying
less than 4◦ over the full 360◦ rotation. When the higher frequency components
are taken into account, the variation in ellipticity becomes larger, particularly
when the polarisation state is between a purely horizontal or vertical state. One
reason for the increase in ellipticity at these angles may be due to the different
response of the pixels due to their geometry relative to the polarisation of the
pump pulse. The grating created by the interdigitated wires of the emitter has
a different reflectivity for an s- or p-polarised pump beam, and hence different
pump beam powers are coupled to the photoconductor, giving a different carrier
density in each set of pixels. Such an effect may be observed in Fig. 4.6 (d),
where the horizontal and vertical components of the electric field in the ψT = 45◦
case have slightly different spectral shapes, as a result of small differences in the
time-domain waveforms for the two components. Another reason for the larger
variation at higher frequencies may be due to the higher frequencies having a
smaller beam divergence, and as such creating a slightly asymmetrical beam
profile in the far-field if the high frequency components generated from each
pixel do not overlap fully; an example of this is demonstrated by the simulations
of the expected radiation pattern at 3 THz in Figs. 4.5 (e) and 4.5 (f). One
possible solution would be to use a smaller pixel size, which would position the
pixels closer together and increase the overlap of the high frequency components
in the far-field.

4.4

Rapid Modulation of Circular Polarisation States for
Circular Dichroic Spectroscopy

Following from the method used to convert linear THz polarisation states into
circular THz polarisation states by Hirota et al. in reference [129], this section
will outline a similar setup making use of the multi-pixel PCEs reported earlier
in this chapter. As will be shown, the advantage of the multi-pixel PCE in such
a setup is the ability to arbitrarily change the polarisation angle of the linear
THz pulse, allowing optimisation of the circular THz polarisation state.
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4.4.1

Converting from Linear to Circular Polarisation via a Prism

The use of a prism as a waveplate is based upon the phase delay introduced
between the s- and p-polarised components by total internal reflection at the
rear internal surface. The Fresnel reflection coefficients for a linear, homogeneous and isotropic medium for the p-component rp and s-component rs of an
electromagnetic wave are given by
n1 cos(θi ) − n2 cos(θt )
,
n1 cos(θi ) + n2 cos(θt )
n2 cos(θi ) − n1 cos(θt )
rp =
,
n2 cos(θi ) + n1 cos(θt )
rs =

(4.8)
(4.9)

where n1 and n2 are the refractive indices of the media before and after the
interface, and θi and θt are the angles of the incident and transmitted waves,
respectively. In the case of total internal reflection, the angle θt does not have
a conventional definition, however we can represent it as a complex number.
Using a trigonometric identity and Snell’s law, n1 sin(θi ) = n2 sin(θt ), we can
express
s
cos(θt ) =

q

2

1 − sin (θt ) =

1−



n1
n2

2

sin2 (θi ).

(4.10)

For angles greater than the critical angle for total internal reflection the value
under the square root becomes negative, and
s 
2
n1
cos(θt ) = ±i
sin2 (θi ) − 1.
n2

(4.11)

Substituting Equation 4.11 into Equations 4.8 and 4.9, and defining the
relative refractive index between the internal and external media at the interface
as nr = n1 /n2 , gives
p
nr cos(θi ) − i n2r sin2 (θi ) − 1
p
,
rs =
nr cos(θi ) + i n2r sin2 (θi ) − 1
p
cos(θi ) − inr n2r sin2 (θi ) − 1
p
rp =
.
cos(θi ) + inr n2r sin2 (θi ) − 1

(4.12)
(4.13)

The argument of these two complex numbers allows us to define the phase
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advance δs,p of the two components upon reflection as
!
p
2 sin2 (θ ) − 1
n
i
r
δs = 2 tan−1
,
nr cos(θi )
!
p
2 sin2 (θ ) − 1
n
n
r
i
r
δp = 2 tan−1
.
cos(θi )

(4.14)
(4.15)

This allows us to determine the total phase delay between the s- and p-components
as δ = δp − δs . Thus the choice of material the prism is made from, hence the
refractive index, and the angle of incidence can be chosen such that δ = π/2;
this will cause a linearly polarised plane wave at 45◦ (e.g. it has equal s- and
p-components) to become circularly polarised after reflection inside the prism.
4.4.2

Stokes Parameters

Previously in this thesis, the polarisation state of light has been described using
the polarisation ellipse and the values χ and ψ, which provides us with an
instantaneous description of the polarisation state at a given frequency. In
this section, we are simply interested in the purity of the circularly right- and
left-hand polarised components produced by the prism waveplate; as such, the
Stokes parameter V provides us with a more convenient measure of the purity
of circular polarisation states. The components of ST can be related to the
experimentally observed x and y components of the THz intensity obtained
from polarisation-resolved electro-optic sampling by
  

I
|Ex |2 + |Ey |2
  

Q  |Ex |2 − |Ey |2 
 =

U   2Re E E ∗   ,
  
x y 


V
−2Im Ex Ey∗

(4.16)

√
e± = |E
e± | exp(iφ± ) = (E
ex ±iE
ey )/ 2 as
or in the circular basis defined by E
  

I
|E+ |2 + |E− |2


  
Q  2Re E+ E−∗ 
 =

U  −2Im E E ∗  .
  
+ − 
2
V
|E+ | − |E− |2
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(4.17)

After normalisation by the total intensity I, when V /I = ±1 the polarisation state is either purely right- or left-handed circular, whilst for V = 0
there is an equal amount of both chiralities present and the polarisation state is
linear. There is some ambiguity in the sign of V , as for a right-handed circularly
polarised beam V /I may be +1 or −1 depending on whether the handedness
is defined by viewing the beam against or with the direction of propagation,
respectively. For the results presented in this section, we will define the polarisation state by observing against the direction of propagation, such that for a
right-handed circular polarisation V /I = +1.
4.4.3

Experimental Setup

Silicon has a very low dispersion at THz frequencies [139], and as such is an
appropriate choice of material for creating an achromatic quater-wave plate in
the THz range via the mechanism described in Section 4.4.1. Using a refractive
index n = 3.425 for silicon and Equations 4.14 and 4.15, the phase advances and
total phase delay between the s- and p-polarised components of the THz pulses
after total internal reflection at the rear face of a silicon prism can be calculated
as a function of θi , and are shown in Fig. 4.8 (a). A phase delay of δ = π/2
was observed for an incidence angle θi = 41.9◦ . This sets the dimensions of
the prism in order to achieve optimal performance as a quarter-wave plate; a
high-resistivity floating-zone grown silicon prism cut with two angles of 41.9◦
and one of 96.2◦ was used in this setup, in order to achieve an optimal θi for
light travelling through the entrance face at normal incidence onto the rear face
of the prism.
A schematic diagram of the setup used to produce and measure the circularly polarised THz pulses is shown in Fig. 4.8 (b). Conversion from a linear
polarisation state to a circular polarisation state was achieved by mounting
a multi-pixel interdigitated PCE directly onto the entrance face of the silicon
prism. The multi-pixel interdigitated PCE was mounted at an angle of 45◦ relative to the entrance face of the prism, which permits linearly polarised THz
pulses with orientation angles of ±45◦ to be generated by biasing only the horizontally or only the vertically emitting pixels, respectively. As with previous
results presented in this chapter, the voltage was varied independently from
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Figure 4.8: (a) Phase advances δs and δp of s- and p-polarised light, respectively, along with
the phase shift between the s and p components δ, upon reflection inside a silicon prism as
a function of incidence angle θi . The refractive index of the silicon is taken to be n = 3.425.
(b) Schematic diagram of the THz-TDS setup used to convert linearly polarised THz pulses
produced by the multi-pixel PCE into circularly polarised pulses, and then detect them in a
polarisation-resolved manner.
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zero to a maximum voltage of ±10 V, with the voltage source modulated at
a frequency of 50 kHz. After transmission through the prism, the THz pulses
were collimated by a f = 50.8 mm off-axis parabolic gold mirror, before being
reflected by a fluorine-doped tin oxide (FDTO)-coated-glass THz mirror and
focused onto a 500 µm-thick, h111i-surface normal ZnTe detection crystal by a
second f = 50.8 mm off-axis parabolic gold mirror. The FDTO-coated glass has
a high reflectivity at THz frequencies but is transparent in the visible range,
allowing the gate and THz beams to be coupled together for EOS.
4.4.4

Experimental Results

Upon measuring some initial polarisation-resolved time-domain waveforms, it
was clear that biasing the horizontally emitting or vertically emitting pixels only
did not produce fully circularly polarised pulses as intended, due to the device
being misaligned from 45◦ when it was mounted onto the prism. However the
design and operation of the multi-pixel devices allows for easy rectification of any
device misalignment; a small bias voltage can be applied to the orthogonally
emitting pixels to correct for any error in the original orientation angle. To
find the optimal voltages to produce circularly polarised THz pulses, the bias
voltages on the two contacts were varied according to Equations 4.6 and 4.7.
This calibration procedure identified an 8◦ misalignment of the device from
its intended 45◦ orientation. The optimal voltages were found to be VH =
9.903 V and VV = 1.392 V to produce a right-hand circularly polarised THz
pulse, corresponding to a linear THz pulse being emitted at an angle relative to
the orientation of the emitter of ψR = 8◦ , and VH = −1.392 V and VV = 9.903 V
to produce a left-hand circularly polarised THz pulse, corresponding to a relative
emission angle of ψR = 98◦ .
The resulting optimised right-hand circularly polarised and left-hand circularly polarised THz pulses are presented in Figs. 4.9 (a) and 4.9 (b), respectively. The purity of the circular polarisation states were analysed using the
Stokes parameter V normalised by the total intensity I, as described in Section 4.4.2. Fig. 4.9 (c) shows V /I for both circular THz pulses in Figs. 4.9
(a) and 4.9 (b) over the experimental bandwidth of 0.3 − 2.5 THz. Bandwidth
was limited in this setup due to transmission losses on entering and exiting the
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Figure 4.9: Polarisation-resolved time-domain traces for THz pulses emitted from the multipixel interdigitated photoconductive emitter mounted on a Si prism, in order to generate
(a) right-hand circularly polarised pulses (ψR = 8◦ ) and (b) left-hand circularly polarised
pulses (ψR = 98◦ ). (c) Frequency-dependent Stokes parameter V for the right- and left-hand
circularly polarised pulses, normalised by the Stokes parameter I of each pulse.
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silicon prism. For both chiralities, V /I remains close to the target values of ±1,
demonstrating the purity of the circular states created by this method. Small
deviations away from V /I = ±1 at different frequencies may occur because of
the different divergence at different frequencies giving a small frequency dependence to θi ; this could be avoided by collimating the THz emission from the
device before the prism. As in the linear emitting case presented in Section
4.3 the purely electrical nature of the polarisation state switching allows rapid
modulation between the two states, which will permit fast broadband circular dichroism spectroscopic measurements to be performed at THz frequencies
using these multi-pixel devices.

4.5

Summary

To summarise, a novel photoconductive emitter geometry for broadband THz
polarisation rotation, consisting of separate interdigitated pixels for emission
of horizontal and vertical polarisation states, has been proposed and tested.
The generated orientation angle of the THz pulse was shown to be controllable
by varying the relative bias voltages applied to the horizontally and vertically
emitting contacts, and remained close to the target values over a 360◦ rotation
of the polarisation state. Simulations of the emitted radiation pattern showed
that in the far-field beams from the individual pixels have overlapped, and
demonstrated that the calculated gaussian beam quality of the emitter is higher
at lower frequency. The wide bandwidth (0.3 − 5.0 THz), scalable design, and
simple polarisation rotation method (varying the applied bias voltage to each
contact) make this emitter geometry an attractive concept for applications in
spectroscopy and imaging systems, in which the THz polarisation state may
be rotated arbitrarily without resorting to any physically moving parts. Since
the polarisation angle of the THz radiation generated by this device depends
only upon the applied bias voltages, the THz polarisation can be modulated at
speeds much faster than systems relying on mechanically rotating components,
such as polarizers, which are limited to low frequencies (e.g. 15 Hz) [140]. In
addition, an experimental scheme for converting the linear pulses produced by
the multi-pixel devices into circular polarisation states was presented, which
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would allow rapid spectroscopic measurements of circular dichroic properties of
materials at THz frequencies due to the fast electrical polarisation modulation
capabilities of the multi-pixel devices.
In future work, a combination of simulation and experiment may allow
the device layout to be further optimised, by possibly reducing the pixel size
and scaling up to a higher number of pixels. This optimisation may allow
the next generation of devices to produce more uniform Gaussian beams, and
to reduce the ellipticity of the THz pulses, at high frequencies. The general
concept of pixel-based photoconductive devices also has further applications in
polarisation-resolved THz detection, for spectroscopy, imaging and THz beam
profiling. Detection using a device with the same layout as the one presented
in this chapter would allow the simultaneous measurement of two orthogonal
components of THz radiation. A similar device consisting of a large number of
smaller pixels may allow the spatial extent of a THz beam to be determined
simultaneously in a polarisation-resolved manner.
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Chapter 5

Tracking Disorder Broadening
and Hysteresis in First-Order
Phase Transitions via the
Electromagnon Response in
Improper Ferroelectrics
In this chapter, THz-TDS is used to examine the behaviour of electromagnons
in Cu1−x Znx O (x = 0, 0.05) alloys during the AF1-AF2 phase transition. I
demonstrate that the strength of the electromagnon can be used as a sensitive
probe of the magnetic state of the material during the phase transition, and
can be used to confirm the first-order nature of this phase transition via the
observation of thermal hysteresis in the electromagnon strength.
The chapter begins with some background on first-order phase transitions, and the effects of disorder upon them, in Section 5.1. Section 5.2 describes the effect of Zn-alloying on the multiferroic phase and electromagnons
in Cu1−x Znx O (x = 0, 0.05) alloys, in terms of the spin-disorder introduced by
the non-magnetic zinc ions. The behaviour of the electromagnons during the
AF1-AF2 phase transition is reported in Section 5.3. The electromagnon response is then used to probe broadening of the AF1-AF2 phase transition due
to spin-disorder in Section 5.4, before finally being utilised to confirm the first-
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order nature of this phase transition via the observation of thermal hysteresis
in the electromagnon response in Section 5.5. All sections of this chapter have
been published as C. D. W. Mosley et al., Journal of Physics D: Applied Physics
51, 084002 (2018).

5.1

First-Order Phase Transitions and Disorder Broadening

The change in magnetic or lattice structure at a first-order phase transition is
associated with many functional properties that emerge in the ordered phases
[141, 142]. First-order phase transitions are characterized by a latent heat,
due to a difference in entropy between the two phases requiring the system
to absorb a fixed amount of energy in order for the transition to occur. This
leads to phase coexistence, where some parts of the material have undergone
the transition and others have not. Experimentally, a phase transition can be
classified as first-order by the observation of a discontinuous change in the order
parameter and a latent heat, phase coexistence, or hysteresis with respect to
a control variable (such as temperature or external magnetic field). It is not
necessary to observe hysteresis in the order parameter, as many experimental
observables can be hysteretic over a first-order phase transition, exemplified by
the observation of hysteresis in magneto-optical properties during the melting
of a superconducting vortex-solid [143].
Ideally when investigating a phase transition in a multiferroic material,
such as the AF1-AF2 transition in CuO, one should look for changes in an
experimental observable that is uniquely linked to the multiferroic state (e.g. the
ferroelectric polarization), rather then observables that only change marginally
across the transition (e.g. ultrasound velocity, magnetization). The pyroelectric
current method is commonly used to study the polarization of magneticallyinduced ferroelectrics: a large electric field is applied while in the multiferroic
state, which is then removed and the pyroelectric current on cooling or heating
through the ferroelectric/paraelectric phase transition is recorded and integrated
to yield the polarization. This method often only measures the polarization
as the temperature is swept out of the multiferroic state, and it is therefore
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challenging to study phenomena such as thermal hysteresis.
5.1.1

Landau Theory of First-Order Phase Transitions

Here we consider a simple phenomenological description of the free energy with
reference to Landau theory for a first-order phase transition, in order to describe the observed hysteretic behaviour. Advanced treatments more suitable
for multiferroics have been reported, for instance including the magnetoelectric
coupling between a uniform polarization and incommensurate magnetic order
[144], or non-local Landau theories that describe spin-lattice coupling [59, 145].
However these descriptions are beyond the scope of this work, and reference to
Landau theory is made purely to aid in the qualitative understanding of the
results presented in this chapter.
The free energy density of the system with respect to a control variable,
here taken to be the temperature T , can be expressed in terms of the order
parameter φ. One possibility by which a first-order phase transition can occur
is if the free energy density has a third-order term in φ, such as
f (T, φ) =

r(T ) 2
φ − wφ3 + uφ4 ,
2

(5.1)

where w and u are positive and temperature-independent. In many systems
third-order terms in φ are forbidden by symmetry. In such a case, a first-order
phase transition can still occur if the free energy has a negative quartic term
with a positive sixth-order term for stability, such as
f (T, φ) =

r(T ) 2
φ − wφ4 + uφ6 .
2

(5.2)

Fourth- and sixth-order terms can arise in magnetoelectrics, for instance as a
result of strong spin-lattice coupling [145], and such Landau models have been
developed for CuO [59, 146]. Substantial spin-lattice coupling has been reported in Cu1−x Znx O as the phonon modes alter across the AF1-AF2 transition
[53]. Note that the order parameter can be complex, to allow for non-collinear
magnetic states [146].
A schematic diagram of the form of the free energy density around a
first-order phase transition with respect to φ is presented in Fig. 5.1. Here we
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Figure 5.1: Schematic diagram of the free energy f as temperature is increased and decreased
across a first-order phase transition, with respect to the order parameter φ. TN is the thermodynamic transition temperature, T ∗ is the metastable limit of supercooling, and T ∗∗ is the
metastable limit of superheating.

assume the order parameter for CuO to be represented by the magnetisation
along b for one magnetic sublattice, which is zero in the spin-cycloid phase
(AF2) and a finite value φmin in the antiferromagnetic AF1 phase. When the
temperature is higher than the thermodynamic transition temperature TN the
free energy has one global minimum, at φ = 0, corresponding to the AF2 phase.
At T = TN there are two minima to the free energy and the AF1 and AF2
phases can coexist. These minima are located at φ = 0 and φ = φmin and
separated by an energy barrier. When the temperature drops below TN the
global minimum of the system shifts to φmin , corresponding to the AF1 phase;
however φ = 0 remains a local minimum of the system, with the two phases
still separated by an energy barrier, which will reduce in height with decreasing
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temperature. Eventually the height of the energy barrier will reduce to zero at
the limit of metastability for supercooling T = T ∗ , the temperature at which
d2 f /dφ2 > 0 at φ = 0 and none of the AF2 phase can exist. An analogous
process occurs for increasing temperature, where φmin continues to be a local
minimum of the system until the limit of metastability for superheating T = T ∗∗ ,
the temperature at which d2 f /dφ2 < 0 at φmin = 0 and none of the AF1 phase
can exist. Hysteresis in experimental observables with respect to the control
parameters can be explained by these superheating and supercooling effects.
5.1.2

Broadening of First-Order Phase Transitions by Disorder

In alloys, the dopant concentration can influence the nature of both the phase
transition and the functional properties of interest [141, 142]. Imry and Wortis
demonstrated that a first-order phase transition can be broadened by the introduction of quenched random disorder into the system [147]. The correlation
length of interactions can be reduced by local impurities, causing different parts
of the material to undergo a first-order phase transition at different temperatures, appearing to round off the discontinuity in the order parameter or other
related experimental observables. Broadening of first-order phase transitions by
disorder may obscure discontinuities in experimental observables, making the
latent heat of the transition difficult to determine [142, 147]. As such, hysteresis or phase coexistence are required to observe the first-order nature of the
transition.

5.2

Spin-Disorder in Cu1−x Znx O Alloys

The occurrence of the AF1 - AF2 phase transition in CuO can be understood
using the mechanism proposed by Yablonskii [63], whereby a biquadratic exchange term stabilizes the low temperature AF1 state. The free energy of a
system is given by F = E − T S, where T is temperature and S is entropy. The
energy of the interactions between the spin chains in the [101̄] direction is given
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by Yablonskii as [63]:

E=

X

J1 Sn · Sn+1 + J2 Sn · Sn+2 + I(Sn · Sn+1 )(Sn · Sn+2 ) ,

(5.3)

n

where J1 is the nearest-neighbour ferromagnetic exchange interaction, J2 is the
next-nearest-neighbour antiferromagnetic exchange interaction, and I is the biquadratic exchange interaction. Taking a mean-field approximation with the
spatially averaged value of the spins as Sav , the AF1 state will have a lower
2
> J12 /8IJ2 . As temperature increases, the value of Sav decreases,
energy for Sav

therefore at some point the AF2 state has a lower energy and the system undergoes a phase transition. The value of Sav is effectively controlled by disorder,
which can be influenced in a number of ways, the simplest being a change in
temperature changing the form of F and driving the phase transition. Analogously a change in the entropy of the system will also change the form of F ;
evidence for this has been provided by optical-pump X-ray probe measurements
on CuO [148]. With the system held just below the phase transition at 207 K,
electrons were excited above the charge-transfer bandgap by 800 nm femtosecond pulses, introducing spin-disorder into the system and thus changing the
entropy. A larger reduction in the intensity of the X-ray peak associated with
the AF1 phase compared to the peak associated with the AF2 phase was observed, hinting at an ultrafast phase transition driven by the introduction of
spin-disorder.
5.2.1

Quenched Spin-Disorder in Cu1−x Znx O Alloys

An alternative method of introducing spin-disorder into the system which may
be more desirable for technological applications is by alloying with non-magnetic
ions: theoretical investigations predict that the introduction of non-magnetic
impurities may stabilize the multiferroic phase at higher temperatures than the
pure case [54], and that hydrostatic pressure can broaden the multiferroic phase
above room temperature [55]. Alloying of Cu1−x Mx O with a non-magnetic ion
M has been demonstrated to broaden the multiferroic phase, for M = Zn, Co by
studying the static ferroelectric polarization along b [149], and for M = Zn using
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Figure 5.2: Change in terahertz absorption coefficient ∆α with respect to the low temperature
phase over the AF1 - AF2 phase transition in Cu1−x Znx O alloys, with (a) x = 0 and (b)
x = 0.05.

the electromagnon response [53]. Spin-disorder introduced by the non-magnetic
ions breaks up long-range correlations between spins and suppresses the Néel
temperatures [150], reducing the AF1 - AF2 transition to ∼ 159 K and the AF2 paraelectric transition to ∼ 190 K for M = Zn and x = 0.05 [53]. This equates
to broadening the multiferroic phase from 17 K to 30 K. The electromagnon is
preserved in the AF2 phase of Cu0.95 Zn0.05 O, with the same E k [101] selection
rule as in the pure case [8, 53].

5.3

Electromagnon Response Over the AF1 - AF2 Phase
Transition

To investigate the effects of zinc alloying on the AF1 - AF2 phase transition in
Cu1−x Znx O, the change in terahertz absorption coefficient ∆α over the AF1 AF2 phase transition is presented in Fig. 5.2 (a) for x = 0 and Fig. 5.2 (b) for
x = 0.05. Samples were heated over a 5 K range around the AF1 - AF2 transition temperatures (∼ 213 K for x = 0 and ∼ 160 K for x = 0.05), and ∆α
measured at each step. The electromagnon is observable in both samples as a
peak in ∆α, at 0.72 THz for x = 0 and at 0.85 THz for x = 0.05, consistent
with previous observations [8, 53]. In the case of pure CuO, the electromagnon
onset is rapid, with ∆α rising from zero to a maximum in around 1.5 K. Com111

paratively in the Zn-alloyed sample the onset is much slower, with the rise in
absorption occurring in around 3.5 K. At higher frequencies, a broad shoulder
to the electromagnon around 1.2 THz is also visible in the x = 0 sample, and
has a similar temperature-dependent onset as the main electromagnon. Intriguingly, this higher-frequency shoulder is not observed in the x = 0.05 sample,
suggesting that this mode may be either shifted in energy, suppressed or even
disrupted entirely upon alloying with zinc.
The electromagnon strength is intimately linked to the incommensurate
magnetic order in the multiferroic phase, and therefore can give insight into the
nature of the magnetic ordering. To evaluate the properties of the observed
electromagnons in the Cu1−x Znx O alloys, and to allow comparison with each
other and others reported in the literature, a Drude-Lorentz oscillator model was
used to fit the data. This gives the temperature-dependent change in dielectric
function ∆(ω) = (ω, T2 ) − (ω, T1 ) as
∆(ω) =

∆ · ω02
,
ω02 − ω 2 − iωΓ

(5.4)

where ∆ is the oscillator strength, ω0 is the oscillator frequency and Γ is the
linewidth. Fits to the experimentally measured change in dielectric function
∆(ω) of Cu1−x Znx O with respect to the low-temperature phase are presented
in Fig. 5.3 (a) for x = 0 at 213 K, and in Fig. 5.3 (b) for x = 0.05 at 161 K.
A combination of two oscillators was required when fitting ∆(ω) for x = 0,
due to the oscillator frequency of the fit being shifted to a noticably incorrect,
higher value than the peak in the experimental data when a single oscillator was
used, as a result of the high frequency data. The main electromagnon (blue) has
strength ∆ = 0.065, frequency f = 0.71 THz and linewidth Γ = 2.0 THz, while
the broader shoulder mode (green) has ∆ = 0.025 and linewidth Γ = 8.0 THz.
In order to correctly model the high-frequency features, the frequency of the
shoulder mode was fixed at 1.2 THz. Comparatively ∆(ω) for x = 0.05 was well
fit by a single oscillator (red), with strength ∆ = 0.072, frequency f = 0.84 THz
and linewidth Γ = 2.0 THz. Experimental bandwidth was limited to 1.3 THz
in the zinc-alloyed sample due to the softening and broadening of the phonon
modes upon alloying with zinc [53] increasing absorption in the THz region. All
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Figure 5.3: (a) and (b) are the temperature-induced change in dielectric function ∆(ω)
(black dots) across the AF1 - AF2 phase transition in Cu1−x Znx O alloys with x = 0 and
x = 0.05, respectively. Black lines are Drude-Lorentz fits comprised of two oscillators (blue
and green shaded areas) for pure CuO (shown in panel (a)), and a single oscillator (red shaded
area) for the zinc-alloyed sample (shown in panel (b)); a single oscillator was used in this
case due to the reduced experimental bandwidth as a result of the softening and broadening
of the higher lying phonon modes upon alloying with zinc. (c), (d) and (e) are the best fit
parameters of the oscillator strength, frequency and linewidth Γ, respectively, over the phase
transition for x = 0. (f ), (g) and (h) are the corresponding best fit parameters over the
phase transition for x = 0.05. The colour of the data points corresponds to the oscillator they
refer to in (a) and (b).
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values are consistent with those reported previously in the literature [8, 53].
To quantify the evolution of the electromagnon across the phase transition in both samples, similar Drude-Lorentz fits to those in Fig. 5.3 (a) and
5.3 (b) were performed at each temperature step on cooling the samples over
the AF1 - AF2 phase transition. For the pure CuO data, fits at all temperatures were performed using the two oscillator model, demonstrated at a single
temperature by Fig. 5.3 (a). Fit parameters of oscillator strength, oscillator frequency and linewidth for x = 0 are presented in Figs. 5.3 (c) - 5.3 (e).
The strength of both oscillators begins increasing sharply at 212.2 K, reaching
a maximum in around 1.2 K. The frequency of the main electromagnon mode
continually red-shifts with increasing temperature over the phase transition,
decreasing from 0.73 THz at 212.2 K to 0.69 THz at 214.2 K. The linewidth of
both oscillators remains constant over the majority of the phase transition, decreasing slightly in width from when the excitation first begins to emerge. For
the Cu0.95 Zn0.05 O data, fits at all temperatures were performed using the single
oscillator model, demonstrated at a single temperature by Fig. 5.3 (b). Fit
parameters for x = 0.05 are presented in Figs. 5.3 (f) - 5.3 (h). The strength
of the oscillator shows a gentler, broader increase with temperature, starting
to increase around 157.8 K and reaching a maximum after around 3.5 K. Both
frequency and linewidth demonstrate the same trends seen for x = 0, with
the frequency red-shifting from 0.9 THz at 158 K to 0.85 THz at 162 K, and the
linewidth remaining constant except for initially when the oscillator strength
was very small. Values of frequency and linewidth are presented for temperatures at which the oscillator strength was large enough to provide a meaningful
fit.
5.3.1

Influence of Zn-Alloying on the Magnetic Interactions

Theoretical investigations of electromagnons in CuO [68] have modelled the
magnetic properties using a spin Hamiltonian of the form

b=
H

X

Jij Si · Sj + Dij · (Si × Sj ) −

ij

X
i
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b me ,
(K · Si )2 + H

(5.5)

where the first term accounts for superexchange interactions between adjacent
spins Si , the second term decribes the DM interaction, the third term describes
single-ion anisotropy, and the final term accounts for magnetoelectric coupling.
Increases to the magnitude of D and K, the DM and anisotropic coupling constants respectively, were found to enhance the electromagnon energy, directly
linking the electromagnon energy to the strength of the interactions responsible for the AF2 phase. An electromagnon frequency of 0.73 THz (energy ∼
3 meV) as observed at 212.3 K in Fig. 5.3(d) corresponds to |D| = 0.4 meV and
|K| = 0.6 meV [68]. The frequency of the electromagnon mode in Cu1−x Znx O
is observed to increase considerably upon alloying of x = 0.05, suggesting that
zinc alloying alters the interactions between spins. From reference [68], an increase in electromagnon frequency to 0.9 THz (energy ∼ 3.7 meV) as observed
at 158.1 K in Fig. 5.3 (g) corresponds to either an increase in |D| to 0.65 meV,
or an increase in |K| to 0.95 meV, or a smaller simultaneous increase in both.
This alteration of magnetic interactions may be understood with reference to the “order-by-disorder” mechanism proposed by Henley [151], which
describes the stabilization of a non-collinear spin state with respect to a collinear
spin state, as quenched disorder favors spins in different sublattices to be oriented perpendicular to each other. Simulations have shown that the multiferroic
phase in CuO can be stabilized by alloying with non-magnetic ions [149]. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations for pure CuO give a difference in
energy between the AF2 and AF1 phase ∆E = EAF2 − EAF1 = 2.15 meV per
Cu, parameterised by ∆E = 4IS 4 where S = 1/2 and I is the biquadratic
exchange coupling constant. Similar DFT calculations for alloyed CuO show a
reduction in the energy difference between the AF1 and AF2 states, estimating
a reduction to ∆E = 1.94 meV per Cu for 5% zinc alloying. Two contributions
to this reduction in energy were determined, with similar sized contributions
for Zn alloying: modification of the biquadratic exchange interactions between
the non-magnetic impurity and spins on the other sublattice, and an alteration
of the local Weiss field around the non-magnetic impurities which acts to orient
spins on the same sublattice perpendicular to those on the other sublattice by
the Henley mechanism. This change in the Weiss field around the non-magnetic
ions will alter the value of the anisotropic coupling constant K. A change in
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Figure 5.4: Temperature dependent change in the oscillator strength of the electromagnon,
over the AF1 - AF2 phase transition, in Cu1−x Znx O alloys with x = 0 (blue points) and
x = 0.05 (red points).

the DM coupling constant D can also occur as the DM interaction is sensitive
to the Cu-O-Cu bond angle [36], which changes on alloying with zinc [8].

5.4

Disorder-Broadening of the AF1 - AF2 Phase Transition

For a direct comparison of the width of the AF1 - AF2 phase transition for
x = 0 and x = 0.05, Fig. 5.4 presents the oscillator strength of the two main
modes from Figs. 5.2 (a) and 5.2 (b), normalized by their maximum value. The
change in temperature ∆T is defined relative to the temperature at which the
oscillator strength increases continuously from zero. The oscillator strength rises
from zero to maximum in around ∆T1 = 1.6 K for x = 0 and ∆T2 = 3.9 K for
x = 0.05. Thus a broadening of 2.3 K occurs for the AF1 - AF2 phase transition
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upon alloying with 5% zinc, a ratio of ∆T2 /∆T1 = 2.6.
This broadening of the phase transition occurs due to the quenched random spin-disorder introduced upon alloying with non-magnetic zinc ions. As
mentioned previously, CuO can be regarded as a quasi-1D colinear Heisenberg
antiferromagnet in the commensurate AF1 phase, consisting of spin chains along
the [101̄] direction. Alloying of x = 0.05 has been shown to suppress the Néel
temperatures in Cu1−x Znx O [53] due to spin disorder breaking communication
along the spin chains, which reduces the correlation length to the average impurity separation. During formation of the alloy, the local impurity density in
the melt will vary slightly around an average value, and this variation becomes
frozen-in as the alloy crystallizes. The correlation length of interactions therefore varies depending on the local impurity density, and hence so does the local
Néel temperature. In local regions where the impurity density is higher than
average the Néel temperature will be lower than average, and vice versa. This
causes the AF1 - AF2 phase transition to occur over a range of temperatures
depending on the local impurity density [147].
The electromagnon excitation cannot be observed without the presence of
the AF2 phase, as its strength is strongly linked to the size of the magneticallyinduced static polarization in the AF2 phase [8]; as such the normalised oscillator strength in Fig. 5.4 can be interpreted as the ratio of the amount of AF2
to AF1 phase present in the sample. The emergence of the electromagnon upon
heating the sample through the phase transition therefore corresponds to initial
nucleation of the AF2 phase. The local variation in Néel temperature resulting
from quenched spin-disorder in the x = 0.05 sample causes nucleation to occur
at different temperatures in different regions of the sample, evidenced by the
broader increase in electromagnon strength with temperature.

5.5

Hysteresis in the Electromagnon Response

Temperature-dependent hysteresis is one of the experimental signatures of a
first-order phase transition, and should be present in many experimental observables related to an order parameter involved in the phase transition. As a
natural extention to the analysis of Fig. 5.4, we show here that the strength of
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Figure 5.5: Temperature-dependent hysteresis observed in the electromagnon response across
the AF1 - AF2 phase transition in Cu1−x Znx O alloys with (a) x = 0 and (b) x = 0.05.
Upwards facing arrows denote increasing temperature (also denoted by solid circles) and
downwards facing arrows denote decreasing temperature (solid squares). T1 and T3 are the
temperatures at which the oscillator strength begins to deviate significantly from zero or the
maximum, respectively. T2 and T4 are the mid-points of the phase transition during heating
and cooling, respectively. T ∗∗ and T ∗ are the limits of metastability for superheating and
supercooling, respectively.
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the electromagnon can be used to observe hysteretic behaviour at the AF1 - AF2
phase transition on heating and cooling of the sample.
The electromagnon response in Cu1−x Znx O alloys as the temperature
is first increased and then decreased across the AF1 - AF2 phase transition is
presented in Fig. 5.5 (a) for x = 0 and in Fig. 5.5 (b) for x = 0.05. Hysteresis
is clearly visible in both pure and zinc alloyed samples, with the centre of
the phase transition occurring at higher temperatures when temperature was
increased over the phase transition compared to when it was decreased. The
centre points of the increasing and decreasing temperature measurements, T2
and T4 respectively, are separated by 0.2 K in the x = 0 sample and 0.5 K in the
x = 0.05 sample. The ratio between these values of 2.5 is similar to the degree
of disorder-induced broadening of the phase transition observed in Fig. 5.4.
Subsequent heating and cooling measurements reproduced the same hysteretic
behaviour.
The hysteretic evolution of the oscillator strength with temperature for
both pure and zinc alloyed samples can be explained with reference to the free
energy diagram in Fig. 5.1, and the nomenclature used to describe hysteresis
of disorder-broadened first-order phase transitions outlined in reference [142].
In the case of an ideally pure compound and in the absence of temperature
fluctuations, the high or low temperature states can be taken to the limit of
metastability at T ∗ and T ∗∗ respectively, where the phase transition occurs as
a sharp discontinuity in the hysteretic parameter being observed.
In any real system, temperature fluctuations will perturb the system and
destroy the metastable state at some intermediate temperature between TN
and T ∗ or T ∗∗ . The small amount of disorder present in any real crystal from
impurities or defects will also cause a slight rounding of the transition. Both of
these effects are observable in the hysteresis of pure CuO in Fig. 5.5 (a). On
heating, the electromagnon excitation emerges at temperature T1 , signifying the
onset of nucleation of the AF2 phase, and grows in strength until reaching a
maximum at 213.4 K. On cooling, the electromagnon strength begins to differ
from that observed during heating around 213.4 K, signifying this temperature
as T ∗∗ , and begins to decrease in strength at temperature T3 signifying the onset
of nucleation of the AF1 phase. The temperature at which the electromagnon
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strength reduces to zero on cooling can therefore be identified as T ∗ . The system
is observed to be in the metastable state for superheating and supercooling over
a temperature range of 0.4 K in both cases. Similar trends can be seen for the
zinc alloyed sample in Fig. 5.5 (b), however in this case the phase transition
is broadened by spin-disorder. The metastable phases for superheating and
supercooling are also broadened upon zinc alloying, with both increasing to a
width of 1 K.
As discussed previously, simulations of the magnetic interactions in alloyed CuO showed a decrease in the energy difference between the AF1 and
AF2 states relative to pure CuO [149]. However, the metastable phase observed
in the zinc alloyed sample is wider than the pure sample. This may be partially
due to smaller thermal fluctuations at the lower Néel temperatures of the alloyed sample, but could also be due to modifications to the exchange coupling
parameters on alloying altering the form of the free energy barrier between the
two phases. Modification of the biquadratic exchange and higher order coupling
terms by the non-magnetic ions, as discussed in terms of the “order-by-disorder”
mechanism above, could therefore possibly alter the free energy barrier height
and increase the stability of the metastable phases in the zinc alloyed sample.

5.6

Summary

Here, it has been reported for the first time that the dynamic magnetoelectric
response at terahertz frequencies can be used to probe hysteresis and spindisorder broadening at magnetic phase transitions. The oscillator strength ∆
of the electromagnon in Cu1−x Znx O (x = 0, 0.05) alloys was taken to represent
the fraction of the magnetically-induced ferroelectric phase, AF2. By precisely
tracking ∆ on cooling or heating across the phase transition between the commensurate AF1 phase and the spin-spiral, ferroelectric AF2 phase we observed
thermal hysteresis, indicating the first-order nature of this transition. The limits of metastability for superheating and supercooling were identified, and the
metastable region was found to broaden for the alloy with greater spin-disorder.
Alloying also enhanced the electromagnon energy from 3.0 meV to 3.7 meV, potentially as a result of enhanced DM interaction or greater single-ion anisotropy.
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The results were discussed within the context of a simple Landau theory of a
first-order phase transition, with reference to recent advances in phenomenological and first-principles theoretical models of CuO.
This technique may not be limited to observing the change in an electromagnon using temperature as the control variable; multiferroic materials
typically display a wealth of different phases with respect to other parameters
such as electric and magnetic fields [152, 153, 154] or pressure [155]. For example, CuO exhibits a number of additional magnetic phases under an applied
magnetic field [154], and a similar method to the one outlined in this chapter
could potentially be used to probe the nature of some of these phase transitions. Other resonant excitations such as magnons could also be used to test
for hysteresis at a phase transition.
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Chapter 6

High-Field Terahertz
Time-Domain Spectroscopy of
Single-Walled Carbon
Nanotubes and CuO
Section 6.1 of this chapter gives a brief overview of some techniques utilised
to generate high-field THz pulses and their applications in spectroscopy. Section 6.2 then describes the setup and operation of the high-field THz-TDS
system developed as a part of this doctoral work. Section 6.3 then explores
the use of indium antimonide (InSb) as a test material for the high-field THzTDS system, before Sections 6.4 and 6.5 present some preliminary results on
high-field THz spectroscopy of highly-conductive single-walled carbon nanotube
(SWCNT) films and electromagnons in CuO.

6.1

Terahertz Spectroscopy using Extreme Electric Fields

When the electric field strength of the THz radiation is sufficiently large, the
THz pulse can induce nonresonant effects in materials by the ponderomotive
force applied to charges via the intense, oscillating electric field. A measure of
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this can be gained using the ponderomotive potential Up , given by
e2 E 2
Up =
,
4mω 2

(6.1)

where e is the electronic charge, m is the mass, ω is the angular frequency of the
oscillating electric field and E is the electric field amplitude. Since Up ∝ E 2 /ω 2 ,
the greatest effects are observed for large electric fields with long wavelengths,
hence THz pulses can induce very large ponderomotive effects in materials. In
a driving 1 THz field of ∼ 300 kVcm−1 , the energy applied to free electrons in
a half-cycle of the THz pulse can approach 1 eV, comparable to the size of the
bandgap in many semiconductor materials. Examples of nonresonant effects
induced by THz pulses are the field-ionsiation of impurities [156] and excitons
[157], ballistic electron transport [158, 159], intervalley scattering [160, 161, 162],
and impact ionisation [163, 164] in semiconductors. The hot-carrier dynamics
induced by strong THz pulses have also been studied in graphene [165, 166] and
carbon nanotube films [167].
Intense THz pulses can also be used to exert coherent control over materials, by directly coupling to a resonant excitation such as a phonon mode.
Examples of this have been demonstrated by driving the soft mode of SrTiO3
[168, 169]. Resonant control over electronic degrees of freedom have also been
demonstrated, over Cooper pairs in superconductors by ultrafast supression of
superconductivity [170] and by the excitation of Josephson plasmons [171].
In addition to the electric field of the intense THz pulses, the magnetic
field of the THz pulse can effect the spins in materials by the application of
a Zeeman torque T = m × B, where m is the magnetic dipole moment. The
time-varying magnetic field of the THz pulse deflects the spins from their equilibrium position, and induces a precession of the spins about their equilibrium
position. The high-field dynamics of magnetic excitations in ferromagnets have
been explored in Fe [172] and Co [173] thin films, the results of which indicate
that the magnetic dynamics are phase-locked to the incident THz pulse [173].
THz control over spin dynamics can also be performed on antiferromagnets, by
making use of resonant excitation of magnons. Kampfrath et al. used intense
THz transients of maximum magnetic field amplitudes 0.13 T to excite the 1
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THz magnon in NiO [174]. By using 2 pulses with a suitable time delay between
them, it was found that the magnon could either be excited further by a factor
of two by an in-phase pulse, or the spin precession could be almost completely
stopped by an out-of-phase pulse. Subsequently coherent spin control over THz
frequency magnons has been demonstrated in YFeO3 [175, 176].
6.1.1

Generating High-Field Terahertz Radiation

The intense optical pulses produced by amplified femtosecond lasers offer new
routes to efficient generation of high-field THz pulses, both by a scaling-up of established techniques such as photoconductive emission and optical rectification,
and by enabling new THz generation techniques to be developed.
By focusing femtosecond laser pulses with energies greater than ∼10 µJ
onto a gas target the ionisation intensity of the gas molecules (∼ 1014 W/cm2 )
can be exceeded, creating a plasma. Because the femtosecond pulse is short
enough to inertially confine the ions, an ultrafast charge density separation is
created in the plasma due to the ponderomotive motion of the electrons, causing
broadband THz emission from the plasma [177, 178, 179, 180]. Subsequently, a
number of other methods of THz generation from gas plasmas have been devised
in an attempt to increase the THz field strength. Single-cycle THz pulses can
be generated by electrically biasing the gaseous target as it is photoionized
by the amplified laser pulses [181, 182] or by using few-cycle optical pump
pulses [183], however the most common method uses a superposition of the
fundamental and second harmonic of the femtosecond laser to produce THz
radiation [184, 185]. THz generation by gas plasmas may be used to produce
extremely broad bandwidth pulses, as there is no absorption of the generated
radiation in the target material. More in-depth reviews of the generation of THz
radiation from gas plasmas, including generation mechanisms, can be found in
references [180] and [186].
Recently, an upscaling to amplified laser systems has been demonstrated
for metallic spintronic emitters [187], in which electric fields of 300 kVcm−1 were
achieved, with a peak frequency around 2 THz and a broad bandwidth between
0.1 - 10 THz. The potential for creating longitudinally-polarised high-field THz
radiation at a focus has also been demonstrated using spintronic emitters, by
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patterning the magnetic field applied to the device [188]. Photoconductive
emitters also have the potential for upscaling to produce higher field strengths,
by increasing the size of the emitting area and exciting it using amplified laser
pulses. THz electric fields of 36 kVcm−1 have been achieved using a pump laser
fluence of 20 µJ/cm, bias electric field of 70 kV/cm and a large active emitter
region of 1 mm2 [77].
High-field THz radiation can be generated by optical rectification in materials that possess a large nonlinear coeffcient, such as organic crystals like
DAST and DSTMS [189, 190]. Emission strength from these organic crystals
is limited by their low damage threshold. An alternative method to produce
THz radiation by optical rectification is by using the tilted pulse-front pumping
(TPFP) technique. The TPFP technique was first demonstrated in a proof-ofprinciple experiment using (111)-oriented GaP [191], and has since been utilised
with materials such as lithium niobate (LiNbO3 ), in which THz electric fields of
up to 1.2 MVcm−1 have been achieved at a diffraction-limited focus [20]. The
TPFP technique forms the basis of the high-field generation technique utilised
in the spectrometer described in Section 6.2, and as such will be discussed in
further detail in Section 6.2.1.
6.1.2

Choosing the Right High-Field THz Source for You

An important consideration when choosing which method of high-field THz generation to employ is the spectral bandwidth it covers, and the material systems
one is interested in. Fig 6.1 presents a comparison of different sources and their
typical frequency spectra. Examining the sources, we see that plasma generation produces ultrabroadband, gapless THz emission over a broad range of
frequencies. However, its spectrum is peaked around 8 THz, so whilst this technique provides emission over a broad range of frequencies, the spectral weight
around 1 THz is quite low. By comparison, optical rectification in LiNbO3 and
organic crystals have a lot of spectral weight at low frequencies, with a narrower
bandwidth. As such optical rectification will be the best choice for investigating
material properties at low THz frequencies, and plasma generation for higher
THz frequencies.
The choice of high-field source used in the spectrometer presented in this
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of typical spectra produced by different high-field THz generation
techniques. Reproduced from reference [192].

chapter was motivated by the research interests of the THz group at the University of Warwick. Much of the fundamental physics of interest, such as charge
transport dynamics in carbon nanotubes [193, 194], metal halide perovskites
[195, 196], semiconductors [197], and nanomaterial heterostructures [198], alongside low-energy collective excitations such as electromagnons [8, 53, 130], all
occur at low THz frequencies. As such, optical rectification in LiNbO3 was the
generation scheme of choice, rather than an organic crystal; the lower spectral
peak frequency of ∼ 1 THz makes it the more applicable method for much of
the interesting physics, particularly the Drude and plasmon conductivity peaks
in SWCNTs [194] and the resonant frequency of the electromagnon in CuO.

6.2

High-Field Terahertz Time-Domain Spectrometer

This section will describe the high-field THz-TDS system used to perform the
experiments described in Sections 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 of this chapter, starting with
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a description of the high-field generation technique of choice, tilted pulse-front
pumping in LiNbO3 , in Section 6.2.1, before moving on to describe the optical
setup of the spectrometer in Section 6.2.2, and finally characterising the performance of the spectrometer and describing the method of varying the THz
electric field strength in Section 6.2.3.
6.2.1

Tilted Pulse-Front Pumping in LiNbO3

As described in Section 2.1.2, the greatest efficiency is obtained for THz generation via optical rectification in a nonlinear material where vp,THz = vg,opt . In
materials in which this velocity matching condition is satisfied, the generated
THz radiation is emitted collinearly with the direction of propagation of the
pump pulse, so constructive interference of the generated THz radiation occurs
as the pump pulse propagates through the material. Some materials such as
LiNbO3 have a very high nonlinear coefficient, but velocity matching is not satisfied because vp,THz < vg,opt . In this case the THz radiation is emitted in a
Cherenkov-like cone [70, 199], as shown in Fig. 6.2 (a), at an angle θC to the
direction of propagation of the pump pulse, defined by the ratio of the optical
group index and the THz phase index as
cos θC =

ng,opt
vp,THz
=
.
np,THz
vg,opt

(6.2)

This conical emission profile makes the THz radiation difficult to collect and
collimate, and therefore the usefulness of the Cherenkov geometry as a source
of THz radiation is limited.
However, by using the technique of tilted pulse-front pumping (TPFP),
intense THz pulses can be generated in materials that have good nonlinear properties but cannot meet the collinear velocity matching condition [191]. TPFP
makes use of a tilt in the the pulse front of the pump laser beam with respect
to the phase front, causing the geometry seen in Fig. 6.2 (b). The velocity
matching condition now becomes
vg,opt cos γc = vp,T Hz ,

(6.3)

where γc is the tilt angle of the pump pulse front; now the most efficient THz
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Figure 6.2: (a) Velocity-mismatched generation of THz radiation in a nonlinear material,
exhibiting a Cherenkov-like emission geometry. The THz phase velocity is lower than the IR
group velocity, hence the phase front of the generated THz radiation is at an angle θC to that
of the pump pulse. (b) Tilted pump pulse pumping geometry in LiNbO3 . The pump pulse
front is tilted to match the angle of the THz phase front, resulting in constructive interference
of the generated THz radiation throughout the LiNbO3 crystal.

generation is achieved when γc = θC , the angle at which the THz radiation
would be generated at in the Cherenkov geometry. In this way, the generated
THz radiation interferes constructively as the pump pulse propagates through
the crystal, and exits the crystal at a face cut at the same angle, θC .
Obtaining the Pulse Front Tilt

A number of methods are available for obtaining a tilt to the pulse front of
the optical pulse, which include using a diffraction grating and one [200] or two
[201] lenses, or by patterning a grating structure directly onto the generation
crystal [202]. The method used here consists of a diffraction grating and two
cylindrical lenses to create the pulse front tilt, shown schematically in Fig. 6.3.
To calculate the pulse front tilt inside the LiNbO3 crystal, we start from
the equation for diffraction from a grating,
sin θi + sin θd = mN λ0 ,

(6.4)

where θi and θd are the angles of incidence and diffraction, respectively, m is the
diffraction order, N is the groove density of the grating, and λ0 is the wavelength
of the pump pulse. The pulse front tilt γ after diffraction from a grating can be
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shown to be [203]
tan γ =

sin θi + sin θd
,
cos θd

(6.5)

which when combined with Equation 6.4 can be expressed as
tan γ =

mN λ0
.
cos θd

(6.6)

The pair of cylindrical lenses apply a horizontal demagnification β1 to the pump
pulse, which changes the tilt angle according to
tan γCL =

tan γ
,
β1

(6.7)

where γCL is the pulse front tilt angle after the pair of cylindrical lenses. As the
pulse propagates into the LiNbO3 crystal, refraction at the interface causes an
alteration in the pulse length lc = l/ng,opt , causing a corresponding change in
the pulse front tilt angle of
tan γc =

tan γCL
ng,opt

(6.8)

where γc is the pulse front tilt inside the LiNbO3 crystal. Combining Equations
6.6 - 6.8, we obtain the equation describing the pulse front tilt angle inside the
LiNbO3 crystal as
tan γc =

mN λ0
.
ng,opt β1 cos θd

(6.9)

Finally, by rearranging Equations 6.9 and 6.4, we can obtain the expressions for
the angles of diffraction and incidence which produce the required pulse tilt as


mN λ0
−1
θd = cos
,
(6.10)
ng,opt β1 tan γc
and
−1

θi = sin




−1
mN λ0 − sin cos

mN λ0
ng,opt β1 tan γc


.

(6.11)

Optimising the Pulse Front Tilt for THz Generation Efficiency

For efficient generation of THz radiation by this scheme, an important factor
is having the pulse front tilt angle γc match the angle of the grating image θg
created in the LiNbO3 [200]. The grating image created in the LiNbO3 can be
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Figure 6.3: Schematic diagram of the tilted pulse front pumping scheme used to generate
high-field THz pulses in LiNbO3 . A grating and two cylindrical lenses are used to tilt the
pulse front of the 800 nm pump beam to satisfy the velocity matching condition in the LiNbO3
crystal.

shown to be [200]
tan θg = nβ2 tan θd ,

(6.12)

where β2 is the demagnification factor of the cylindrical lens pair. As such, the
greatest THz generation efficiency occurs when β1 = β2 .
The THz generation crystal used in this thesis was a 0.6 mol %
MgO-doped stoichiometric LiNbO3

crystal,

which has dimensions of

5 mm × 5 mm × 9.81 mm, with the crystal cut at an angle of θLN = 63◦ between
the pump beam entrance and THz beam exit face. The pump beam entrance
face was anti-reflection coated for 800 nm. To find the optimal optics for the
pulse front tilting setup, the demagnification factors β1 and β2 were calculated as
a function of θd from Equations 6.9 and 6.12. In these calculations, various grating groove densities were used, m = 1, λ0 = 800 nm, ng,opt = 2.23 and n = 2.16
[204], and the pulse front tilt and grating image angles were set to match the
cut angle of the LiNbO3 crystal γc = θg = 63◦ . Using an 1800 lines mm−1 grating the optimal value of β1 , β2 = 0.6. The cylindrical lenses chosen had focal
lengths of f1 = 130 mm and f2 = 75.6 mm which give a demagnification factor
β = f2 /f1 = 0.582, close to the optimum value. This then allows us to calculate
the optimal angles of incidence and diffraction from Equations 6.10 and 6.11,
which give values of θi = 38.0◦ and θd = 55.6◦ for this system.
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6.2.2

Experimental Setup

The experimental setup of the high-field THz-TDS system used in this chapter is
shown schematically in Fig 6.2 (a). A quarter of the output of a regeneratively
amplified Ti:Sapphire laser system (Spectra-Physics Spitfire Ace-PA-40) was
used to produce pulses with a central wavelength of 800 nm (40 nm bandwidth
at FWHM) with pulse energies of 3 mJ and duration of 40 fs at a repetition rate
of 1 kHz. The pulses from the laser were then split by a 70/30 beamsplitter,
with 70% of the laser output being used for the high-field THz generation. This
high-field THz pump portion of the beam passes through a variable delay stage,
in order to change the relative arrival times of the THz and gate beams at the
detection crystal. The pump beam is then reduced in size from ∼ 12 mm to
∼ 4 mm in diameter by an f = 200 mm plano-convex lens and f = −50 mm
convex mirror beam telescope, in order to match the size of the LiNbO3 THz
generation crystal. This smaller beam is then incident upon a diffraction grating
and 4-f cylindrical lens setup, in order to generate high-field THz radiation
via the tilted-pulse-front-pumping technique in LiNbO3 (discussed in detail in
Section 6.2.1).
Using the 4-f cylindrical lens scheme to create the grating image inside
the LiNbO3 causes the generated THz radiation to be produced in a roughly
collimated beam [20], hence the generated THz radiation was collected after
a short distance of ∼ 25 mm by a 12.7 mm diameter, fOAP1 = 15 mm off-axis
parabolic mirror (OAP1 in Fig. 6.2). This first OAP focuses the THz radiation,
and constitutes the first mirror in a telescope system; the expanding beam of
THz radiation after the focus is collected by a second OAP mirror (OAP2 in
Fig. 6.2) with 50.8 mm diameter and fOAP2 = 152.4 mm. This second OAP
was positioned a distance fOAP1 + fOAP2 = 167.4 mm away from OAP1 in order
to expand the THz beam by a factor fOAP2 /fOAP1 = 10.16, to better fill the
focussing optics and create a smaller spot size at the sample focus. This step is
important to achieve the highest possible THz electric fields, since the electric
field strength is inversely proportional to the THz spot size, which will be discussed further in Section 6.2.3. The expanded beam is focused onto the sample
space then collected and collimated by a pair of 50.8 mm diameter, f = 76.2 mm
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Figure 6.4: Schematic diagram of the terahertz time-domain spectrometer used to perform
high-field THz transmission measurements.
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Figure 6.5: (a) Time-domain waveform of a typical high-field THz pulse generated by TPFP
in LiNbO3 in the spectrometer presented in this thesis, and (b) its corresponding Fourier
transform spectrum.

OAPs (OAP3 and OAP4 in Fig. 6.2). The 76.2 mm focal length of these optics
is not the shortest possible, which would achieve the smallest possible THz spot
size, but is required in order to accommodate the size of the optical cryostat
(Oxford Instruments Optistat DN-V) to be used for low-temperature measurements. Finally, the THz beam is focused onto the detection crystal by a 50.8 mm
diameter, f = 50.8 mm OAP (OAP5 in Fig 6.2). The entire THz beam path is
encased in a box that can be purged with dry N2 gas, in order to remove the
influence of water vapour absorption from the THz spectra.
Of the remaining 30% of the laser output after the beamsplitter, a second
beamsplitter with a 90/10 ratio was used, in order to have 10% of this beam to
be used for the gate beam. For experiments presented in this chapter, the remaining 90% of the beam was not used and instead directed onto a beamdump,
however in the future this beam may be utilised as an additional, low-field THz
generation beam to create a THz pump-THz probe setup. Detection of THz radiation in the high-field THz-TDS system was performed by the standard EOS
method (described in Section 2.2) using a 300 µm-thick, h111i-oriented GaP detection crystal. An example THz pulse and its corresponding Fourier-transform
spectrum generated and detected by this spectrometer are presented in Figs.
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6.5 (a) and 6.5 (b), respectively. The spectrum shows frequency components
between 0.2 - 2.5 THz, and the THz electric field strength was controlled by
a pair of wire-grid polarisers in the THz beam and calibrated by the method
discussed in Section 6.2.3.
6.2.3

Controlling the Electric Field Strength of Terahertz Pulses

The method used to vary the THz electric field strength in the spectrometer
is demonstrated schematically in Fig. 6.6 (a), and consists of two gold WGPs
(5 µm width wires, 10 µm period) fabricated on 25.4 mm diameter, 2 mm thick
substrates of z-quartz by a single-step UV photolithography process identical
to that used in Section 4.2.2. An optical microscopy image of the fabricated
WGPs is shown in Fig 6.6 (b). WGP1 is mounted in a Newport PR50CC
motorised rotation stage, and WGP2 is mounted in a manual rotation mount.
To calibrate the field strength adjustment, a time domain scan is taken with
only WGP2 present in the beam, and WGP2 is rotated to maximise the electrooptic signal, then fixed in place. WGP1 is then placed in the THz beam and
similarly rotated to maximise the electro-optic signal. This sets the wires in
WGP1 parallel to those in WGP2. By rotating WGP1 by an angle θWGP the
THz electric field strength may be adjusted as
ETHz = E0 cos2 θWGP ,

(6.13)

where E0 is the maximum THz electric field strength achieved when the WGPs
are aligned. Both WGPs are mounted on magnetic bases, to allow them to be
removed to increase the THz electric field strength further.
The THz electric field strength in the high-field setup is calculated using
s
ETHz =

πr2

ZW
R0
,
A2 (t)dt

(6.14)

where W is the THz pulse energy, r is the radius of the THz spot at the sample
focus, A(t) is the temporal profile of the THz pulse, and Z0 = 376.7 Ω is the
impedance of free space. Integrating the temporal profile of the pulse in Fig.
R
6.5 (a) gives A2 (t)dt = 400 fs. The spot size of the THz beam, shown in Fig.
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Figure 6.6: (a) Schematic diagram of the method used to vary the electric field strength,
consisting of two wire-grid polarisers. (b) Optical microscopy image of the fabricated wiregrid polariser, consisting of 5 µm thick, 5 µm spaced gold wires on top of a z-quartz substrate.
(c) Spot size of the THz beam at the sample focus, measured by an uncooled bolometer array
THz camera. (d) Measured voltage and THz electric field strength as a function of the angle
between wire-grid polarisers θWGP . The solid black line represents cos2 θWGP .
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6.6 (c), was measured at the sample focus by an uncooled bolometer array THz
camera, which gave an intensity FWHM of πr2 = 1.17 mm2 . A pyroelectric
detector (Gentec-EO QS5-THZ-BL) was positioned at the sample focus and
used to measure the average THz power. With the THz pump beam optically
chopped at 5 Hz, the peak-to-peak voltage V obtained from the pyroelectric
detector was read off from an oscilloscope, and is plotted against θWGP in Fig. 6.6
(d). The pyroelectric detector has a calibrated voltage responsivity RV = 2.44×
105 VW−1 for 632 nm light chopped at fc = 5 Hz, with the stated absorption of
the BL coating at 1 THz being αBL = 0.08 of that at 632 nm. The THz pulse
energy is therefore obtained from the voltage measurements using
W =

V
,
RV αBL tF Np fc

(6.15)

where tF = 0.80 accounts for the transmission of a THz low-pass filter (TYDEX
LPF8.8-30) placed in front of the pyroelectric detector, and Np = 100 is the
number of pulses hitting the pyroelectric detector in one on/off cycle of the
optical chopper. Using Equations 6.14 and 6.15 the THz electric field strength
can be calculated from the measured voltage, and is also plotted in Fig. 6.6
(c). This therefore allows the THz electric field strength to be varied between
8 kV cm−1 and 279 kV cm−1 , with two additional higher field strengths available,
308 kV cm−1 when WGP1 is removed, and 373 kV cm−1 when both WGPs are
removed.

6.3

A Test Case of Nonlinear THz Transmission: Indium
Antimonide

In many experimental setups, a test case or material is a valuable resource;
a comparison of a well-known material response from other systems to that
obtained from the system in question can either be used for calibration purposes,
or to explore the effectiveness of the experiment. For THz systems employing
pulses with large electric field strengths, a test material can be found in the form
of indium antimonide (InSb). InSb is a direct-gap III-V semiconductor with a
zinc-blende crystal structure, and exhibits both a narrow bandgap of ∼ 0.17 eV
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[205, 206] and a high electron mobility of ∼ 7 × 104 cm2 V−1 s−1 [207] at 300 K.
The low bandgap leads to a high intrinsic carrier concentration, on the order of
1016 cm−3 at room temperature, which coupled with the high carrier mobility
results in a large absorption coefficient in the THz region.
Previous investigations of InSb using THz-TDS with high electric field
strength THz pulses have been performed by Hoffmann et al. [163], who observed a reduction in the absorption of THz radiation with increasing electric
field strength in both n-type InSb and GaAs. This effect was attributed to electron heating by the intense THz pulses and strong intervalley scattering: the
energy supplied to the electrons by the electric field of the THz pulse is sufficient
for many of them to scatter out of the lowest energy conduction band and into
side valleys, wherein they have reduced mobilities, and since the free-carrier absoprtion is linked to the carrier concentration and mobility, the THz absorption
is reduced. The THz absorption in both InSb and GaAs was observed to reduce
monotonically with increasing electric field strength, without saturation, up to
fields of 150 kVcm−1 .
The following section will utilise this effect in InSb as a test of the highfield THz-TDS system outlined in Section 6.2, to ensure it operates as intended,
and to provide context for the results presented in Sections 6.4 and 6.5.
6.3.1

Experimental Results

The transmission of THz pulses through InSb are presented in Fig. 6.7 (a),
for THz electric field strengths ranging from 8 kV cm−1 and 373 kV cm−1 . The
sample used in these measurements was produced by Mark Ashwin at the University of Warwick, and consisted of a 6.5 µm-thick layer of n-type InSb grown
by molecular beam epitaxy on top of a 350 µm-thick SI-GaAs substrate. The
reference scan in these measurements was taken as the THz pulse transmitted
through the bare SI-GaAs substrate. Electric field strengths of 8 kVcm−1 and
15 kVcm−1 are represented by dashed lines in Fig. 6.7 (a) due to the low signalto-noise in these measurements creating some artifacts in the data, however the
data at these field strengths have been included for completeness. The transmission at 0.52 THz as a function of electric field strength is displayed in Fig.
6.7 (b) in order to demonstrate the general trend of the data.
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Figure 6.7: Nonlinear THz transmission of InSb using THz pulses with electric field strengths
ranging between 8 kV cm−1 and 373 kV cm−1 . Displayed in panel (a) are the transmission
curves for each value of electric field strength, and panel (b) displays the value of the transmission at a frequency of 0.52 THz (signified by the dashed line in panel (a)) as a function
of electric field strength, in order to show the general trend. The solid line in panel (b) is an
empirical fit to the data.

Figs. 6.7 (a) and 6.7 (b) both demonstrate the expected electric fielddependent behaviour in InSb. For each individual value of electric field strength,
the transmission increases monotonically as expected for Drude-like free carrier
conduction. As the electric field strength is increased, the transmission of the
THz pulses increases, consistent with the previous observations in the literature
[163]. An increase in transmission of around 40% is observed for the highest
electric field strength of 373 kVcm−1 . The data at field strengths higher than
85 kVcm−1 have been fit to a straight line in Fig. 6.7 (b), with a gradient of
0.00125 cm kV−1 . Saturation of the THz transmission has not been observed up
to electric fields of 373 kV cm−1 , and the data at high field strengths show no
deviation from the linear increase in transmission.
The consistency of the observed behaviour with other reports in the literature demonstrates that the high-field THz-TDS system operates as intended,
and InSb may be used as an effective test material for high-field THz systems.
Future experiments may extend these measurements to higher field strengths,
in order to observe saturation behaviour in InSb.
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6.4

Nonlinear THz Transmission in Single-Walled Carbon Nanotube Films

The unique optical and electronic properties of single-walled carbon nanotubes
(SWCNTs), such as 1D ballistic conduction, large exciton binding energies and
strong many-body interactions [208, 209], has driven much recent research into
their applicablity for use in device applications [210, 211], and in THz devices
[212, 213]. THz spectroscopy provides a non-contact method of probing the
motion of charges in nanomaterials [2, 3], and has previously been utilised to
explore the conductivity of SWCNT films [214].
In a SWCNT film, both the conductivity of a single nanotube and the
conductive network of intertube contacts play an important role in defining the
overall macroscopic properties of the film [215, 216, 217]. The conductivity
of SWCNT films at THz frequencies can be described by a Drude-plasmon
model [193, 194, 218], in which there is a combination of a Drude-type freecarrier response, whereby charges are transported over long intertube distances
throughout the nanotube network, and a plasmon-type resonance, describing
the collective contribution of charges confined to individual nanotubes.
As CNTs gain popularity in device applications, their properties in the
high-field regime are becoming of greater interest, and as such experimental
insight is vital to their use in future device applications. The following section
will describe preliminary results into the high-field behaviour of SWCNT films,
which show promise for future investigations into their behaviour in this regime.
6.4.1

Experimental Results

The SWCNTs studied were produced by the floating-catalyst aerosol chemical
vapour deposition method [219], and a dry-transfer technique was used to create
a 1 cm×1 cm cross-section, 40 nm-thick free-standing thin film comprised of a
network of both individual and bundled SWCNTs, with around 5 CNTs per
bundle. The creation and characterisation of these films has been performed by
Maria Burdanova and is reported in reference [194]. A mean diameter of 2.1 µm
and lengths of > 10 µm were observed by transmission electron microscopy, and
the films were found to contain a mixture of one-third metallic to two-thirds
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Figure 6.8: Nonlinear THz transmission of highly-conductive SWCNT films using THz pulses
with electric field strengths ranging between 8 kV cm−1 and 373 kV cm−1 . Displayed in panel
(a) are the transmission curves for each value of electric field strength, and panel (b) displays
the value of the transmission at a frequency of 0.70 THz (signified by the dashed line in panel
(a)) as a function of electric field strength, in order to show the general trend. The solid line
in panel (b) is an empirical fit to the data.

semiconducting nanotubes.
The transmission of THz pulses through the SWCNT film are presented
in Fig. 6.8 (a), for THz electric field strengths ranging from 8 kV cm−1 and
373 kV cm−1 . As before in Section 6.3, electric field strengths of 8 kV cm−1 and
15 kV cm−1 are represented by dashed lines due to the low signal-to-noise in
these measurements creating some artifacts in the data, however the data at
these field strengths have been included for completeness. The transmission at
0.70 THz as a function of electric field strength is displayed in Fig. 6.7 (b) in
order to demonstrate the general trend of the data. The transmission data have
been empirically fit to a logistic function of the form
T =

1+

Lmax
−m(E
THz −Emid )
e

+ TLF ,

(6.16)

where Lmax is the maximum value of the logistic function, m is the logistic
growth rate, Emid is the midpoint of the logistic function, and TLF is a constant
offset to the logistic function accounting for the low-field limit of the transmission. The fit produced values of Lmax = 0.18, TLF = 0.3, m = 0.021 cm kV−1 ,
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Figure 6.9: (a) Bandstructure of a (25,0) semiconducting nanotube, in units of π/a (a =
0.426 nm). (b) Bandstructure of (24,0) metallic nanotube. (c) Bandstructure of (25,0) nanotube around the lowest conduction band (solid blue line). The dashed red line indicates a fit
using a parabolic dispersion with effective mass m∗ = 0.2 m0 . (d) Energy-dependent effective
mass m∗ (E) calculated from m∗ = ~2 /(d2 E/dk 2 ).

and Emid = 230 kV cm−1 . This fit suggests that the transmission of the SWCNT
film saturates at a value of TS = TLF + Lmax = 0.48, under an electric field
strength of 460 kV cm−1 .
A phenomenological interpretation of these experimental results can be
obtained by reference to the bandstructure of the two types of CNTs comprising
the film. Bandstructure calculations presented here were performed by James
Lloyd-Hughes (who also provided Fig. 6.9), using the methods outlined in reference [220] and tools from reference [221]. The calculated bandstructure of a
single (25,0) semiconducting CNT is shown in Fig. 6.9 (a), and the bandstructure of a single (24,0) metallic nanotube is shown in Fig. 6.9 (b). These are
representative examples of the semiconducting and metallic nanotubes which
make up the thin film. A zoom-in on the lowest conduction band in the semi141

conducting nanotubes (blue line) is presented in Fig. 6.9 (c), demonstrating
its nonparabolic nature; defining the effective mass as m∗ = ~2 /(d2 E/dk 2 ), an
energy-dependent effective mass can be calculated for the lowest conduction
band, and is presented in Fig. 6.9 (d). From Fig. 6.9 (d) we can see that for
even modest ponderomotive energies on the order of a few hundred meV (easily achievable at the field strengths of the THz pulses used in this study), the
effective mass will experience a significant change; as such, as the THz electric
field strength increases, we can expect that the effective mass also increases
and thus conductivity decreases. For the highest THz electric field strength
used in this study of 373 kV cm−1 , the ponderomotive potential calculated from
Equation 6.1 applied to electrons at the bottom of the conduction band would
be 0.7 eV, assuming an effective mass of m∗ = 0.2 m0 from the lowest energy
in Fig. 6.9 (d). From Fig. 6.9 (d) an energy of 0.7 eV would result in an increase in effective mass to 1.5 m0 . Therefore the increasing transmission with
increasing electric field strength observed in Fig. 6.8 can be explained as the
higher electric fields giving more ponderomotive energy to the charge carriers,
which moves them higher in the conduction band where they have an increased
effective mass, leading to lower mobility and conductivity which is observed as
an increase in the transmission at THz frequencies. A similar effect may occur in the metallic nanotubes, although due to their Dirac cone-shaped lowest
conduction band a more in-depth treatment than the one used here for the
semiconducting nanotubes is required.
The potential saturation observed in Fig. 6.8 (b) may be due to the conducting behaviour exhibited by the metallic nanotubes, and due to interband
scattering and hot carrier dynamics in both the semiconducting and metallic
nanotubes that make up the thin film. At higher energies the charge carriers
may scatter into adjacent conduction bands, which changes their effective mass.
Additionally, as the charge carriers gain energy from the THz pulse they thermalise, which produces a non-equilibrium carrier distribution; as such there are
always some carriers with low energy, which in turn means low mass and high
conductivity, and hence the transmission in the THz region remains at a finite
value less than one, as seen at high field strengths in Fig. 6.8 (b).
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6.5

Electric Field-Dependent THz Transmission of CuO

Multiferroic materials are of great interest for new applications in data storage and sensor devices [222, 223], and direct optical switching of magnetic or
electric domains by intense pulses of electromagnetic radiation may allow the
dynamics of the domain reorientation process in such devices to occur on faster
timescales [224]. Direct manipulation of the magnetic order, using direct excitation via the magnetic field of electromagnetic pulses, has been demonstrated
in a number of magnetic materials [173, 174, 175, 225]. However, since many
of these excitations occur at THz frequencies, the field strengths achievable in
the currently available experimental techniques are not yet sufficient to achieve
domain switching.
An alternate route to domain control may be found in multiferroic materials, particularly those which exhibit strong magnetoelectric coupling, such
as improper ferroelectrics. The magnetic origin of the ferroelectricity in these
materials, along with the dynamic magnetoelectric coupling exemplified by electromagnons, suggests that the magnetic order and domain switching may instead be controlled by a strong electric field of a THz pulse. Ultrafast magnetic dynamics have been theoretically predicted to occur via excitation of an
electromagnon in RMnO3 at electric field strengths ∼ 14 MVcm−1 [50]. Experimentally, modification of the magnetic structure in TbMnO3 by excitation of
an electromagnon by THz pulses with electric fields of 300 kVcm−1 has been
demonstrated [45]; in this work the authors suggest that THz pulses with an
electric field on the order of 1 - 2 MVcm−1 may be sufficient to cause a 90◦
rotation of the spin-cycloid in TbMnO3 , an order of magnitude lower than the
theoretical prediction in reference [50].
As discussed previously in Section 1.3.3 and Chapter 5, CuO is a
magnetically-induced multiferroic that exhibits electromagnons at significantly
higher temperatures than rare-earth manganates such as TbMnO3 ; hence understanding the behaviour of CuO during interaction with intense THz electric
fields may be an important step towards room temperature, optical electric field
control of magnetic order and domain switching for device applications. The
coercive field of CuO, around 55 kVm−1 at 220 K in the multiferroic phase [46],
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is also considerably lower than the coercive field of TbMnO3 , around 2 MVm−1
at 24 K in the multiferroic phase [226]; a lower coercive field could suggest that
CuO will be more susceptible to control by electric fields and nonlinear processes
could be induced at lower electric field strengths. The following sections will
present results of preliminary investigations into the interaction of strong THz
electric fields with CuO and its electromagnons, and suggest future experimental
avenues of research.
6.5.1

Electric Field-Dependence of the Electromagnon Response in
CuO

As an initial exploration into the electric field control of magnetic order in
CuO, the dependence of the electromagnon response on the driving electric
field strength was investigated. A single crystal sample of CuO oriented with
the [101]- and [010]-directions in-plane, identical to that used in Chapters 3 and
5, was mounted in an optical cryostat in the sample space of the high-field THz
spectrometer shown in Fig 6.2. The electric field strength was varied using the
same method as in Sections 6.3 and 6.4, with the electric field strength incident
on the sample varying from 38 kV cm−1 to 354 kV cm−1 due to the ∼ 95 % THz
transmission of the TPX cryostat windows.
The change in absorption coefficient due to multiferroicity ∆α is presented in Fig. 6.10 (a) for various THz electric field strengths. The same method
as described in Section 5.3 is used to extract ∆α from the time-domain waveforms, with reference scans taken at 210 K in the AF1 phase and sample scans
taken at 216 K in the AF2 phase for all electric field strengths. All field strengths
demonstrate the expected form of the electromagnon from previous results presented in the literature [8] and in previous chapters of this thesis, with the
main electromagnon mode occurring around 0.7 THz at 216 K and the higher
frequency shoulder still present. For field strengths between 38 kV cm−1 and
265 kVcm−1 the shape of the absorption curve remains constant, however for
the highest two field strengths of 293 kV cm−1 and 354 kV cm−1 the main electromagnon mode appears to strenghthen, with a corresponding decrease in the
strength of the higher frequency shoulder feature.
To quantify the electromagnon response at each electric field strength,
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Figure 6.10: (a) Change in the THz absorption coefficient due to multiferroicity in CuO
for THz pulses with electric field strengths ranging between 7.6 kV cm−1 and 354 kV cm−1 .
The change in dielectric function ∆ calculated from the data in panel (a) is modelled with
two Drude-Lorentz oscillators and presented in panels (b), (c) and (d), for the oscillator
strength, centre frequency and linewidth, respectively. Blue data correspond to the oscillator
representing the main electromagnon mode, whilst the green data correspond to the oscillator
representing the higher frequency shoulder feature. Errors in panels (b), (c) and (d) are
uncertainties in the fit, and some error bars may be too small to see. An example fit at an
electric field strength of 265 kV cm−1 is shown in panel (e), where the black points are the
experimental data, the black line is the best fit, the blue curve represents the electromagnon
mode and the green curve represents the shoulder mode.

the change in dielectric function ∆(ω) was calculated at each field strength
and fit to the same dual Drude-Lorentz oscillator model used in Section 5.3. An
example fit at 265 kV cm−1 is shown in Fig. 6.10 (e), where the black points are
the experimental data, the black line is the best fit, the blue curve represents the
electromagnon mode and the green curve represents the shoulder mode.. The fit
parameters of oscillator strength, mode frequency and linewidth are presented
in Figs. 6.10 (b), 6.10 (c) and 6.10 (d), respectively. To produce these fits the
resonant frequency of the oscillator corresponding to the shoulder feature was
fixed at 1.2 THz and its linewidth was fixed at 10 THz, which are values consistent with those in Chapter 5 of this thesis and the literature [8]. Errors in Figs.
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6.10 (b) - (d) are taken from errors in the fit. All values of the fit parameters
below ETHz = 265 kV cm−1 remain around a constant value (averages of the
parameters between ETHz = 38 kV cm−1 and 265 kV cm−1 are represented by
the dashed lines in Fig. 6.10). However above ETHz = 265 kV cm−1 , while the
resonant frequency of the electromagnon remains the same, an increase in the
oscillator strength of the main electromagnon can be observed, accompanied by
an increase in linewidth, along with a corresponding decrease in the oscillator
strength of the shoulder mode.
The results presented here could be indicative of a nonlinear enhancement
in the electromagnon absorption strength in CuO at high THz electric field
strengths. However the results are not conclusive, as they consist of only one
dataset, with only a single time-domain scan used for each sample and reference
measurement at each field strength; as such, it is difficult to provide an accurate
estimation of the uncertainty in the absorption data and fit parameters, which
are required to conclusively prove a field-dependent change in the electromagnon
absorption strength. Further experimental investigations are required to prove
that these observations are reproducible, and to extend them to higher electric
field strengths.
6.5.2

Electric Field-Dependent Absorption Coefficient in CuO

As described in Section 1.3.3 and shown in Fig. 1.7 (c), while the resonant
frequency of the A3u and B3u phonon modes in CuO (12.5 THz and 16 THz, respectively) are outside the bandwidth of the high-field THz pulses generated
in this spectrometer, due to their broad linewidth both make a significant contribution to the absorption at low THz frequencies [8, 56]. As such, it could
be assumed that the intense THz pulses may have some nonresonant driving
effect on these phonon modes, which may be apparent in a change in the THz
absorption coefficient as the electric field strength of the incident THz pulse is
increased.
To explore this, the THz absorption coefficient of CuO at room temperature is presented in Fig. 6.11, at high fields (354 kV cm−1 ) with ETHz //[101]
represented by the blue solid line, and with ETHz //[010] represented by the red
solid line. The dashed lines represent the absorption with ETHz parallel to the
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Figure 6.11: Room temperature absorption coefficient in CuO for THz radiation polarised
parallel to the [010] direction (red lines) and parallel to the [101] direction (blue lines). Solid
lines represent data obtained using high-field THz pulses (ETHz = 354 kV cm−1 ), while dashed
lines represent data obtained using low-field THz pulses from a standard THz-TDS system.
Low field data is reproduced from reference [8].

same direction in the low-field limit, reproduced from reference [8]. The same
sample of CuO was used in both the high-field measurements I performed and
the low-field data reproduced from reference [8]. Whilst α for ETHz //[101] displays a very similar trend in both the high- and low-field cases, the lineshape of
α when ETHz //[010] changes more significantly, with an increase at low frequencies and a decrease at high frequencies relative to the low-field regime, which
hints at a THz field-induced change in the A3u phonon mode. Whilst the results
presented here represent a potentially exciting avenue of research, in the first
instance these results must be repeated to collect the high- and low-field data
in the same experiment, to ensure the results are reproducible and to perform a
more detailed field-dependent study. Since the electromagnon strength is linked
to the size of the static polarisation induced in the [010]-direction in CuO, exciting this phonon mode with a strong THz pulse may induce some dynamic
behaviour in the electromagnon. To explore this, future experiments utilising a
high-field THz pump polarised with ETHz //[010] and a low-field THz probe polarised with ETHz //[101] may be performed to investigate the dynamic effects
of this nonresonant excitation of the phonon modes on the electromagnon in
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CuO.

6.6

Summary

This chapter has presented the design and operation of a THz-TDS system
capable of producing pulses of high electric field strength THz radiation, for use
in the spectroscopic study of material properties in the nonlinear regime. The
spectrometer performance was characterised, and was found to be capable of
producing THz pulses with electric fields of up to 370 kV cm−1 . The nonlinear
THz transmission of InSb was used as a test material for the spectrometer,
and the observed behaviour was consistent with that reported previously in the
literature, demonstrating that the spectrometer works as intended.
Preliminary investigations into the nonlinear behaviour of SWCNT films
and electromagnons in CuO were also reported. A nonlinear increase in the
THz transmission with increasing field strength was observed in the SWCNT
film, which also exhibited evidence of saturation for electric fields above ∼
400 kV cm−1 . The nonlinear increase in transmission can be explained by similar processes of electron heating and intervalley scattering as observed in InSb,
whilst the saturation may arise due to the differing responses of the metallic
and semiconducting nanotubes that comprise the film. No unusual behaviour
was observed in the electromagnon response in CuO up to electric fields of
∼ 280 kV cm−1 , however higher field strengths provide tantalising evidence of
a field-dependent increase in the oscillator strength of the electromagnon. The
room-temperature absorption coefficient along the [010] direction was also observed to change when probed with high field strength pulses, hinting at nonresonant driving of the A3u phonon mode in CuO. Results presented here on these
two systems are very much in the preliminary stage, however they provide sufficient evidence to suggest future investigations into their nonlinear properties
may prove fruitful.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions
This thesis has reported advances in terahertz spectroscopy relating to new techniques and components that enhance the control of THz polarisation produced
by photoconductive emitters, and the use of electromagnons to probe material
properties at a phase transition. In addition, preliminary investigations have
been opened into the nonlinear behaviour of SWCNTs and electromagnons in
CuO under exposure to extreme electric fields. This chapter will summarise the
key results and findings presented in this thesis, and Section 7.1 will put these
results into context with the current state-of-the-art in THz-TDS technology
and suggest future avenues of research.
Chapter 3 presented a method of rotatable-polarisation-THz-TDS, in
which an arbitrarily rotatable THz polarisation state was produced by the
mechanical rotation of an interdigitated photoconductive emitter. The optimisation of the system was reported, resulting in a highly uniform, broadband
electric field over a 180◦ rotation of the polarisation state, with only a variation
of < 7% in amplitude and < 1◦ in ellipticity. This technique was implemented
experimentally, investigating both birefringent and absorbing anisotropic media.
The orientations of the polarisation eigenvectors were identified in the uniaxial
materials ZnO and LaAlO3 , and the full complex refractive index along each
eigenvector was extracted. The optical selection rule of the electromagnon absorption in CuO was also precisely mapped using this technique.
The layout, fabrication and experimental verification of a new design of
photoconductive emitter, based on separate interdigitated pixel elements for
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the emission of horizontally and vertically polarised THz radiation, is presented
in Chapter 4. Both theoretical and experimental results demonstrate that the
radiation produced by the device interacts constructively in the far-field; the
THz pulses generated by the device have been shown to be linear, and the
orientation angle of the THz polarisation state has been demonstrated to be
arbitrarily rotatable simply by changing the bias voltage applied to each set of
pixels. The purely electrical nature of the polarisation rotation in this device
permits control of the THz polarisation state on timescales orders of magnitude
faster than those achievable by mechanical rotation methods. An experimental
technique permitting rapid modulation between two circular polarisation states
was also reported, utlising these pixel emitters in combination with a silicon
prism.
Chapter 5 demonstrated a method of using the dynamic magnetoelectric
response at THz frequencies, in the form of an electromagnon, to probe a phase
transition between two magnetically ordered phases. The oscillator strength of
the electromagnon in Cu1−x Znx O alloys was used to track the relative amounts
of the multiferroic AF2 phase and antiferromagnetic, paraelectric AF1 phase
present in the sample. Using this method, the phase transition was observed to
broaden under spin-disorder introduced by the non-magnetic Zn ions, and the
first-order nature of the transition was confirmed by the observation of thermal
hysteresis upon heating and cooling through the transition.
Chapter 6 described the design and operation of a high-field THz-TDS
system. The spectrometer performance was characterised by the use of nonlinear THz transmission in InSb as a test case; similar behaviour to that reported previously in the literature was observed, confirming the effectiveness of
the spectrometer. Preliminary investigations into the behaviour of SWCNTs
and electromagnons in CuO in the high-field regime were reported, suggesting
promising areas of future work.

7.1

Outlook and Future Work

The results presented in Chapter 6 represent the very early stages of the investigations into the nonlinear behaviour of these material systems. Firstly, the
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results must be proven to be reproducible, and then may be extended to higher
field strengths. The spectrometer described in Section 6.2 may be adapted to
include an additional delay line and low-field THz generation optics, to create a
THz-pump-THz-probe system. This would permit the dynamics of these nonlinear processes to be studied, which may help to elucidate their nature. The
work presented in Chapter 5 may have an immediate impact by providing a new
way to study the nature of magnetic phase transitions in multiferroics. In the
longer term the increased understanding of multiferroics yielded by ultrafast
spectroscopic methods, including THz-TDS, may help develop new magnetoelectric and multiferroic materials for applications such as spintronics.
There is much scope to investigate the optimisation of the devices presented in Chapter 4, and the implementation of the design in THz detectors.
Future work, both theoretical and experimental, may explore the effects of the
number, size and arragement of pixels in the device on the resultant far-field
radiation produced; this may lead to improvements in the polarisation purity
and a more uniform electric field amplitude from these devices.
The results presented in Chapters 3 and 4 may have immediate impacts
on the study of anisotropic media at THz frequencies. Photoconductive emitters
and detectors are the most commonly used components for commercially available THz spectrocopy and imaging systems, and interdigitated photoconductive
emitters (such as Laser Quantum’s Tera-SED device) have been available commercially for a number of years; as such, the technology currently exists to
allow straightforward implementation of the techniques and components presented in this thesis in commercially available systems. A particularly exciting
future prospect would be in combining the techniques and components presented
in this thesis with fibre-coupled THz-TDS systems; their increased portability
may permit the anisotropic properties of materials to be investigated outside of
a laboratory setting, bridging the gap to a myriad of potential applications in
industry and beyond.
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